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Preface
THis VOLUME is a collection of articles based upon lectures presented
at the Thirteenth Science Seminar of the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, held at Albuquerque, New Mexico, in June 1968. The
seminar was held in cooperation with the University of New Mexico
and the Air Force Special Weapons Center.

These seminars have been planned to assist in breaking down bar-
riers to the flow of ideas between different specialized areas of sci-
entific knowledge. Interdisciplinary in character, their programs
have consisted of reports on, and discussions of basic research across
the spectrum of Air Force interests. They have dealt with funda-
mental ideas in science--not in hardware or gadgets or instrumenta-
tion or weapons systems-important though all these may be. The
lecturers have been internationally known in their fields and the re-
search done by most of them has been accomplished with AFOSR
support.

This book is not a verbatim transcript of the lectures which were
presented. Instead, its chapters, written after the conclusion of the
seminar by the people who appeared on the program, are, in the
main, digests of what was discussed in the lectures and in the discus.
sion periods. Collectively, they record a substantial measure of sci-
entific achievement. Such a record is important, since world progress
ovcr the past seveial Leituries has been greatly affected by advance-
ments in pure science.

I am greatly indebted to my wife, Rena, who assisted in preparing
the manuscripts for publication and to Mrs. Ann Masi and Miss
Shirley M. Farmer for their assistance in reading prool.

D.L.A.

Arlington, Virginia

November1968
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I. Inquiries Into the Foundations
of Science
WESLEY C, SALMON

IN 1950, L. RON HUSBARD published his book Dianetics2l which pur.
ported to provide a comprehensive explanation of human behavior,
and which recommended a therapy for the treatment of all p•ychclog.
ical ills. According to Hubbard's theory, psychologic,1! difficulties
stem from "engrams," or brain traces, that are the results oý experi-
ences the individual has undergone while unconscious due to slcep,
anestlhesia, a blow to the hcad, or any other cause. 01 particular "n-
portance are those that occur before birth. Hubbard gives strikingly
vivid accounts of life in the womb, and it is far from idyllic. There is

/ I jostling, sloshing, noise, and a variety of rude shocks. Any unpleasant
behavior of the father can have serious lasting effects upon the child.
On a Saturday night, for example, the father comes home drunk and
in an ugly moo; ie beats the mother and with each blow he shouts,
"Take that, take thatl" The child grows up and becomes a klepto-
maniac.

It is perhaps worth remarking that the author of this work had no
training whatsoever in psydhology or psychiatry. The basic ideas were
first published in an article in Astounding Science Fiction. In spite
of its crigins, this book was widely read, the thuo, y was taken seriously
by many people, and the ihcrapy it recommended was practiced ex.
tensively. A psychologist friend of mine remarked at the time, "I

I$ESLE.' C. SALMON is the Norwood Russell Hanson Professor of Phi-
losophy of Science at Indiana University. His chief area of research has
been inductive logic and probability theory. He is presently worAiing on
major articles on the nature of statistical explanation and on the logical

concept of probability. Another longstanding interest is in the philosoph.
ical problemt of apace and time. Dr. Salmon is currently Vice President
of the Philosophy of Science Association. In addition to Indiana, he has
served on the faculties of UCLA, J$'ashington State, Northwestern and
Brown. During the schoot year 1968-1969, Dr. Salmon is Visiting Professor
of Philosophy at the University of Pittsburgh.
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czn't condemn this theory before it is carefully tested, but after.
wamrds I will."

In the same ycar-it seems to have been a vintage year for things
of this sort-Immanucl Vclikovski published Worlds in Collision,9 a
book that attempted to account for a number of the miraclcs alleged
in the Old Tes:wment, sukch as the flood and the suin's standing still.
This latter miracle, it was explained, resulted from a sudden stop in
the earth's rotation about its axis w-'ch was brought About, along
with the various other cataclysms, by tlie very close approach to the
earth of a giant come- which later became the planet Venus. One of
the chief difficulties encountered by Velikovski's explanation is that,
on currently accepted scientific theory, the rotation of the earth simply
would not stop as a result of the postulated close appV'oach of another
large body. In order to make good his explanation, Velikovski must

introduce a whole body of physical theory which is quite incompatible
with that which is generally accepted today, and for which he can
summon no independent evidence. The probability that Velikovski's
explanation is correct is, therefore, no greater than the probability
that virtually every currently accepted physical theory is false.

Before the publication of the book, parts of Velikovski's theory
were published serially in Ha.-per's Magazine. When the astounding
new theory did not elicit serious consideration from the scientific
community, the editors of Harper's expressed outrage at the lack of
scientific objectivity exhibited by the scientists.$ They complained, in
effect, of a scientific establishment with its scientific orthodoxy, which
manifests such overwhelming prejudice against heterodox opinions
that anyone like Velikovski, with radically new scientific ideas, cannot
even get a serious hearing. They were noit complaining that the sci-
entific community rejected Velikovski's views, but rather that they
dismissed them without any serious attempt at testing.

The foregoing ar. but two examples of scientific prejudgment ot a
theory; many other fascinating cases can be found in Martin Gard-
ner's Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science.' Yet, there is a dis-
quieting aspect of this situation. We have been told on countless oc.
casions that the methods of science depend upon the objective ob.
servational and experimental testing of hypotheses; science does not,
to be sure, prove or disprove itu results absolutely conclusively, but
it does demand objective evidence to confirm or disconfirm them.
Thi is the scientific ideal. Yet scientists in practice do certainly make

V.
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judgments of plausibility or implausibility about newly suggested
theories, and in casc' like those of Hlubbard and Vclikovski, they
judge the new hypotheses too implausible to deserve further ser ious
consideration. Can it be that the editors of Harper's had a point, and
that there is a large discrepancy between the ideal of scientific objec.
tivity and the actual practice of prejudgment on the basis of plausibil.
ity considerations alone? One could maintain, of course, that this is

merely an example of the necessary comnpromise we make between
the abstract ideal aitu 4.61C vk tical Chigcnties, Given unlimited time,
talent, money, and material, perhaps we should test vcwt y hy[X)thcsis

that comes along; in fact, we have none of these commoditics in un-
limited supply, so we have to make practical decisions concerning th,.

use of our scientific resources. We have to decide which hypotheses arc
promising, and which arc not. We have to decide which experiments

to run, and what equipment to buy. These are all practical dedisions
that have to be made, and in making them, the scientist (or adminis.
trator) is deriding which hypotheses will be subjected to serious test-
ing and whith will be ignored. 1i evesy hlypotliciis that comes along
had to be tested, I shudder to think how Air Force scientists would
be occupied with anti-gravity devices and refutations of Einstein.

Granted that we do, and perhaps must, make use of these plausibil-
: ity cornsidera tions, the natural question concerns their status. Three

general sorts of answers suggest themselves at the outset. In the first
place, they might be no more than expressions of the attitudes and

prejudices of individual scientists or gros' ps of scientists. The editors
of Harper's might be right in claiming that they are mere expressions
of prejudice against ideas that are too novel--the tool uvd by the
scentific :stablishment to enforce its own orthodoxy. If that sugges.
tiou is too conspiratorial in tone, perhaps they arise simply from the
personal attitudes of individual scientists. In the second place, they
might be thought to hNve a purely practical function. Perhaps they
constitute a necessary but undesirable compromise with the ideal
of scientific objectivity for the sake of getting on with the practical
work of science. Or maybe these plausibility considerations have a
heuristic value in helping scientists discov-.r new and promising lines
of research, but their function is solely in relation to the discovery
of hypotheses, not to their justification. In the third )lace, it might
be held that somehow plausibility arguments constitute a proper and
indispensible part of the very logic of the justification of scientific

4i
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hypothecses. This11 is thie view I shall attemipt to elaborate arnd defend.
I shiall argue that plausibility argurreuits are objective in (haracter,
A1141 ithat tllty muILst be takellito al ~4coiutit, inl thlt evaluiatioji of gcieii.
tifiL hYlOtliCCt3 0I1 the bJAsiS 1)1evailrI(V.3

The issue being raised is a logical one, We are asking what in.
gr-edienis enter into the evaluaticin of scientific hypothcscs in the light
(if evide~nce. Ili urtler to answer such (jiicstionli, it is necessary to look
at thc logicial sdicnia that represents the logical relation bctween
evidenute and hypotheses in scientific inferecue. Many sdetilttiic text-

books csw ialicth initiodltt tO y orilts, attelllj11t1to give a brief charac.
teri:Jtionl of the( pi wesis of toil lir iiiaig 'andc disroflurFiinilig liypotlivcscs.
'I lie usual attount is what is generally knowii as tlie Iypothetica.
dedurtive methnd. As it is frequenetly duswrilwd, 1111 meLthod~ conisists

ill deducing consir(jtilntrs fronm the hypot he'sis ill i lstic~io, andt
chieckinig by observationi tc detii miini whether these consecqucii~es
actually ocui. If thrvy do. that -oun~ts a% confirming evidence for the
hypothesis; if they do not, the hypothesis is disconfirmned.

One -iannivdiate difficulty with the fore'going characteri~ation of the
hypothetimthoedthitivc method is that (toUtl .4 ge'Iwral kI~tyulueSis it is
impossible it) deduce any observaticonal conisequenices. Consider, for
example, Kepler's first two laws of planetary mlotion: the first stales
that thle oa bits of the j)alaicts aile ellipt ii .il, and the secoo d tcs *ilbus
the way (lie sipccd of the platict varici as it niovei through the ellipse.
With this general knowledge of the motion of Mars, for itistatwe, it
is itrilmnOsible to deduce its locationi at midnight, and so it) diet k by
observAtion to see whether it fulfills thv prediction or miot. But with
the addition of scone fuirther observational knowledige, it is possible
to msake sudh deduct ions-for instane, if we know its position and
velocity at midnight last night. Tlhis additional observationAl cvi-
derice is often referred to as the "initial (onduitlo:,a;" from the hypoth-
esis together with statements abo~ut initial (oliditions it is possible
to deduce a concrete prediction that can be checked by oLservation.
With this addition, the hypothetiko-dcdluctive 111thod Carl be repie.
inented by the following simple schema;

H-D schetna: H (hypiothesis)
I (ilitial conditions)

0 (obserVatuoiialpietlittioui)
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Although it is always possible for errors of observation or measure-
ment to octcir, and (onsequently for us to be mistaken about the
initial conditions, I shall assume for 11 pl•,)s)' of the pItsc'lt discossion
that we have corlctily asuertaiiicd the initial conditions, so that tile
hypothesis is Ole wnly lpirciise whose tt uth is ill quest iol. This is one
useful simplifying assuiption.

Another very imnlpvtant sirnmlifyiiig assumption is being umade.
In many cases tile observational prediction dohes nrot follosw from) the
hypothesis and initial cotiditions alone, but so- taled "auxiliary
hypotheses" ate also rciitil ed. Fill instance, it all amt i1lii( l ob-
servation is involved, optical thcories concerning the bIhavior of
telescopes may be implicitly hivoked. In principle, a false prediction
can be the oil:isiots to call fltscs auxiliu ay hypoth•scs into questionl, so
that the most that tall be concluded is that either all auxiliary hypo-
thesis or tile hypothesis up for testing is false, but we cannot "ay
which. For purposes of this discussion, howc,,er, I shall assunme that
the truth of the auxiliary hypothses is not in qttestion, so that the
hypothezis wc ate tflinig to test is still fhe onily icienlast of tilt, aigtl-
ment whose truth is open toi question. Su h siinplifying issunlotions
are admittedly unrealistic, but things are diffitult enough with them.
and relinquishing thcnit do•s not hlpci with tilt- pioblntis we ate
discussing.

Under the foregoing simplifying assumptioms a false p1teictionl
provides a decisive result: if the ncd(liction is false tile hyxllthusis is
falsified, for a valid deduction wi l a false CInlthlusiotll mols. ha Ce at
least one false prclnise, and t(ie hypothesis biug tested is the trily
premise about which we are admitting any question. However, if the
prediction turns out to bc trunc, wc ccrtainly cannot couhuitc that thie
hypothesis is hue, for to infer tile truth of the jremnises front the truth
of the conclusion is an elementary logical fallacy. And this fallacy ii
not mitigated in the least by rejecting the simplifying assumpiptions

and admitting that other premises might be false, The fallacy, called
affirming ihe consequent, is illustrated by the following example: If
the patient has chickenjp)x, lie will run a fever; the patient is run-
ning a fever; therefore, he has chickenpcox. The difficulty is very
fundamental and very general. Even though a htypotltesis gives rise

to a true prediction, there are always other different hypotheses that
would provide thie samne prediction This is tile problem o/ (he alter.
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native hypotheses. It is especially apparent in any case in which one
wishes to explain data that can be represented by points on a graph
in terms of a mathematical function that can be represented by a
curve. There are always many different curves that fit the data equally
well; in fact, for any finite number of data, there are infinitely many
,.1ach curves. Additional observations will serve to disqualify some of
these (in fact, infinitely many), but infinitely many alternatives will
still remain.

Since we obviously cannot claim that the observation of a true con-
sequence establishes the truth of our hypothesis, the usual claim is
that such observations tend to support or confirm the hypothesis, or
to lend it probability. Thus, it is often said, the inference from the
hypothesis and initial conditions to the prediction is deductive, but

2 the inference in the opposite direction, from the truth of the predic-
0 tion to the hypothesis is inductive. Inductive inferences do not pre-

tend to establish their results with certainty; instead, they confirm
* them or make them probable. The whole trouble with looking at the

matter this way is that it appears to constitute an automatic transfor-
mation of deductive fallacies into correct inductive arguments. When
we discover, to our dismay, that our favorite deductive argument is
invalid, we simply rescue it by saying that we never intended it to be
deductive in the first place, bu: that it is a valid induction. With
reference to this situation, the famous American logician Morris R.
Cohen is said to have quipped, "A logic book is divided into two
parts; in the first (on deduction) the fallacies are explained, and in the
second (on induction) they are committed." Surely indurtive logic,
if it plays a central role in scientific method, must have better cre-
dentials than this.

When questions about deductive validity arise, they can usually
be resolved in a formal manner by reference to an appropriate logical
system. It has not always been so. Modern mathematical logic dates
from the early nineteenth century, and it has undergone extraordi-
nary development, largely in response to problems that arose in the
foundations of mathematics. One such problem concerned the foun-
dations of geometry, and it assumed critical importance with the
discovery of non-Euclidean geometries. Another problem concerned
the status of the infinitesimal in the calculus, a concept that was the
c-enter oi utter coifusion for two centuries after the discovery of the
"infigitclinmal" calculu., Thanks to extensive and fruitful investiga-
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tions of the foundations of mathematics, we now have far clearer

and more profound understanding of many fundamental mathe-
matical concepts, as well as an extremely well-developed and in-
trinsically interesting discipline of formal deductive logic. The early
investigators in this field could never have conceived in their wildest
imaginings the kinds of results that have emerged.6

It is an unfortunate fact that far !ess attention has been paid to the
foundational questions that arise in connection with the empirical
sciences and their logic. When questions of inductive validity arise,
there is no well-established formal disciphine to which they can be
referred for definitive sojution. A number of systems of inductive
logic have been proposed, some in greater and some in lzsser detail,
but none is more than rudimentary, and none is widely accepted as
basically corre-t. Questions of inductive correctness are more often
referred to scientific or philosophical intuitions, and these are notori-
ously unreliable guides.

We do have one resource which, although not overlooked entirely,
is not exploited as fully as it could be. I refer to the mathematical
calculus of probability. The probability calculus wil! not, by itself,
solve all of our foundational problems concerning scientific inference,
but it will provide us with a logical schema for scientific inference
which is far more adequate than the H-D schema. And insofar as the
probability calculus fails to prc-ride the answers tj foundational
questions, it will at least help us to pose those problems in intelligible
and, hopefully, more manageable form.

In order to show how the probability calculus can illuminate the
kinds of questions I have been raising, I should like to in.roduce a
very simple illustrative game. This game is played with two decks of
cards composed as followb: deck I contains eight red cards and four
black cards: deck 2 contains four red cards and eight black cards. A
player begins by tossing a standard die; if the side one appears he
draws a card from the first deck, and if any other side comes up he
draws a card from the second deck. The Jraw of ; red card constitutes
a win. There is a simple formula for calculating the probability of a
win resulting on a play of this game. Letting "P(A,B)" stand for the
probability from A to B (i.e., the probability of B, given A), and
letting "A' stand for tosses of the die, "B" for draws from deck 1
(which occur when and only when an ace is tossed on the die), and
"C" for draws of red cards, the following formula, which is a special
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case of the "theorem on total probability" yields the desired com-
putation:

P(A,C) = P(A,B) P(A & B,C) + P(A,11) P(A &g:B,C) (1)

The ampersand means "and" and the bar above a symbol negates it.
Accordingly, the probabilities appearing in the formula are:

P(A,C)-probability of drawing a red card on a play of the game.
P(A,B)-probability of drawing from deck I on a play of the

game ( '/6).
P(A,1)-probability of drawing from deck 2 on a play of the

game(= %)-
P(A & B,C)-probability of drawing a red card if you play and draw

from deck I ( 2A).
P(A&•,C)-probability of drawing a red card if you play and draw

from deck 2 (= 1/s).

The theorem on total probability yields the result

P(A,C) 1/6 X + % X -7/18

Suppose, now, that this game is being played, and you enter the room
just in time to see that the player has drawn a red card, but you did
not see from which deck it was drawn. Perhaps someone even offers
you a wager on whether it came from deck I or deck 2. Again, the
A)robability calculus provides a simple formula to compute the de-
sired probability. This time it is a special form of "Bayes' theorem"
and it can be written in either of two ways:

P(A,B) P(A & BC)
P(A & C,B)- P (A,C) (2)

P(A,B) P(A& B,C)
P(A,B) P(A & B,C) -1- P(A,B) IP(A & E,C) (3)

The theorem on total probability (I) assures us that the denominators
of the two fractions are equal; we must, of course, impose the restric-
tion that P(A,C) -- 0 in order to avoid an indeterminate fraction.
The expression on the left evidently represents the probability that
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a draw which produced a red card was made from deck I. Substituting
known values in equation (2) yields

P(A & C,B) = [¼X %] / [7/18] = 2/7

There is nothing controversial about either of tihe foregoing theorems
o. their app!ications to simple games of chance of the type just
described.

In order to get at our logical questions about the nature of sci-
entific inference, let me redescribe the game and what we learned
about it, and in so doing I shall admittedly be stretching Eome mean-
ings. It is nevertheless illuminating. We can think of the drawing of
a red card as an effect that can be produced in either of two ways, by
tossing an ace and drawing from the first deck or by tossing a number
other than one and drawing from the second deck. When we asked
for the probability that a red card had been drawn from deck 1, we
were asking for the probability that the first of the two possible causes
rather than the second was operative in bringing about this effect. In
fact, there are two causal hypotheses, and we were calculating the
probability that was to be assigned to one o[ them, namely, the hy-
pothesis that the draw came from the first deck. Notice that the prob-
ability that the draw came from the first deck is considerably less
than one-half, making it much more likely that the draw came from
the second deck, even though the probability that you will get a red
card if you draw from the first deck is much greater than the prob-
ability that you will get a red card if you draw from the second deck.
The rea.son, obviously, is that many more draws are made from the
second deck, so e'vcn though many more black than red cards are
drawn frogm the second deck, still the preponderance of red cards also
comes from the second deck. This point has fundamental philosoph-
ical importance.

Continuing with the bizarre use of terms, let us look at the prob.
abilities uscd to carry out the computation via Bayes' theorem. P(A,B)
and P(A,]) ame known as prior probabdilies; they are the probabil.
ities, respectively, that the particular cause is operative or not, regard-
less of the result of the draw. These probabilities are obviously linked
in a simple manner,

P(A,B) I - P(A,B),

!.,

'1
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so that knowledge of one of them suffices. P(A & BC) and P(A & R,C)
are usually known as likelihoods. P(A & B,C) is the likelihood of the
causal hypothesis that the draw came from deck I given that the draw
was red, while P(A & lC) is the likelihood that that hypothesis is false
(i.e., the likelihood of an alternative) given the same result. Note, how-
ever, that the likelihood of a hypo.hesis is not a probability of that
hypothesis; it is, instead, the probability of a result given that the hy-
pothesis holds. Note, also, that the two likelihoods need not add up to
one; they are logically independent of one another and both need to
be known-knowledge of one only does not suffice. These are the prob-
abilities that appear on the right hand side of the second form of
Bayes' the,,e1 rn (3). In the first form of Bayes' theorem (2) we do not
need the secor.d likelihood, P(A & R,C), but we require P(A,C) instead.
This probability has no common name, but it is the probability that
the effect in question occurs regardless of which cause is operative. But
whichever form of the theorem is used, we need three logically distinct
probabilities in order to carry out the calculation. P(A & C,B), the
probability we endeavor to establish, is known as the posterior prob-
abilitv of the hypothesis. When we entertain the two causal hypoth.
eses about the draw of the card, we may take the fact that the draw
produced a red card as observational evidence relevant to the causal
hypotheses. (A rapid calculation wi!l show that the probability that
the draw came from deck 1 if it was a black card = I/I 1.) Thus, we
may think of our posterior probability, P(A & C,B), as the probability
of a hypothesis in the light of observational evidence. This is precisely
the kind of question which arose in connection with the hypothetico-
deductive method, and in connection with our attempt to understand
how evidence confirms or disconfirms scientific hypotheses. Bayes' the-
orem therefore constitutes a logical schema, found in the mathemat-
ical calculus of probability, that shows some promise of incorporating
the main logical features of the kind of inference the hypothetico-
deductive schema is intended to describe.

The striking difference between Bayes' thesrem and the H-D
schema is the relative complexity of the former compared with the lat-
ter. In fact, in sonic spccial cases the H-D schema provides just one of
the probabilities required in Bayes' theorem, but never does it yield
either of the other two required. Thus, the H-D schema is inadequate
as an account of scientific inference because it is a gross oversimplifica-
tion which omits reference to essential logical features of the igifer-
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ence. Bayes' theorem fills these gaps. The H-D schema describes a
situation in which an observable result is deducible from a hypothesis
(in c3njunction with initial conditions, and possibly auxiliary hypoth-
eses, all of which we are assuming t,_ be true); thus, if the hypothesis is
correct, the result must occur and cannot fail to occur. In this special
case, P(A P, BC) = 1, but without two other probabilities, say P(AB)
and P (A & RC), no conclusion at all can be drawn regarding the pos.
terior probability. Inspection of Bayes' theorem makes it evident that
P(A & BC) = I is completely compatible with P(A & C,B) = 0. At
best, the li-I) schema yields the likehhood of the hypothesis fur that
given evidence, but we need a prior probability and the likelihood of
an alternative hypothesis on the same evidence.

That these other probabilitics are indispensible, and the manner
in which they function in scientific reasoning, can be indicated by ex-
amples. Consider Dianetics once more. As remarked above, this book
contained not only a theory to explain behavior, but also it contained

t recommendations for a therapy to be practiced for the treatment of
/ • psychological disturbances. The therapeutic piocedure bears strong

L resemblances to psychoanalysis; it consists of the elimination of those
"engrams" that are causing trouble by bringing to consciousness,
through a process of free association, the unconscious experiences that
produced the engrams in the first place. The theory, presumably. en-

ables us to deduce that practice of the recommended therapy will
produce cures of psychological illness. At the time the theory was in
vogue, this theripy was practiced extensively, and there is every reason
to believe that "cures" did occur. There were unquestionably cases in
which people with various neurotic symptoms were treated, and they
experienced a remission of their symptoms. Such instances would seem
to count, according to the hypothetico-deductive method, as confirm-
ing instances. That they cannot actually be so regarded is due to the
fact that there is a far better explanation of these "cures." We know
that there is a phenomenon of "faith-healing" that consists in the
efficacy of any treatment the patient sincerely believes to be effective.
Many neurotic symptoms are emenable to such treatment, so anyone
with sucn symptoms who believed in the soundness of the dianetic ap-
proach could be "cured" regardless of the truth or falsity of dise theory
upon which it is based. The reason, in terms of Bayes' theorem, is that
the second likelihood-the probability P(A & B,C) that the same phe-
nomenon would occur even if the hypothesis were false-is very high.
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Since this term occurs in the denominator, the value of the whole
fraction tends to be small when the term is large.

A somewhat similar problem arises in connection with psychother-
apy based upon more serious theoretical foundations, The effec-
tiveness of any therapeutic procedure has to be compared with the
so-c..lcd "spontaneous remission rate." Any therapy will produce a
certain number of cases in which there is a remission of symptoms, but
in a group of people with similar problems, but who undergo no ther-
apy of any kind, there will also be a certain percentage who experi-
ence remission of symptonis. For a therapy to be judged eifective, it
has to improve upon the spontaneous remission rate; it is not sufficient
that there be some remissions among those who undei,3o the treat-
ment. In terms of Bayes' theorem, this means that we must look at
both likelihoods, P(A 8 B,C) and P(A & 9,C), not just the one we have
been given in the standard H.D schema. This is just what expcri-
mental controls are all about. For instance, vitamin C has been highly
touted as a cold remedy, and many cases have been cited of people
recovering quickly from colds after taking massive doses. But in a
controlled experiment in which two groups of people of comparable
age, sex, state of general health, and severity of colds are compared,
where oue group is given vitamin C and the other is not, no difference
in duration or severity of colds is dcecttd.7 This gives us a way of
comparing the two likelihoods.

Let me mention, finally, an example of a strikii.-ly successful con-
firmation, showing how the comparative likelihoods effect this sort
of situation. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, two different
theories of light were vying for suprcmacy: the wave theory and the

up to that point was not decisive. One of the supporte's of the corpus-

cular theory was the mathematician Poisson, who deduced from the
mathematical formulation of the wave theory that, if that theory were
true, there should be a bright spot in the center of the shadow of a
disk. Poisson declared that this absurd result showed that the wave
theory is untenable, but when the experiment was actually performed
the bright spot was there. Such a result was unthinkable on the cor-
puscular theory, so this turned into a triumph for the wave theory,
because the probability on any other theory then available was negli.
gible.0 It was not until about a century later that the need for a com-

t-I
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bined wave-particle theory was realized. Arithmetically, the force of
this di ainatic confirmation is easily seen by noting that if P(A & 11,C)

0 in (3), the posterior probability P(A & C,B) automatically be-
comes I,

In addition to the two likelihoods, Bayes' theorem requires us to
have a prior probability P(A,B) or P(A,R) in order to ascertain the
posterior probability. These prior probabilities are probabilities of
hypotheses without regard to the observational evidence provided by
the particular test we are considering. In the card-drawing game dc-
sUibed above, the prior probability was the probability of a draw
from one particular deck regardless of whether the draw produced a
red or black card. In the more serious cases of the attempt to evaluate
scientific hypodieses, the probability of a hypothesis without regard to
the test is precisely the suit of plausibility considered that was dis-
cussed at the outset. How plausible is a given hypothesis; what is its
chance of being a successful one? This is the type of consideration
that is demanded by Bfayes' theorein in the form of a prior prob-
ability. The traditional stumbling.block to the use of Bayes' theorem
as an accotunt of the logic of scientific inference is the great difficulty
of giving a description of what sort of things these prior probabil-
ities could be.

It seems possible, nevertheless. to give many exampleG of plausibil-
ity arguments, and even to classify them into very general types. Such
arguments may then be regarded as criteria which are used to evalu-
ate prior probabilities-criteria that indicate whether a hypothesis is
plausible or implausible, w.hether its prior probability is to be rated
high or low. I shill mention three general types of criteria, and give
some instances of each.

1. Let us call criteria of the first general type formal criteria, for
they involve formal logical relations between the hypothesis under
consideration and other accepted parts of science. This kind of con-
sideration was illustrated at the outset by Velikovski's theory, which
contradicts virtually all of modern physics. Because of this formal
relationship we can say that Velikovski's theory must have a very low
prior probability, since it is incompatible with so much we accept as
correct. Another example of the same type can be found in those ver-

sions of the theory of telepathy that postulate the instantaneous trans-
ference of thought from one person to another, regardless of the dis-
tance that separates them. For, the special thcury of relativity stipu-
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latcs that information cannot be transmitted at a speed greater than
the speed of light, and so it would preclude instantancous thought
transmission. It would be even worse for precognition, the alleged
procrss of direct perception of future occurrences, for this would in-
volve messages being transmitted backward in timel Such parapsycho-
logical hypothcscs must be given extremely low prior probabilitieg
because of their logical incompatibility with well-established portions
of physical science. A hypothesis could, of couise, achieve a high prior
probability on formal grounds by being the logical consequence of
a well-established theory. Kepler's laws, for example, are extremcly
"probable (as approximations) because of their relation to Newtonian
gravitational theory.

2. 1 shall call criteria of the second type pragmatic criteria. Such
criteria havy to do with the evaluation of hypotheses in terms of the
circumstances of their origin-for example, the qualifications of the
author. This sort of consideration has already been amply illustrated
by the :xample of Dianetics. Whenever a hypothesis is dismissed as
being a "crank" hypothesis, pragmatic criteria arc being brought to
bear. In his fascinating Fads and Fallacies in the Namne of Science,
Martin Gardner offers some general characteristics by which cranks
can be identifled.9

One might be tempted to object to the use of pragmatic criteria on
the ground, as we have all been taught, that it is a serious fallacy to
confuse the origin of a theory with its juitificalion. Having been told
the old story about how Newton was led to think of universal gravita-
tion by seeing an apple fall, we are reminded that that incident has
nothing to do with the truth or justification of Newion's gravitational
theory. That issue must be decided on the evidencet 0 Quite so. But
there are factors in the origin of a hypothesis, such as the qualifica.
tions of the author, which have an objective probability relationship
to the hypothesis and its truth. Crank hypotheses seldom, if ever, turn
out to be sound; they are based upon various misunderstandings, prej-
udices, or sheer ignorance. It is not fallacious to conclude that they
have low prior probabilities.

5. Criteria of the third type are by far the most interesting and imi-
portant; let us call them material criteria. They make referencc, in
one way or another, to what the hypothesis actually says, rather than
to its formal relation to other theories, or to the circumstances sur-
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rounding its origins. These criteria do, however, depend upon corn-
parisons of various theories or hypotheses; they make reference to
analogies or similarities among different ones. Again, a few examples
may be helpful.

Perhaps the most frequently cited criterion by which to judge the
plausibility of hypotheses is the property of simplicity. Curve draw-
ing illustrates this point very aptly. Given data which can be repre-
sented graphically, we generally take the smoothcst curve-the one
with the simplest mathematical expression-which comes sufficiently
near the data points as zeprcsemhing the best explanatory hypothesis
for those data. This factor was uppermost with Kepler, who kept
searching for the simplest orbits to account for planetary motion, and
finally settled upon the ellipse as filling the bill. Yet, we do not always
insist upon the simplest explanation. We do not take seriously the
"hypothesis" that television is solely responsible for the breakdown of
contemporary morals, assuming that there is such a breakdown, for it
is an obvious oversimplification. It may be that simplicity is more to
be prized in the physical than in the social sciences, or in the advanced
than in the younger sciences. But it does seem that we need to exercise
rea.,nable judgment as to just what degree of simplicity is called for
in any giveni situation.

Another consideration that may be used in plausibility arguments
concerns causal mechanisms. There was a time when all sdientific ex-
planation was teleological in character; even the motion of inanimate
objects wa3 explained in terms of the endeavor to achieve their nat-
ural places. After the physics of Galileo and Newton had removed all
reference to purpose fiot, ihese realms, the remnants of teleGlogical
language remained: "Nature abhors a vacuum" and "Water seeks
its own level." But though there have been a few attempts to read
purpose into such laws as least action ("The Absolute is lazy"), it
is for the most part fully conceded that physical explanation is non-
purposive,

Tile great success of Newtonian physics provided a strong plausibil-
ity argument for Darwin's account of the development of the bio-
logical species. The major difference between Darwin's evolutionary
theory and its alternative contenders is the thoroughgoing rejectior,
of teleological explanation by Darwin. Although teleological sound-
ing language may sometimes creep in when we talk about natural
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selection, the concept is entirely tnionprpojive. We ask, "Why is tile
polar bear white?" We allswcr, "Bcato.c that color piovidcs a natural
camouflage." It suonitimcs sounts a bit as if we ate saying that the bear

thinks the situation over and decides bcfuic he is bulin that white
would he the best (olor, andt. so hie chotnss thtat toloi. Hill, of •illsse,

we ITeaIn no stch thing. We are awaie that, literally, no choice or
planning is involved. There are chantc inilaiiiis, solic. favorable to
escaping ftols cilrllies and finding food. 'Ihoic ,minals tlhat havc tile

favoiable haracteristics tend to survive and iclonoduthc their kind,
while those with unfavorable characteristics teid to die out without
reprdxlucing. The (alist and effect relations in tlil cvoltliolnaly at-

count arc just as met'hanital and without ptuipim)s, as are those il New-

tonian physics, This non-teleological theoiry is in sharp contrast t,) the
theory of special creation according to which God creatcd the various

t+ species because it somehow fit his plan.

'The non-telelogical character of Newton's theory surely must lend

plausibility to a non-teleologital biological theory such as Daiwin's.
If physics, which was far better dcvclolwd and more advanced thain

any other science, got that way by abandoning teleological explana-

lions for eftoient causahtiont, then it seemus plausiblc for thow st ien(Cs
that are far less developed to try the same approach. When this ap-

proach paid off handsomely in the success of evolutionary theory, how

much more plausible it becomnes for other brandies of science to fol-

low the same line. Thus, for theories in p.ychology and sociology, for

example, higher plausibility and higher prior probability would now

attach to (hose hypotheses that are free from teleological components
than to those that retain teleological explanation, When a biological
hypothesis comes along that regresses to the pre-Darwinian teleology,
such as Lecomte du Noily's Human Destiny, it must be assigned a low
prior probability."

Let me give one final example of material criteria. Our investiga.
tions of the nature -f physical space, extending over many cenituries,
have led to some rather sophisticated conceptions. To early thinkers,
nothing could have been more implausible than to suppose that space!
is homogeneous and isotropic. Everyday experience seems clearly to

demonstrate that there is a preferred dircction-down. This view was
expressed poetically by Lucretius in The Nature of the Universe, in

which he describes the primordial state of affairs in which all the

¶
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adhercits. A fortiori, there is no widely accepted answer to the ques-
tion of the nature of the prior probabilities, for they seem to be es-
pecially problematic in character. Among the three leading probabil-
ity theories, -he logical theory regards probability as an a priori meas-
ure that car be assigned to propositions or states of affairs, the per.
sonalistic theoly regards probability as a subjective measure of degrees
of belief, and the frequency theory regards probability as a phyvical
characteristic of types of events.

The logical theory is the direcr' descendent of the famous classical
theory of Laplace. According tj the classical theory, probability is theI ratio of favorable to equal!y possible cases. The equi-possibility of
cascs, which is nothing other than the equal probability of these cases,
is determined a priori on the basis of a principle cf indifference, name-
ly, two cases are equally likely if there is no reason to prefer one to the
other. This principle gets into deep logical difficulty. Consider, for
example, a car that makes a trip around a one mile track in a time

* somewhere between one and two minutes, but we know no more
about it. It seems reasonable to say that the time could have been in
the interval from one to one-and-one-half minutes, or it could have
been in the interval of one-and-one-half to two minutes; we don't
know which. Since these intervals are equal, we have no reason to pre-
fer one to the other, and we assign a probability of one-half to each of

them. Our information about this car can be put in other terms. We
know that the car made its trip at an average speed somewhere in the
range of 60 to 30 miles per hour. Again, it seems reasonable to say that
the speed could havc been in the range 60-'15 miles per hour, or it
could have been in the range ,45-30 miles per hour; we don't know
which. Since the two inteivals are equal, we have no reason to preter
one to the other, and we assign a probability of one-half to each. But
we have just contradicted our former result, for a time of one-and-one-
half minutes corresponds with an average speed of forty, i-ot forty-five,
miles per hour.

This contradiction, known as the Bertrand paradox, brings out the
fundamental difficulty with any method of assigning probabilities a
priori. Such a priori decisions havc an unavoidable arbitrary compo-
r'nt to them, and in this case, the arbitrary component give, rise to
two equally reasonable, but incompatiule, ways of assigning the prob-
abilities. Although the logical interpretation, in its current form,
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escapes this particular form of paradox, it is still subject to phil-
osophical criticism because of the same general kind of aprioristic
arbitrariness.

The personalistic interpretation is the twentieth century successor
of an older and more naive subjective concept. According to the crude
subjective view, a probability is no more nor lesi than a subjective
degree of belief; it is a measure of our ignorance. It I assign the prob-
ability value one-half to an outcome of heads on a toss of the coin, this
means that I expect heads just as often as I expect tails, and my un-
certainty is equally divided between the two outcomes. If I expect
twice as strongly as noi that an American will be the first human to set
foot on the moon, then that event has a probability of two-thirds.

The major difficulty with the old sk'bjective interpretation arises be-
cause subjective states do not always come in sizes that will fit the
mathematical calculus of probability. It is quite possible, for example.
to find a person who believes to the degree one-sixth that a six will
turn up on any toss of a given die, and who also believes that the tosses
are independent of one another (the degree to which he believes in an
outcome of six on a given toss is unaffected by the outcome of the pre-
vious toss). This same individual may also believe to the degree one-
half, that he will get at least one six in three tosses of that (lie. There
is, of course, something wrong here. 1l the probability of six on a given
toss is one-sixth, and if the tosses are independent, this probability is
considerably less that. one-half (it is approximately 0.42). For four
tosses, the probab.lity of at least onc six is well over one-half. This is
a trivial kind of error that has been recognized as such for hundreds
of years, but it is related to a significant ,rror that led to the discovery
of the mathematical calculus of probability. In the seventeenth cen.-
tury, the view was held that in 2.1 tosses of a pair of dice, there should
be at least a fifty-fifty chance of tossing at least one double six. In fact,
the probability is just under one-half in 24 tosses; in 25 it is just over
one-half. The point of these examples is very simple. If probabilities
are just subjective degrees of belief, the mathematical calculus of
probability is mistaken, because it spe; ties certain relations among
probabilities that do not obtain among egrecs of belief.

Modern personalists do not interpret probabilities merely as sub-
jective degrees of belief, but rather, as col-erent degrees of belief. To
say that degrees of belief are coherent means that they are related in
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such manner as to satisfy the conditions imposed by the mathematical
calculus of probability. The personalists aive seen that degrees of be-
lief that violate the mathelnatical calculus involve some sort of error
or blunder that is analogous to a logical inconsistency. Hence, when
a combination of degrees of belief is incoherent, some adjustment or
revision is called for in order to bring these degrees into conformity
with the mathemahical calculus, The chief objection to the personalist
view is that it is not objective; we shall have to see whether and to
what extent the lack of objectivity is actually noxious.

The frequency interpretation goes back to Aristotle who character-
ized the probable as that which happens often. More exactly, it re-
gards a probability as a relative frequency of occurrence in a large
sequence of events. For instance, a probability of one-half for heads
oon tosses of a coin would mean that it! zhc long run the ratio of the
number of heads to the number of tosses approaches anti remains
close to one-half. To say that the probability of getting a head on a
particular toss is one-half means that this toss is a member of an ap-
propriately selected large class of tosses within which the overall rela-
tive frequency of heads is one-half. It seems evident that there are
many contexts in which we deal with large aggregates of phenomena,
and in these contexts the frequency concept of probability seems well
suited to the use of statistical techniqutes-e.g., in quantum mechanics,
kinetic theory, sociology, and the games of chance, to mention just a
few. But it is much more dubious that the frequency interpretation is
at all applicable to such matters as the probability of a scientific hy.
pothesis in the light of enmpirical evidence. In this case where are we
to find the large classes and long sequences to which to refer our prob.
abilities of hypotheses? This difficulty has seemed insuperable to most
authors who have dealt with the problem. The general conclusion has
been that the frequency interpretation is fine in certain contexts, but
we need a radically different probability concept if we are to deal with
the probability of hypotheses.

Returning to our main topic of concern, we easily see that each of
the foregoing three probability theories provides all answer to the
question of the nature of plausibility considerations and prior prob-
abilities. According to the logical interpretation, hypotheses are plau-
sible or not on the basis of certain a priori considerations; on this
view, reason dictates which hypotheses are to be taken seriously and
which not. According to the personalistic interpretation, prior prob-

~ - - - -" --
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abilities represent the prior opinion or ai titude of the investigator to-
ward the hypothesis before he sets about testing it. Different investi-
gators may, of course, have different views of the same hypothesis, so
prior probabilities may vary from individual to individual. According
to the frequency interpretation, prior probabilities arise from experi-
ence with scientific hypotheses, and they reflect this experience in an
objective way. To say that a hypothesis is plausible, or has a high
prior probability, means that it is of a type that has proved successful
in the past. We have found by experience that hypotheses of this gen.
eral type have often worked well in science.

From the outset, the personalistic interpretation enjoys a major ad.
vantage over the other two. It is very difficult to see how we are to find
non-arbitrary a priori principles to use as a basis for establishing
prior probabilities of the a priori type for the logical interpretation,
and it is difficult to see how we are reasonably to define classes of
hypotheses and count frequencies of success for the frequency inter-
pretation. But personal probabilities are available quite unprob.
lematically. Each individual has his degree of belief in the hypothesis,
and that's all there is to it. Coherence demands that degrees of belief
conform to the mathematical calculus, and Bayes' theorem is one of
the important relations to be found in the calculus. Bayes' theorem
tells us how, if we are to avoid incoherence, 1 z u-atnst modify our de-
grees of belief in the light of new evidence. The personalists, who
constitute an extremely influential school of contemporary statisti-
cians, are indeed so closely wedded to Bayes' theorem that they ha,-2
even taken its name and are generally known as "bayesians."

The chief objection to the personalist approach is that it injects a
purely subjective element into the testing and evaluation of scientific
hypotheses; we feel that science should have a more objective founda.
tion. The bayesians have a very persuasive answer. Even though two
people may begin with radically different attitudes toward a hypothe-
sis, accumulating evidence will force a convergence of opinion. This
is a basic mathematical fact about Bayes' theorem; it is easily seen by
an example. Suppose a coin which we cannot examine is being
flipped; but we are told the results of the tosses. We know that it is
either a fair coin or a two-headed coin, we don't know which, and we
have very different prior opinions on the matter. Suppose your prior
probability for a two-headed coin is 1/100 while mine is one-half.
Then as we learn that various numbers of heads have been tossed

-4i |
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(without any tails, of course), our opinions come closer and closer tto-
gether as follows:

Number of Prior probability that coin has two heads
tosses re-
sulting in 1/100 1/2
head Posterior probability on given evidence

1 2/101 2/3
2 4/103 4/5

10 1024/1123 - .91 1024/1025 - .99

After only ten tosses, we bath find it overwhelmingly probable that
the coin that produced this sequence of results is a two-headed one.

This phenomenon is sometimes called "swamping of the priors," for
their influence on the posterior probabilities becomes smaller and
smaller as evidence accumulates. The only qualification is that we
must begin with somewhat open minds, If we begin with the certainty
that the coin is two-headed or with the certainty that it is not, i.e.,
with prior probability of zero or one, evidence will not change that
opinion. But if we begin with prior probabilities differing rver so
little from those extremes convergence will sooner or later occur. As
L. J. Savage remarked, it is not necessary to have an open mind, it is
sufficient to have one that is slightly ajar.

The same consideration about the swamping of prior probabilities
also enables the frequentist to overcome the chief objection to his
approach. If it were necessary to have clearly defined classes of hy-
potheses, within which exact values of frequencies of success had to
be ascertained, the situation would be ~r~rety hopeless. but because of
the swamping phenomenon, it is sufficient to have only dhe roughest
approximation. All that is really necded is a reasonable guess as to
whether the value is significantly different from zero. In the artificial
coin tossing example, where there are onli two hypotheses, it is pos-
sible to be perfectly open-minded and give each alternative a non-
negligible prior probability, but in the serious cases of evaluation of
scientific hypotheses, there are infinitely many alternative hypothe!CS,
all in conflict with one another, and they cannot all have nun-neg-

* ligible prior probabilities. This is the problem of the alternative hy.

potheses again. For this reason, it is impossible to be completely open-
minded, so we must find some basis for assigning negligible prior
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probabilities to some possible hypotheses. This is tantamount to
judging some hypotheses to be too implausible to deserve further
testing and consideration. It is my conviction that this is done on the
basis of experience; it is not done by means of purely a priori con-
siderations, nor is it a purely subjective affair. As I tried to suggest
by means of the examples of plausibility arguments, scientific experi-
ence with the testing, acceptance, and rejection of hypotheses pro-
sides an objective basis for deciding which hypotheses deserve serious
testing and which do not. I am not suggesting that we proceed on the
basis of plausibility considerations to summary dismissal of almost
every hypothesis that comes along; on the contrary. the recommenda.
tion would he for a high degree of open-mindedness. However, we
need not and cannot be completely open-minded with regard to any
and every hypothesis of whatever description that happens to be pro.
posed by anyone. This approach shows how we can be reasonably
openminded in science without being stupid about it. It provides an
answer to the kind of charge made by the editors of Harper's: Science
is objective, but its objectivity embraces two aspects, objective test.
ing and objective evaluation of prior probabilities. Plausibility argu-
ments are used in science, and their use is justified by Bayes' theorem.
In fact, Bayes' theorern shows that they are indispensible. The fre-
quency interpretation of probability enables us to view them as
empirical and objective.

It would be an unfair distortion of the situation for me to conclude
without remarking that the view 1 have been advocating is very
definitely a minority view among inductive logicians and probability
theorists. There is no well agreed upon majority view. Onc of the
most challenging aspects of this sort of investigation lies in the large
number of open questions, and the amount that remains to be done.
Whether my view is correct is not the main issue. Of far greater im.
portance is the fact that there are many fundamental problems that
deserve extensive consideration, and we cannot help but learn a
great deal about the foundations of science by pursuing them.
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II. The Researcher and His
Working Environment:

Research Findings and Their
Application

ILOYD C. MANN

"TILE RESEARCIIER HIMStI." has become ;fl objtict of study ill the last
decade, There is ii0w a small body of knowledge about the factors
which distinguish the more from the less efiketivc scientists and sci-
entific work units. ' his kntowlcdgv ba;k iiu ldtis stud its 1A SicpIMd
(7), Orth (5), Pelz and Andiews (6), V'ollinci (8, 9, 10) Ma iq uis, and
otheis at MIT (2, 3, '4), and out small gioup (Nelf, Eilurl, and Mann)
studying tile elfcctivencss of s icntili , work gaoups. This is not a large
fund of knowledge, bmt it dues (o1l)tinl some insights and sliggestions
for improving research operations. It is significa ot that alrady there
is developing a gap I'twrcii what is know i and what is being used
in the everyday management of out rcscaidi anditi dcvelopmcnt lab-
oratories.

It is the objective hlte to present one rescardchicr's View ol the pl uS-
ent slate of 1h1, a. t revard il., the studs, of the olganiiatiolal bihtavioi

of scientists and the titililation of this knowledge for organitational
development. The means by which this will be done is to tdscribe ill
soic detail the life history oi (ple sequence of studies oitl rsearch
mnanageeniit. [his case study apllproah will piovide an oveview of
the apploacil, models, aw vt (Ocpl)jiauaizations being used in this field,

FLOYD) C. MANN i.i an rganiatiorml psydchologist, Dirmctor o( the Center
for RIes.e-arch oni the U tilization (if Scitifilic Kiiouledgt and I'role',so r of

P.ydho log'y at thic Umiver.siy t4 ,olf ithga. Ili.% cvcsarch thas fvrtjsed ori
the. social Is'clhologicl fctloris thlit distiugais.i the mote clJcrtivc from
thlth h'ss 'lletlivt' units in bu.ýincs. ane d itndlt ry)7, Ihojpitlu s, gotwrimnient
agclttc is, and rrseaich Mlabora moaicr. I1l is n o, concetwatcoig on the prob-
lems of Anouwc.lgc ttilikation.
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a look into the methodologies of measurement and change being
nemployed, and some al~prcciatioll of the difficulties encountCered in

doing research that contributcs to knowledge and, in addition, is
helpful to the laboratory manager and his associates.

A STUDY OF WORKING ENVIRONMENTS OF
PROFESSIONALS

Five or six years ago, an assistant secretary of a major department
in the federal government, responsible for that unit's "R and D
agencies," asked us to undertake a study that would introduce the
managers of five bureaus and agencies to what behavioral scientists
have been learning about the most effective ways of orgaimziig and
rmanaging complex social systems. The charge was just that general
and it was given in just that amount of time, as he left for a meeting
with Congress and I was ushered into another room to talk with the
personnel directors of these agencies. A long session then occurred
in which I described the way in which our group of social scientists
like to work, and they described the wide range of activities performed
in their organizations and the problems they were facing. Our method
of operation involves a good deal 3f collaboration and participation
of the key members within the organization studied, the formation
of study teams composed of members front inside the unit and mem-
bers of our research group, and the joint development of study ob-
jectives, research designs, interviews and questionnaire forms.

As our study got underway, we learned that the work of the five
units was indeed as varied as the personnel directors had indicated
at that first meeting. Some of the units were concerned with global
measurements and with the development and standardization of new
measurements, others with the documentation and protection of new
discoveries and the diffusion of new knowledge. Personnel in the
agencies ranged in job grade from the lowest civil service ratings
to the highest professional and managerial grades. Many of the pro.
fessionals were trained ia several disciplines. For some, their work
took them all over the globe.

After familiarizing ourselves with the objectives of these agencies,
their tasks, their personnel, and their principal problems through
exploratory interviews, we prepused that we study the populations
of professionals that existed within each agency. The most general
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statement of our objective was to investigate what social and psydto-
logical factors distinguish the moie from the less effective winking
environments of such highly trained piofessionals. This was discussed
first with the personnel directors, then with the agency heads, and
finally, with the assistant secretary.

Momr specifically, we proposed to study the way in whkh organi-
zational factors, like leadership and supervision, coordination, and
distribution of influence, affected membcr attitudes, perceptions, and
motivation, auth how these in tu n were related to organiiational unit
effectivencss, such as productivity, efficiency, and adaptalbility, and
to individual member feelings of self actualization, work and life
satisfactions, sense of well-being and health. Outr stukiy design had
two parts: random sample attitude and perception suiveys of indi-
vidual professionals at three levels-non-supervisory, supervisory,
and management, and a more intensive study of high and low effec-
tiveness units, Otna approach was (1) to collect information through
questionnaires, analyze the data to determine how members at var-
ious levels saw their woi king environmients, and study in depthli what
factors were associated with high and low effectiveness units, (2) to
report the simple descriptive findings and the results of the inroe com-
plex analyses back into the organiiation for management review and
us- in better problem assessmcnt, decision making, and action. The
cycle we hoped would be followed was measurement, feedback,
action, and remeasurement after a period of time to see if the action
had been appropriate to lileet the problem. Data from the remeasure-
nient would serve as the basis for new goal setting and actions. In this
mannrm, we c xpctted to link research and action in a way that would
be useful and meaningful both to supervisors neceding information
for formulating practical solutions to problems and to us as be-
havioral scientisti concerned with adding new information about
the factors affecting the effectiveness of professionals, and with lcarn-
ing more about how to increase the effective use of such information.

With the study design established and the approach agreed upon.
data were then collcctcd by paper and pencil questionnaires front
about 1500 professionals. As simple, straight run findings became
available, showing how the professionals at different levels within the
same agency saw things, these were made available to key administra-
tive personnel through the members of our joint research teams. The
following are examples of some of these findings.
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Two of the more extensive questions concerned the importance
profcssio-.nal attached to differmnt aspects of a jolb, and the extent
to which ttir present job actually provided an olplportunity to meet
these needs. Ilic solid line on Chart I shows percent of top manage-
ment personnel in Agency A who said that each job factor was of
great or utmost imlportance to them. The dottcd line indicates what
percent of this same gioup felt their present job actually provided
opportunity to meet these job needs.

Four out of five (80 per(ent) of the 30 top management pcrsomiel
in Agency A intlicaled lihat it was of great oi utmost importance to
themi to have a job in whith they could make full use of thiri present
knowledge and skills. Three out of five (60 percent) said that the
provision in Illeir present job was great or more to make full use of
their piescmt knowledge and skills. The dhart indicates ihat this group
had less of the job facto, s they piiicd most highly, and more of the
factors they valued least. Thus, this chart shows "the fit" of expressed
joij needs and job provisions for the professionals in key administra-
tive positions. Let us now look at a simihlar (hart Ior the professimoals
who had no sulwrvisol y i csponwibility.

Chart 2 shows that the kinds of oppol tunitics that non-supel visory
pwofessional• in Agency A want ate similar but not identical in order
to those jcpoi-rtcd as of gl'eat or utmllost iloI ilalte it. tOp |llallagc-

ment. To grow and Icai n new knowlcdge and skills, to make full use
of their piesent knowledge and skills, to have ficeduin to carry out
their own ideas, to work on diflituht and challehnging problens are
highly implortant to both g oups of pl ofts•oinals. TO assotiaWe with
top cxmcutivcs in the orgahiiiation, to advante in administrative au-
thority and status, to woik on problems of cenlral impomint.e to thle
agen-y were not of great or utmost imporlance to either population
of professionals.

Perhaps anoi e interesting from a motivational standpoint is the
much larger gal) between wi~at the non-supcrvisor y professional wants
from his job and what he fcels lie is getting. A comparison of Cha'-'s
I and 2 suggests that the managerial professionals in this agency are
coming closer to obtaining the kinds of things they value the most
than ale the non-stupcirvisomy piofessionals. The gap between need
and piovision is a good deal larger for the non-supervisory profes-
sionals.

This gap between expressed job need and provision was even larger

II
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for the non-supervisory professionals in two other agencies. Charts
3 and 4 show how dramatic these differences can be. In general, our
straight run findings regarding these two sets of questions indicated
that top managezial and intermediate level supervisors were meet-
ing more of their job needs than professionals without administra-
tive responsibility. The working environment that the top managers
were creating for the non-supervisory professionals was a good deal

less need-satisfying than the working environment in which they
found themselves or which they could create for themselves.

Support for this interpretation of straight run findings was given
in (he responses of three different levels of professionals to a question
about their involvement in their work.

"Some individuals are completely involved in their work-absorbed by
it night and day. For others, their work is simply one of several interests.
How involved do you feel in your work?

Level of Professional Percent Saying
and Greatly or Completely

Agency Involved
Management

Agency A 77%
Agency B 78
Agency C 88

SLpervisory

Agency A 58%
Agency B 41
Agency c 22
Non-Suv,,rvisory

Agency A 30%
Agency B 29
Agency C 11

Top management personnel reported themselves as being more
highly involved in their work than supervisors; supervisors were more
highly involved than non-supervisory professionals.

Straight run findings generally showed a marked and significant gap

between how top management and non-supervisory professionals
saw such things as

(I) The effort made to place people,
(2) the opportunity given to people to react to proposed changes,

and
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(3) the extent to which tkte immediate supervisor generally tries to
get subordinates' ideas and opinions in solving job problems.

These are but a few of the maýs of findings that emerged from this
first step in our study of professionals. Sizeable sets of tables were
prepared for each agency. Data from 165 numbered questions were
presented by organizational levels and location-if the latter was
relevant. Discussions of these straight run findings with a few key
managers and members of the study teams in each agency produced
relatively few positive steps toward action. There was little willingness
to draw on the findings from other studies about the relationship of
member attitudes and organizational unit effectiveness. A persistent
question was "How do we know these attitudes would relate to effec-
tiveness in scientific laboratories or units like ours?" The volume of
findings seemed to be too large to handle with ease. Few of our re-
search collaborators were familiar enough with the recent literature
regarding organizational behavior to read such tables anl to grasp
the meaning of the finding for their agency. Even fewer were willing
to try and think through the implications of the findings for change.
Simple answers to complex questions were requested often. Old axes
were brought out for regrinding-if the data seemed consistent with
the position the men had taken some time before. Relatively little
effort was committed to working through the meaning of the findings
for immediate action.

A STUDY OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTIVENESS OF
WORK SECTIONS

To sharpen the meaning of the findings, an intensive analysis was
undertaken of the organizational and individual factors contributing
to the effectiveness of work sections in one of the agencies. Before the
data had been collected in this agency, we had selected at random
two sections from each of fifteen divisions. We then asked the five
key management men who were primarily responsible for the admin-
istration and direction of this agency to rank order these sections ac-
cording to five dimensions of effectiveness: productivity, efficiency,
adaptability, cooperativeness, and staff recruitment and development.
The data generated by this process indicated that a single measure
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of overall unit effectivene.s could be used as one criterion of unii
effectiveness.

Measures from the questionnaires that had h!een given to super-
visory and to non-supervisory, personnel that were similar to the five
dimensions on which key managers had ranked the sections were
then combined into a single overall measure of effectiveness and com-
pared with the key managcment'.; evaluation of the ui,. ['his anal-
ysis established that there was a gxod deal of similarity in the evalua.
tion of thre- levels of professionals about the work of each unit. The
unit supervisor's evaluation of his unit's effectiveness was highly cor-
related with that of the non-supervisors in the unit; the evaluators
of both were significantly related to the five key managis' evaluations
of each unit's effectiveness. Having established a rough but useable
criterion of effectiveness, an extensive investigation was undertaken
to see which of all the mcasurcs we had been studying were related

significantly to the key manager's overall measure uf unit effectiveness.
This analysis ais, revealed a large body of findings. More super.

visors in high effectiv,.ness sections (as opposed to those in the less
effective sections);

-were younger
-h:,d more education
--had higher civil service job grades
-were similar in age and educational achievement with the scien-

tists in their sections
-considered their occupation more important in their lives than

their family
-were more likely to prefer work situations which afford greater

chances to exercise authority and achieve success at the risk of
security than their counterparts

-viewed periods of major chang( as more exciting than annoying,
and providing an opportunity to use their abilities

-perceived their own careers in terms of professions or specialties
rather than the public service j

S-identified their professional colleagues in their part of the agency
as their most important reference group

-tended to attach high importance to those work goals that are
characteristic of the scientific professional

IA
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-saw research and development efforts as being crucial to their
agency's basic mission, and indicated that the proportion of the
agency's total resources devoted to re!earch was either adequate
or that a greater p)roportion should be devoted to research

-reported high levels of opportunity on their jobs to attain (1)
their scientific goals, (2I' their socio-emotional goals of having con.
genial co-workers, of being evaluated fairly, and of having stabil.
i;y tif employment, and (3) their public service goals

-- Zr'p(,rted high overall job satisfaction
-were s56isfied with their opportunities for technical and admin-

istrative tUaining
-said their occupation was the most important sector of their lives,

and wcre satisfied with their performance in this sector
-said they worry i.ni-c often about money problems, about how

good a job they were doing, and about feeling "in a rut"
-reported fewer mental health complaints and say they never worry

about their own health
-rated their immediate superiors very high or high on (1) using

4 supportive behaviors such as getting their ideas aid suggestions,
giving them help when they really need it, being available for
discussion of job problems, being open to influence to a consider-
able extent, using general rather than close supervision, and being
good at human relations, (2) on coordinating and integrating
activities: being up-to-date on new policies and procedures, plan-
ning work so that time is not lost, assigning work so that there is
no duplication of work assignments, doing administiative activ-
ities well, and giving little attention to enforcing rules and reg-
ulations

-reported reciprocal high understanding between themselves and
their subordinatcs in the unit.

This was a partial list of the findings regarding the differences be-
tween supervisors in high effectiveness sections and those in the low
effectiveness sections. Many, but not all, of these findings appeared to
hold for the non.supervisory professionals in these same sections.

With the completion of these analyses and the identification of
the factors associated with unit effectiveness, it was then possible to
combine the findings from the random sample and these analyses to
determine where action might be taken. It was found, for example,

-....-......
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that superviSOr-S Of more effective sections Iii ed their dliv isionl heads
higher than stpinevisul s of less effective sectionls on the dimenesions
of supp~lortive b.eh~avior. With this as a fact on which to build(, it was
then Imssible to discover by studying the randoisi simple finidinigs
that while 90 per cent of the supervisors rep)orted they felt :ompl1 letely
or rather frec to discuss job p~roblemis with their division head, only
48 per cent felt their division heads always or almost always try to get
the supervisor's ideas and op~inionls iii solving job problem~s. This
conibinuition of findings suggests that any inve'stment of timne and
effort in trying to change the behavior of division hecads might pa'y
greater dividends lby having division heads ask suborohinatc profes-
sionals for their ideas and opinions rathler thain siimaply rotintinuing to
be available to subordinates who wish to discuss job prob~lenms with
them.

T'his full set of findings was thein priesented in the form of charts
to the top management of the agency. In many respects, this was an
eveninig of frustration again for both the managcrs and the research-
ers. '1'licie seemed to be too many findings and the implications for
action were either not seen or not accepted. The researchers were,
however, asked to summarize the findings in a few pages and p~resent
themn to the division and section heads of the agency in a series of
meetings.

A further summary was then p~repared and a series of two to three
hour meetings were initiated with fifteen different groups. Different
groups of scientists and professionals responded ini different ways,
but all were generally dubious about the value of the findings and

* very hesitant to consider taking any action on the basis of the data-
even the data that had been collected from their own agency. An
example again may be helpful. The chemists meeting with us to re-
view the data on the first day indicated that they found the charts and
our summary of findings very complicated and difficult to understand.
The physicists and the statisticians in the afternoon of the samne day
indicated they felt our charts and summaries were too simple and
did not present enough detail about our measurements, the indices we
had constructed, and our methodology. Careful questioning about our1
research design, our awareness of the limitations of the nature of the
scales used iii our questionnaires, and the statistics used, led them to
grant that the study appeared to have been carefully done. They
quickly added, however, that there was little or nothing that was new

I'
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in the findings. As supervisors they generally mutually reassured eath
other that thcy net only knew these facts but used them in the day-to-
day management of their units. Since neither tol; maanzgement nor
the supervisors felt it was necessary, the findings of dir. study were
not reported to the ion-si~pcrvisory professionals. After fifteen ses-
sions, both the key agency personnel and the members of our research
team felt that not much more could be acomplished and no further
efforts wc'- made towaid the utilization of these findings with the
members of this agency.

A STUDY OF MANAGEMENT KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION
IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES

The indifference, the misgivings, and the sharply expressed doubts
about the usefulness of our findings for the everyday management of
laboratories forced us to explore in greater depth the problems of
communicating research results. To gain as much information as
possible from a single study, a new group of researchers" developed
a program of effort around an extended seminar which incorporated
the following features:

1) A variety of inputs: e.g., research-based theory of manag-ment
and human relations, research findings regarding scientists and
engineers in general, findings about scientific work group ef-
fectiveness, and survey data about each laboratory director's
own organization.

2) A variety of formats: e.g., extended readings, abstracts, lectures,
role-playing and group discussion.

3) A variety of laboratory directors whose organizations repre-
sented a range of management problems from the most applied
and operational to the most basic research.

This study was directed by Mann and Havelock. A full account will be pub.
lished under the title of Learning About Research Managerment: A Study in
Knowledge Difusion and Utilization (tentative title) by Ronald Havelock, Floyd
Mann, William Morris, Marshall Saahkin, with the assistance of John Erfurt. Part
of this description draws on a Final Report on Contract AF 49 (658) 1732 titled
Research and Development Laboratory Management Knowledge UtilitAition
Study, by Ronald Havelock and Floyd Mann.
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4) A sequence of planned activities over a six month period to:

Step (a)-develop an understanding of the social science re-
search findings

Step (b)--derive practical implications of findings for chatige
in own management practices

Step (c)-cxperitnent and try out practices
Step (d)-measure attitude in own laboratory
Step (e)-allow for the involvement of the director's staff in

the orgaiiizational diagnosis and change procss
5) Continuous monitoi mg of the dissemination-utilization process

I y the project staff using tape recording and analysis of all in-
put sessions, questionnaires after each se,.iuoi asking for cvalua-
tions of diilerent types of inputs and diffeicnt patternis of work-
isig together, and extended interviews with each participant
before and zter the scries.

Participants for this seminar were selected from the available pop-
ulation of southeastern Michigan laboratories which were repol ted to
have staffs of 30 or more professionals. Three stops were employed in
this process: (1) a tetter and brochure inviting them to consider in-
vesting four to five hours every two weeks for six months in a sience
mnanagcnient semiinar, (2) a brief telephone interview regardiag their
intercst, and (3) a visit to their laboratory for an extensive discussion
and interview regarding tihe semirmar, Eleven directors attendcd the
first meeting; ten coeitinued after the initial meeting; eight partici.
pated throughout the project-two succumbing to cancer and coro-
snary attacks during the six month period. The laboratories of these
eight had a w:dc varicty of ,aiions; their work r.nged from basic
through applied research to systems engineering and opera:ional
trouble-shooting. The staffs of these laboratories were generally
small, all under 100 except for one with 270 professionals.

The seminar staff did not begin with any fixed ideas about what
knowledge from the growing body of facts relevant to laboratory
management ought to be used, or how this information might best be
introduced and prcscntcd. It saw its role as that of "ntroducing the
managers to these ideas, to help themn probe the implications of these
findings, and to assist them in thinking through the meaning of these
for changes iii their own bchavior or the operations within their

I
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In gen-ra. how va Mteil were ýou with thai nilt er.9,

ricipants were verýy impressed widi Pelz and were especially apprecia-
tive of the openness ai~d scientific scepticism witlh which he ap-
proached his ownr dava. This mce~ing with I'ek was the high poinit ina
the first half of the seMinar ,'s indicated by the total satisfac:tion
ratings iLR Chart 5.

The seventh meeti-ng wa5 rated low, larrdy because of a very un-
successful effort by two tlirecto-s to role pia, an interview on a real
problem presented by one of them. They hiad rpt between sessions to
prepare and had effectively worked through awy differences that they
had. in spize of (his low rating, this meeting marked the initiation of
two new activities which would establish the pattern of the remainder
of the seminar. These were: first, a list of mianagemnent practices imi-
plied as "good" from the findings. and second, a detailed discussion of
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the possible uses of a survey on one's own laboratory, hI each subse.
quent session some titme was devoted to these elements.

Tie above mentioned list of possible applications is reproduced in

Table 1.

TABLE I
IMPIUA,'ON FINDINcS DE.RVEv Fsosa
"Cas.FA'Iv TENSIONS IN TlE RuryAmm

AND DEVtLOIPMENT C•IMA-E,"

By Donald C. Pelz in Science, july 14, 1967

The management actions listed below are suggested as those which might bring

about a greater sense of security on the one hand and challenge on the other to

create a production climate in the R & D laboratory.
I. Insure that once or twice a lear each man products a product which bears his

own name---even if a joint document must be broken into parts.

2. A single chief shoald not assign tasks, judg- result3. evaluate performance, and

recommend pay increases or promotions by himself.

5. In review sessions with executives or clients, include the engineer who is doing
the work, and let him do some of the talking, not just his chief.

4. Develop a flat organizational structure with fewer levels.

5. Individual and his supervisor should jointly determine assignments.

6. Give the younger man a year or two to dig into his main project.
7. In forming teams, managers can put together individuals who have sinilar

sources of motivation-who are interusted in the same kinds of problems.

8. The supervisor can encour;.ge cohesion by giving credit to the group rather
than to himself.

9. The supervisor can build mutual respect by publicizing the contribution of

each member.
10. The supervisor can strengthen teamwork through .. !ition with other

grcups in the solution of technical problems.

11. The R & D manager car often steer the scientist to otheri who can give or
Ilse help.

12. He can invite the individual to talk to a seminar.
13. Set up study teams and evaluation groups.
14. Pose problems which require consultation for their solution.

15. Invite members of an older group to shoot holes in each other's presentation.
16. When forming a new project committee, he can include individdals who like

each other but who use dilferent strategies.

17. Periodic regrouping of teams--always with the consent of persons involved.18. Give a younger scientist each year a second shorter assignment which demands

that he learn a new skill.
19. In an older man, interest in pioneering can be kept strong by tempting him

withi problems outsiae his area ot pi.pertise.

20. Set tip refresher (Oi. Ws.

21. Aria . •balica] exchanges with a university.
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in subsequent sessions this list was subjected to intensive study and
discussion and appeared to be a springboard to actual utilization
effor-s in each of the participating laboratories. It also became a key
feature of our efforts to evaluate progress toward utilization. On the
whole, the directors found little trouble in accepting items whirA
would have created a greater sense of security (autonomy, self-reliance,
specialized competence and self-confidence), but appeared to be more
wary of actions which might bring about a greater degree of challenge
(vigorous interaction, intellectual competition).

The twelfth and final session was an all day meeting held on a
Saturday at the Institute for Social Research in Ann Arbor. It was
given over almost entirely to a feedback of the survey findings in six
of the eight laboratories. In spite of the great volume and complexity
of the feedback data, all the directors were deeply involved through.
out this day, focusing their attention on information in their own
organization with the data from the five others listed side-by-side for
comparison. As has been observed in the past in other studies, the
impact of such self-relevant data was very powerful. 1't is noteworthy
that all those who had data on their own laboratories rated them-
selves "extremely satisfied" with this last session.

A major effort was made to collect as much information as possible
"* about the impact of this seminar. Meetings were taped and analyzed;.

questiennaires were administered after each session in which ratings_
for the meeting as a whole and each different segment were obtained,
along with reports of efforts at utilization between sessions. In-depth,
focused interviews were held with each participant after the seminar
to learn what he had learned and what he was trying to apply. While
the survey of laboratory staff was taken primarily to provide addi-
tional learning material for the directors, it also contributed to our
understanding of the extent to which personnel within laboratories
saw changes reported by the directors themselves. Actual on-site ob-
servations in the laboratories over a period of tmne and records o!
achievement and productivity could not be attempted because of
budget and time limitations.

Analyses of the data collected during the life of this seminar and
through interviews a year later indicate that:

(1) the directors generally reported increasing satisfaction
throughout the seminar.
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(2) behavioral science data discussions and intellectual inputs
regarding research findings were well received, especially after
early questions about validity were resolved.

(3) the practical human relations skills inputs were highly appre-
ciated, particularly the procedures for ensuring man-to-man
communication and for critiquing the process of a meeting.

(4) sharing with colleagues and problem-solving sessions around
real problems brought to the group by participants were gen-
erally disappointing with one or two exceptions.

(5) all the laboratory directors were able to describe changes in
attitude and practice which the staff rated as constituting genu-
ine utilization of seminar learning. These ranged in number
from three for one laboratory director to eighteen for another.

(6) there wa; a steady trend in all participants through a utiliza-
tion sca. eorn meeting to meeting, with cognitive awareness
and understanding occurring first, with acceptance, internali-
zation, and planning for use developing next, and with com-
mitment to try, actual use, evaluation, and adoption for con-
tinued use coming much later-according to our tape analyses
of the seminar sessions.

SUMMARY

What are some of the principal implications of these first years of
research on the working environments and the study of the processes
required to ensure utilization of such research findings in the manage-

men t of laboratories?

1. Social scientists are able to identify individual and organiza-
tional factors which distinguish productive climates and work-
ing environments for scientists and engineers.

2. Most of these findings are consistent with what laboratory di.
rectors report they would expect-and few feel there is much
they have to learn intellectually.

3. A ma:.•r problem is the difference between what is known intel-
lectually and what is known behaviorally and is regularly used
in the inanagernent of their laboratories.

4. "::xposure to empirical, quantitative findings from carefully
dt signed stjrv;Žys iocs not lead to quick acceptance of these facts.
Challenge and resistance is a common response at first and

-1
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perhaps a necessary step toward real awareness and understand-
ing, then acceptance, and perhaps the eventual adoption and

use of such findings.
5. Effective seminars utilizing a variety of intellectual and behav-

ioral inputs, building on own experiences and research findings
from other laboratories can lead to the use of these findings.

It is evident from this account that careful research is just begin-
ning in this complex field of research management. The energy and
support required to develop this new area of investigation will not be
small, but the value of such research in a society increasingly depen-
dent on new discoveries and innovation is obvious,
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III. Communication-Sine Qua
Non of the Behavioral Sc;ences

LEE TuAYER

IT IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT tO talk sense about communication. There
are a number o! reasons why this is so, and some awareness of the
reasons for that diflfculty is an impoitaw,, prcliminary for anyone who
is seriously interested in the subject. So -.hat is where this paper must
begin.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL DIFFICULTIES

It woulh be impossible to indicate an order of importance of the
several difficulties to be faced in trying to talk sense about communi.

. cation. What for one reader may stand as a serious obstacle may be
of little consequence for another. Hence ; make no claim that the
sequence in which these difficulties are presented in an'i way tepre-
sents the order of their importance. Since it is conceptval difficulties
we are faced with, the pertinence of any one of them for each reader
can be determined only by the individual reader.

FAMILIARITY, POPULARITY

One difficulty of major import is the fact that the phenomenorn of
communication is a familiai one to most of us. And the term is a very
popular one these days. From an individual point of view, the more
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familiar a phenomenon, the more difficult it is to develop a sound,
empirical understanding of it. From an aggregate point of view, the
more talked about a phenomenon is, the more dilficult it becomes
to develop scientifically-sound conceptualizations of it. It is further-
more quite difficult to come to grips with a phenomenon so vital to
our behavior.'

LACK OF A DISCIPLINE

A second difficulty is the fact that there exists no single scientific
discipline having an exclusive interest in communication or a sys-
tematic body of knowledge. There are loose "professional" associa-
tions of persons having some part interest in communication, of
course, as well as academic programs huilt upon some special orienta-
tion: and there is undoubtedly an "invisible college" of scholars whose
scientific interests and pursuits with respect to communication do
overlap to some degree.2 But there is nothing like the disciplinary
foundations one sees in physics, for example.

Closely related is the fact that the phenomena of communication
are so basic to the life and behavioral sciences that they transcend
most of the arbitrary disciplinary boundaries which do exist. Each
discipline thus aplpropriates some part-aspect of the total process of
communication as a matter of proprietary concern, the consequence
being a discontinuous and fractionated hodgepodge of terms and
approaches which doesn't add up to much more than any of the pieces.
Not only is there no single core of knowledge to draw upon, but there
is often no way to relate the part-aspects to one another. Each disci-
pline is destined to study its own myopias. Because the phenomena
of communication are so basic as to have some relevance for all sci-
entific disciplines, and because each of the often diverse points of
view brought to bear is self-iegitimizing, no compreh.nding body of
knowledge is likely to emerge in the near future. It is like a piece of
farmland which belongs to everyone for his own whimsical uses; it
stands never to be properly cultivated or systematically productive.

APPROACHABLE BOTH OPERATIONALLY AND SCIENTIFICALLY

A third difficulty is the fact that communication, unlike most of
the other subjects treated in this volume, can be approached either
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(or both) as an operational or as a scientific phenomenon. That is,

communication is not only something that can be studied, it is sunie-
thing most of us do. While it would seem odd to try to talk about
someone "physic-iMg" or "psydiology-ing," it is easy to talk about
"communicating."

This is an especially potent difficulty, for there is no necessary re-
lationship between our scientific knowledges and the uses to which
those knowledgcs are put, What the physicist learns from his in-

quiries into the nature of things is not likely to alter significantly his
own social behavior. So it i4 with the traditional psychologist. The
difficulty arises from the pervasive ambiguity that surrounds most
of the writing and the talk that goes on about communication; is it in
the spirit of scientific inquiry or operational usefulness? Is the pur.
pose to develop a reliable theory of the phenomenon, or to figure out

how to "communicate" better in some way?

The fundamental issue, as Donald MacKay has often urged,8 is
whether or not there is a need for a theory of commrunication as dis-
tinct from a body of practical knowhow. It would require too much
space to address that issue here. An awzreness and an appreciation of
this basic difficulty seems to me to be indispenmabh: to an adequate
posture for coming to conceptual grips with the phenomena of com-

munication.

SCIENTISM AND THE MYSTIQUE F" TECHNOLOGY

A fourth difficulty lies in the incompatibiiity of our seemingly in-
exhaustible faith in scientism on the one hand,4 and on the other
the nature of the phenomenon itself. The power of the scientific ap-
proach is hardly to be doubted. But the cult of scientism is remarkably
barren. The increasing efliot is being made to "'scientize" conminunica-
tion will likely reveal little more about the phenomenon than the

limit, of its scientizability.
Closely related is the fact that we suffer a deeply embedded cul-

tural belief in technology as the answer to our problems. The illusion
is that, no matter what the nature of our problems, we have only to
await or urge on the development of some new technology and those
problems will be solved. Yet the human and "organizational" com-
munication problems we have today are not basically different from

those Confucius pondered more than twenty centuries ago. A fan-
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tastic array of technology has evolved; but tacitly assuming these V
tedchologies to be an adequate substitute foi a su•ud and Ctompr-
hensive understanding of the phenomenon has led, not to the solution
of our so.called "communication 1 utoblets," but to an intcrnsification
of themn.

In short, the inclination to assume that communlltication is whatever
is easily and hanidily scientizable about it, and the inclination to as.
sume that technological progress is equivalent to understanding, are
basic difficulties standing in the way of talking sensc about conmmu-
nication,

BASIC RtCONCEPTUALIZATION

Finally, it is exceedingly noioc difficult to reconceptualize sonic-
thing as basic mnd as ubiquitous as communication, and to comie to
terms with the nipiications of that basic reconceptualization, than

it is to accumulate new knowledges. The ways in which we tradition-

ally and conventionally conceive of coniimimucatioii--those being
inadequate and untenable-stand as obstacles te mnore adequate and
more potent ways of conceiving of comntunication.5 Btt the lifeblodAt
of science has always been infused by its basic reconceptualirations,
not its "research."' What is needed now to provide this sort of impetus
for conceptual progress in the study of communication is a basic
reconceptualization of the underlying phenomena.

That is what I would like to try to do in this paper: suggest some
ways of reconceptualiiing the phenomena of commusunication which
offer a means of organizing a wide range of facts and ideas from a
wide range of disciopine; of die 1if,' anld behavioral sciences having
some part interest in communication-cybernctics, information
theory, psychology, systnns theory, sociology and anthropology, cog-
nitive studies, and so on.

The reason for this long digression is that this is a task to be faced
only when the kinds of difficulties described above are in full and
meaningful view.

OBJECTIVES

For Uiese same reasons, it. would not be especially profitable to
survey here the "state-of-the-art" of human communication theory-
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". +1o present a basic concptumal franewurk lot app(roac:hing (hose.
. Ihenomcflna caaj iiliahly ;!,,u systelladiitca llv; ai, d

3. To i)r<vidie a way of g,'taewting woim of th Ole lat.rant~ag inulh
cations of this concepttual foundation.

SOME BASIC CONCEPTS
At the outset, some basic pxopositious -and distinctions nccd to be

introduced.

COM M UN [CATION

First, it will be usfiul, if not nt'cessary, to conoIXivc of commiunica-
iOtin Ms one Oif the tMo basic lift l)ItOVSS('S-OIR'. Of ('uuIISC. being the

ingestion and processing of energy, the oilher being the acquisition
and processing of inaformation, or Counnuaulication, Just .is thu crucial
component of physical metabolisnm is the conversion of law Unvirom-
mental processcs into citoigy fo inis csuuSilniable Or pioicssable by a
particular living system, the (tidal component of the conimmuica
tion process is the conversion of raw ev,.t-dati into !or.m of ifrn.a.
lion consumable or processable by that living system,

Communication is not, therefore, a uniquely hitmmai phenonwnoti.
We have been greatly disadvantaged by the assumption that coin-
mnunication is something peculiarly human, when in fact the Plrocess
is as basic and indispensable to living systems as is their physical
metabolism.

COMMUNICATION AND INII.RUOMNIhIUNItCAILION

One immediate advantage is that a distinction must tie made be-
tween communication and intcr oM munia tiO. The distinction can

Ii
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In other words, man's position on the phylogenetic scale has made
possible the emergence and evolution of a communicational environ-
nient which has as much or more significance ior man than does the
physical environment for the "lower" animals. All of those conditions
which function as determinants of man's thought and hence his be-
havior, but which are not directly verifiable by his own sensorium, are
aspects of his communicational environment. Thus most of what we
term man's values, beliefs, ideologies, aesthetic standards, etc., are
ultimately products of human intelcommunication. Taken together,
anything and everything which man can and does talk about coni-
prises his communicational environment or communicational reality.
Whatever one or more men can and do talk about, but which is not
amenable to direct sensory contact by them, has no reality beyond
what can be and is said about it. The significance of his communica-
tional environment to modern man makes it the major aspect of his
total ecology.$

TELEOLOGICAL VS. _1"ELESITIC BEHAVIOR

At the level of man, it is necessary to make a distinction between
what might be termed his "teleological" contrasted with his "telesitic"
behavior. We can do so easily by taking a brief look backward along
the phylogenetic scale.

At some vague point along that scale, self-reflexivity emerges as a
biological possibility. What this emergent characteristic enables man
to do is conceive of himself in relation to those aspects of his environ-
ments which he must or would encounter behaviorally.

All living systems, from the simplest to the most complex, exhibit

what has been viewed as "purposive" behavior in the teleological
sense;9 that is, given that every healthy living system is continuously
and tiilavoidabhy in the process of becoming what it is, the behavior it
manifests can be viewed as having purposiveness about it.0

Man's complex biological architecture and sophisticated ster-
communication technologies make possible an exceptional degree of

Implying different degrees of "intelligence," of course. An interesting example
cited by E. Laszlo (in a recent issue of Mfain Currents) is that of the cat and the
amoeba. The amoeba evidences no anticipation (or "intelligence") in following a
target such as a puddle of water with the appropriate salinity. It exhibits no ability
to extrapolate the track cf the source. But a cat wili run to where he anticipates
the mouse will be rather than i.here it is.
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self-reilexivity; ihe is capable of behaving other than teleologically.
Because he can conceive of very intricate and future-projccted rela-
tionships between himself (as he conceives of himself) and his environ-

tants (including other people and his expectations of their concep-
tions of those relationships), man also exhibits telesitic behavior-that
is, covert or overt behavior undertaken as rational or -intelligent"

means to self-determined ends. Living systems and organized aggre-
gates of living systems (such as human organizations) are through the
behavior of their members both self-organizing and evolutionary. BuL
overlaying the teleological behavior which occurs in the service of
those ends, both man, and, to a greatly limited degree some of his de-
mesticated animals and the "infrahuman" primates, evidence "entre-
preneurial" behavior consistent with self-images or self.-ontrived ends
or states. This capacity carries with it the pos.ibility of failure to
bring about intended states-of-affairs-a possibility having consider-
able import for the condition of man and for the evolution of his
particular institutions and ideologies' 0

Teleological behavior is that %hiih a complex living syrtem can or
must engage in to its own end; telesitic behavior is that which man
(e.g.) would engage in to some further end.

Of relevance here too is the fact that all emergent capacities, such
as man's capacity for self-reflexivity and for the invention of communi-
cation and intercoinunication technologies, are incipient incapacities.
Because nian's intercommunication abilities can be deployed "con-
sciously," that is, consistent with his own self-images and intended
states, they may disadvantage as well as advantage him. In and of
themselves, man's capacities for communication and intercormmuni-
•atiuii Lre -•.'' ".'hc _ Aiw ,r-'irc 1bSolute gkJd L;! riit rmplit•L i,1
man's sophisticated intercommunication-abilities than in :he appar-
ent muteness of butterflies. "lhe sole criterion lies in the consequences
of the ways in which those capacities are deployed.

Hence the crucial impoirtance, in the study of human comrinnica-
tion and intercommunication, of distinguishing between teleological
and telesitic behavior.

LEVELS Or ANALYSIS

As one of the two basic life processes, the phenomenon of communi-
cation and its concomitants have pervasive implications for all of

t.f
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man's behavior. Whatever it is a man does, qua man, can be carried
out only in and through communication and intercommunication. Itis for this reason inconceivable that man and his behavior and his
artifacts and his institutions can ever be adequately and accurately

described apart from a full description of the underlying processes of
communication and intercommunication, the sine qua non of the be.
havioral sciences.

Yet the very pervasiveness and ubiquitousness of those proccsscs and
their concomitants make it necessary to approach them from the point I
of view of one or more "levels" of analysis.

The decisions one makes about which levels of analysis to use to

guide his inquiries are at once both arbitrary and critical." I have
found it most useful, however, to approach communication and inter-
communication phenomena from the standpoint of these broad levels
of analysis:

a) the intrapersonal (the point of focus being one individual, dndthe dynamics of communication as such);
b) the interpersonal (the point of focus being a two or more per.

son interactive system and its properties-the process of intercom,
munication and its concomitants);

c) the multi-person human enterprise level (the point of focus
being the internal structure and functioning of multi-person hu-
mian enterprises);

d) the enterprise ---+environment level (the point of focus being
upon the interface between human organizations and their environ-
ments); and

P) the technological level of analysis (the focus being upon the
efficacy of those technologies-both hardware and software-whirh
have evolve,! in the service of man's communication and intercom-
munication endeavors).

For purposes of conceptual and empirical inquiry, each successive
level of Pnalysis overlays and subsumes the preceding level. Any way
of comprehending intercommunication, for example, must be con-
sistent with the way in which communication is comprehended. And
so on. A systematic conceptual framework requires this sort of inter-
level articulation, a requirement often overlooked.

It can be seen in Fig. 1 that the technological level of analysis tran-

_________________________
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scends and overlays each of the other levels, as well as hav;ng an area
of inquiry or discourse of its own. What this crude scheimatic is in.

,•L--- • TECW40COG ICAL

-ENTERPRISE

I•iERPERSONAL

INTRAPERSONAL

FIGURE 1. Levels of analysis.

tended to imply is that the phenomena of interest at each level of
analysis can be studied either apart from the technologies that are em-
ployed, or in terms of those technologies; and that the technologies of
communication and intercommunication can be studied apart from
their uses at the various levels of analysis, or in ternis of those levels or
even outside of them. In short, this scheme is a matter of conceptual
convenicncc, and has no necessary theoretica ,inifi-::i,ce. Nor is it
intended to oe in any sense isomorphic.

It is further no more than a matter of expository convenience to
organize the balance of this paper around those levels of analysis.
However, the additional space given over to the discussion of the first
two levels of analysis is intended to reflect their more fundamental
significance.

THE INTRAPERSONAL LEVEL: COMMUNICATION

I have previously suggested that it is conceptually useful, if not
necessary, to conceive of the communication process as being com-
pounded of all of those subprocesses by which a living system aquires
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and converts ong( ;rig event-data into infnmation, for processing or
"cu.1 s liuption" to sonie end. Front that base, a comprehensive frame
of tefercnce for the study of human communicatois can be derived.

I. It is therefore consistent to dcfine communication as all of those
processes associatcd with the acquisition and conversion of raw event-
data into consumable or processable information, culminating in an
instance of taking-something-into-account. We can thus look to a
given individual's take-into-account-abilities' and taile-ilito-account-
susceptibilities as the co-determining factor (;:ong with the event-
data) in the process of communication. Whatever other factors we
may wish to include under the heading of "communtication," the pro-
cess does not occur in the absence of acquirable cvent-data which arc
at least potentially take-into-account-able by a given individual.

2. As indicated before, the ends or functions subserved by the prc-
cess ef communication are those of

a) enabling the individual to establish or maintain adaptive state.
relationships with his two environments (the physical and the com-
municational) through the mapping-into himself concepts of him-self vis-1-vis those aspects of his environments with which he must.

or would have, transactions; and
b) enabling the individual to acquire and process or "consumic"

information, about himself and his environments, having relevance
or utility for some present, past, or future behavior.

Although often indistinguishable empirically, conceptually distin-
guishing the two functions in this way has the advantage of em-
phasizing, in ' e first instance, the procem of reality-attenuation or
"invariantin which all complex living systems engage in via the
proc-ss of bcing-communcaited-with by their environments (to the ex-
tent of their take-into-account-abilities). It permits us additionally to
see, for example, the applicability of Ashby's "law of requisite vari-
ety," a very general translation for the present purpose being that an
individual can reliably "invariant" his environments psychologically
only as his own complexity approaches the complexity of those en-
vironments with which he transacts.12

In the case of the second of the two functions, it offers the advantage
of emphasizing the strategic intelligence gathering and evaluation

*This term should be, I believe, attributed to Donald MacKay.
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which culminates in womc "intelligent" behavior. That is, it suggest1

the baic dynamic of human behavior as arising out of the continuous
monitoring of apparent statcs-of-affairs relative to his intended states-
of-affairs (telcological or teklsitic) vis-,ý-vis those cnvironniel's.

3. This reformulation also neccssitates our making clear the dis-
tinction iiplied between event-data and information. All event-data
potentially acquirable by an individual arc neutral and "give-," de-
void in and of themselves of any significaiec or meaning. Evcnt-data
therefore are; information is always infurination-about something
going on. Evcnt-data and information are of different qualitative or-
ders. The human sensorium is so evolved and structured as to be re-
ceptive to certain ranges of certaiin kinds of event-data. But the func-
tional ingredient of human lerception, thmight, mermonry, etc., is
information-about. Taking-sonithing-into-account involves the ac-
quisition of certain patterns or sequences of event-data, and the simul-
tane, . s conversion of that raw material into functionally processable
and "consumable" information. In the same way that there is an im-
portant qualitative difference between the steer-on-the-hoof and the
energy that is ultimatcly uwd by the hunian body subsequent to the
ingestion and digestion of a steak, there is a critical qualitative differ-
ence between the event-data of one's environment (including verbal
event-data) and the information-about it which lie delivcs from it (i.e.,
•reates out of it).

Second, man and his environments are inextricably interdependent
or co-determinatc. This is inescapable by virtue of die fact that all of
man's "intelligent" behavior with respect to himself vis-.-vis his en-
vironments is necessal-ily mediated by his conceptions of those en-
vironments, whidc in turn are his and his fellows' creations. Thus it
is ultimately impossible to know whether those environments are or-
derly or chaotic.1 ' So we have no way of knowing whether the process
of converting raw event-data into processable information-aboul adds
organization or reduces it; it would be impossible to say, for example,
whether, in the process of being-communicated-with by his environ-
menu, an individual only imperfectly recreates what in its "natural"
state is informationally plrfect, or whether the individual's contribu-
tion to the process adds qualities of structure or organization and thus
an order of "information" not intrinsic to the event-data.14 What is
observable and demonstrable is the development and exercise of con-
ventions for acquiring and converting event-data. For purposes of
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comnuint a n-ation, ti Iese vI ay be plcrsolIaI and idiosyn( I atio, of (ioii se. It
is only at tie lcevel of interconmmnication that similar (Olnvecnti ilS of
taking-inito-ati(oUlnt It ise.

As "properly" sot ialited humans, we have similar takR.iito.account-
abilItit irtonly to the ex(tnt that we are similat ly skiI ctl in the a pplica.
lion of tonvuli'Uns ior the auquisitiion a;nd (oilvesivof of even (t-data.
In the process of evolving workable models of what is in our euvilon-
ments, of what matters, and of what to expect as a tonscquctce of the

nmanner in which we relate aspects of our envionimlents, an illusion of
isomoi phiýn is cieated. "lie validity of that illusion is not culpirically
testable. Given the dynaunic complexity of the humnan environment,

the numnber of ways of attenuating workable realities of it may b"
infinite. There is no way of decterinining the limits of the variety of
conventions which would enable us to be communiicatcd-witht by our
cnvirumnnents.

4. A fourth factor deserving of at least brief mention here is the fact
that communitation processes thui conceive-d may be either Pflorpho-

4 siadc or murphIueetic in lhracter. That is, individuals (like other
open systems) are in-formed* and altered by their envirorinments to the
extent that their communication experiences add to or alter their
Stakc-into-arctuunt-abilities, in w~aich case tile piotess is ntorltogenetic.
Or, individuals in-form their environments It) the exteut that they
impose upon them prior conceptions, for pultposes of stability or (Oin-
firmation-in which case the nature ot the ti anRsactioIn is mnorphostati'.
If morphostatic, attenuated states are reinforced or maintained. If
morphogenctic, those attenuated states arc altered or elaborated.

Whilej ,, ,-!, ccis, only thuse t.ke i-to-account abilit4iz 11C has
in ordei to w.,kt; Kii.c ot his environments, the possibilities for the
elaboration or evolution of new take-into-account-abilities are initial-
ly omnipresent.

5. Those interactive systems comprised of an individual's "work-
able realities," those aspects of his environment with which he would
interact, and his behavior in those environnents-thereforc vary from
relavively closed to relatively open. A relatively closed communication
system is one in which once-adequate comprehensions of souse aspect
of the environment are not altered (remain moiphostatic) either (I)
because no changes occur in the environment or in the individual

*A term for which I am indebted to Halley Shmnds.
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whiLhd would impin~ge tilxm the AdcquAty of tile pai titular take-int~o-
acolnt.abiliitics involvcd, or (2) Iwausc the anticipated instability of

l11ianging tol.'S uornJrehll(nions of that Unvilohhliet (X((.- t Ili% toler-
ao( " li'its, and lie Clings t0 |I)w.i|iIIdtIV(lIkaC C0In( tpti0u' in spite of
their inadequaty.15

IH should further be of kecn interest to those concerned with human
(ouinimiiication that it is only whell .a1n individthal's scif defined ends
arc botlh comuplctcable amid fully deternuinate that his communication
s)stctns can hc completely describcd: the extent to which they ale not
fully dcst ibabile is thie txtemt to whith his comnni atifm systemis are
olven.16 1hu fa( t that people talk ito thcnisclves about their (elcsilic
ends is in niust -ases sulficient to insure dimensions of indeterminate
self -organlilation.

6. It is thus lInavoidablec (hat an individual's spetifictlly human
(onpcriten ant efficacy delpnds ultimately upon tile Cunlluniti ationl
expelientcs lie has had and is capable of having--and, as will be
evident in the next section, upon his strategic intercomniunication-

abilities.

SOME IMPLICATIONS

It is only iII the implit *at ions of these basic concpts Ithat their power
and u ulncss Call be 'valuatCd. The questiun0 must bC: WVhuat a2C the
implications of this way of •onfeiving of the process of comnununica-
tiomi for the way I look at X (any observable behavior, social pheltorn-
elloll, etc.)?

It should be obvious that tile great range of imnplications thus de-
rivable defies any exhaustive listint hcre or Mtrwhere. Yet it may
be desirable I,- sugct one or two examplcs which might incite the
thinking-thtough of a great many Ilore impsmcsm ions of particular in-
terest to the individual reader.

One of the most significant implications is that individuals behave,
not on the basis of the ultimate realities of their environments, but on
the basis only of the way they tunw.eive of those realities. I he diter.
nhinants of behavior are not to be found in the event-data of the en-
vironments in which individuals exist, but in the intetrdcpeitlence of
those environments with the ways they arc taken into account-i.e.,
with the information about those environments (and the belices, ideas,
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ctt. aborit them) whith thry have availablel to iotcsi. And any

woltalIc reality is uwful for certain puroxers (e.g.. the earth is "fiat"
('nluogh for purIpoeHis of wAlk ilsi ulin it),

Individual or ieiltatiotli to one's envirolilllrirts air ( toit}tis(td otf 1y-

potheicsc with t1slw( t to what is likely to happen if .... The test is
not whether those hypotheses arc "true," but whether they are the
most expeditious givcn the conditions, the objctives or tnssion. etc.
The issue is not one of subjectivity vs. objectivity. as some have
argued, but the fact that the wimy' in which we conceive of our worlds
(Avid henc hichave in thern) ofthn depcnd molr upon out tAkc-iwito-
account.abilitirs - i.e., Ulpon out conlurrti(ate abilities - ihan nupon
tire "objectivc" realities of the environment (whidch are inductermias-
able of coure).It

A second major complex of imptications sterns ronm the prouaiition
that niust individuitl bchavioi van ite contevcd of as the behaver's
solution to a probkiem. But many commebtatois (and researchcrs) on
human problem-solving and dccision-making neglect the must critical
aspects of the procxs-those of apprehending and identifying (nam.

4 ing) the problem whit h is to be dcalt with
'I here are two basic empirical errors made in conventional ap.

proadhes to problem solving:
1. There is nothing "problemnatiA! about cvcnt data; event-data

re nleaningless in ;',, of thenmselves It is only in translation as infor-
mation-about (human proce ing) that event-data (conditions, cir-
cunistan-es, etc.) are apprehended as problematical or riot,

2. Second, the conditions identified as problemnatital are typkally
piesumed to be eliminated by the proper (or adequate) solution. Yet
it is empirically unavoidable that the solution to a problem (at least
thoi whikh culniiinsic iii sonime action-in-the.environment) docsn't
eliminate existing states-of-affairs, but consequcnts in the creation
of new or altered states.of.affaits. Thus the criterion should not be
sought in the excellence of the solution as such, but in the desirability
of the altered state-of-affairs relative to the previous (before solution)
state.of-affairs.

What is unavoidable, it we are to take what we know about com-
munication seriously, is that

a) Problems exist only in people;
b) Problems exist only in the form they are conceived of;

I
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pirical knowledge we do have of the underlying phenomena of
communication.

3. What is characteristic of intercommunication (as contrasted with
the individual process of communication) is the attempt by one or
more individuals to influence, direct, control, or focus the communi-
cation experiences of one or more. One person presents himself as an
aspect of another's environment and produces cultural artifacts in the
conventional forms of messages, to be taken-into-account by that other
in a way intended by (or acceptable to) the first.

4. The ends or functions subserved by intercommunication, then,
are those of

a) Mutual adaptation, via the creation and perpetuation of
shared communicational environments; and

b) Mutual control and manipulation, consequenting in the emer-

gence and evolution of ,'nstitutions, social organizations (of all
types), cultures, ideologies, etc.

It is intercommunication which makes possible the emergence of

higher-order systems, both social and communicational. Intercom-
i municat'on is therefore both the means and the ends of creating, al-

tering, maintaining, and exploiting the communicational environ-
ment, and of the social structures, ideologies, etc., embedded in it.

5. The process of communication is basic to all living systems. Re-
quired for successfully engaging in the sophisticated kinds of inter-
communication we are all familiar with are

a) A language,
b) A minimal set of rules for the cc-duct of the participants of

the encounter,
c) A relationship, mutually conceived of, andI d) A minimal degree of mutuality or complementarity with

respect to intercommunicative intentions and their anticipated
S~consequences.

To the extent that the process of intercommunication is "success-

fiul," we "map" each other into each other, and simultaneously "map"

each other's adaptive mappings into each other. This produces an
illusion of reality about those aspects of our environments which exist
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only in and through our intercommunication about them. But such
similar or harmonious orientations, peiceptions. beliefs, ctc., are bet-
ter conceived of as iatersubjeclivities, however, r,., as "reality" by
tacit agrcenemnt. With respect to communicational realities, "right"
anti "wrong," "true" and "false," can have only normative relevance.

6. Two or more peoplc in continuous or recurrent intercommuni-
cation comprise a second-order communication system. Such systems
have properties of their own, which are not necessarily the properties
of any of the individuals involved. These emergent properties func-
tion as system determinants. For example, the dynamic nature of a
communicative rela~ionship, once formed and always in evolution,*
is a significant determinant of the behavior of the persons involved

when t!,ey are in intercommunication.
All higher-ordei living systems may also be thought of as compound

enterprises. Each individual involved is himself an enterprise to the
extent he exercises his telesitic potentials, and the raison d'etre of any
human organization identifies it as well as a collective enterprise. The
conceptual difficulties this presents for comprehending higher-order
systems (rom intercommunication up are perhaps obvious: not only
are there individual communication systems subserving each individ-
ual, and interpersonal systems linking pairs intercommunicatively,
anti so on, but the collective enterprise achieves health and viability
only to the extent that its communication system is efficacious.

7. Every intercommunicative relationship is an organization. Un-
tier scrutiny, it reveals the same conditions of "organization-ness" that
ary larger social structure does. So that concept should perhaps be in.I troduced here.

Anything that is organized is organized only to the extent that its
parts are subordinated to the whole. In effect, this means that at least

task-relevant freedoms (variances) must be either abdicated by the
components (A la humans) or designed out of them or denied them
(A la complex biological organisms, machines, or humans to an extent
via socialization and institutionalization). To be organized, the com-
ponents must mutually control one another in some fashion-either by

ORelationships (i.e.. intercommunication Systems) are "purposive," too, in the
teleological sense, even if not in the telesitic sense. To the extent the impetus of the
evolutionary (teleological) thrust of such higher-order systems is no, sourced in the
one or the other person involved, or "managed" by them, it becomes a system de.
terminant by default.
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design (as in a digital computer) or by tacit accommodation (as in hu-
man social structures of all sorts). Interpersonal relationships, how-

¶ ever, as well as other organizational relationships, may be either syn-
biotic or synergistic.

Since intercommunication is the almost exclusive human means
of mutual control and manipulation, it is through intercommuni-
cation that we "get organized"-whether that organization is 1j.rent-
chile, boss-subordinate, teacher-student, clerk-customer, husband-
wife, friend-friend, or other relationship. Every continuing relation-
ship (organization) requires the abdication or deprivation of certain
degrees of freedom on the part of the members of that relationship.
Intercommunicatively, it is the indeterminacy of the other's reaction
which must be minimized. This is accomplished by mutually invari-
anting each other. Thus the ultimate trade-off in all intercommunica-
tion is between control and indeterminacy, an unavoidable trade-off
of pervasive importance for all social (inttrcommunicative) behavior.

SOME IMPLICATIONS

Again, the implications of these reformulations go to the depth and
breadth of man's social activities and endeavors, and hence defy even
representative specification here. But two examples may be suggestive.

Intercommunication is the means via which communicational en-
vironments aie created and maintained. All of our institutions, ideol-
ogies, beliefs, values, theories, etc., are created in and perpetuated
through intercommun'cation. This communicational environment-
these "rea!ities"-are in effect the major portion of our human ecol-
ogy. As such, they essentially determine the human condition: the
kind of people we are going to have, our "human nature," human vi-
ability and efficacy, in short, the potentials and limits within which
all other forces must operate.

Humans are in-formed within their communicational ecologies,
and in turn perpetuate them. The widespread belief of not so many
years ago that the best cure for many of man's ills was blood-letting is
no more far-fetched than many beliefs held today-about human com-
munication, for example! Because we intercommunicate and in-form
or institutionalize one another, we are indeed carelessly fiddling with
our own destinies as humans in the most vital ways. Urbanization and

inI i i i i i . .m i
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pollution do affect man's condition, but in pitifully minor ways by
comparison to the potency of what we have done and continue to do
to each other through the byproducts (cuitures, beliefs, etc.) of our
intercommunication.

We are the communication experiences we have had, and we can
be what our communicational ecologies permit or force us to be. It is
almost unbelievable that we continue to treat communication in a
most superficial manner!

A second suggestive implication is revealed in the criterion we tI!-
ually hold as the epitome of "good" communication: "effectiveness."
An insidious and widespread assumption is the offhand belief that
communication is in and of itself "good," and that if some of it is
good, more of it would be better. Closely related is a similarly wide-
spread assumption that the solution to most of the world's problems
-from marital to international-is simply "better" communication.",

That assumption is extremely misguided and erroneous. There is
nothing intrinsically good or bad about the process of communication
-and particularly not about the practices of intercommunication. If
a person satisfactorily achieves his communicative intentions vis-A-ý,is
another person, we say he has "communicated" effectively. But this
overlooks the compounding of enterprises when two or more peop e
are involved. What is "effective" from one person's point of view m,.y
be detrimental to the other person(s) involved-as when schizophrenic
mothers produce schizophrenic daughters via intercommunication,
or when the commander's order, faithfully obeyed, leads to the death
of all hands on board, or when the "I love you," "I love you too" ex-
change leads to hate or the degradation of one or both persons.

The much-hallowed notion ot "ettectiveness" is a completely in-
adequate one when a second or higher-order system is involved.20

What is "effective" communication from one person's point of view
in no way guarantees that the consequences will be efficacious for
those higher-order systems of which that person is but one (of two or
more) components.

A SSOCIATED TECHNOLOGIES

In addition to those technologies pertinent to the intrapersonal
level of analysis, the technologies involved at the interpersonal level
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itcinide all of those tools and techniques by which the cultural arti-
facts wc call "messages" arc produced and disseminated, stored and/

or reit icved, etc., whether individual or "mass,"
Languages (or other stiuh codCs)2' are thus a part of the technology

of intCr(omtnunitation, as are the techniques of speech and writing
(and other atira' • oral display). All of the media (hardware) via
which codified (lat., arc transported, etc., are pertinent to this level, as
are the forms and conventions by which those codified data are to be
interpreted and comprehended (software),

THE MULTI-PERSON HUMAN ENTERPRISE LEVEL

Human organizations exist in various forms-ranginf. from pro-
longed conversations to marriages to clans to coninnunitic• to ,orpora-
tions to the "American society." What is organized ab)o-z; all of them
-i.e., their "organitation-ness"-is very much the same in all instances.

The one distinction I want to emphasize, however, is between essen-
tially evolved organizations like friendships or a society and essential-
ly contrivcd organizations-like a corporation or a civic group. "Es-
sentially," because neither type is purely evolved or purely contrived.

The difference is a matter of degree. A corporation is (at least at the
outset) more contrived than evolvcd, and the larger society (at least
as it matures) is more evolved than contrived.

The distinction is a useful one. The communication system(s) sub-
serving an "evolved" human organization evolves with that organiza-

tion; it is inductively formed (i.e., as needed and as a consequence of
the intercommunication that occurs). But the communication sys-

tem(s) of a contrived human organization is partially contrived along
with the goals and the structure of that enterprise; it is deductively 3

formed (i.e., rationally, to fit the ends, the structures, and the func-
tions of the components of that enterprise, their task-relationships,
etc.). There arc a grezt many implications of this distinction.

I. Multi.person human enterprises can be viewed as third-order
systems, complounded of individual enterprises, interpersonal enter-
prises of various complexities, and the rationalized ends and means of
the enterprise itself. Thus there are at least three orders of communi-
cation systems involved, and it is their integration or paralleling that

continues to challenge information system derigners ant managers

alike.
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2. In addition to all of the factors of concern at the communication
and intercommunication levels of analysis, what is appropriately of
concern at this level of analysis is the design of enterprise comnmunica-
tion systems for the purposes of generating, disseminating, storing.
processing, displaying, and acquiring event-data pertinent to the per-
formance of each subtask within the enterprise. The difficulty, of
course, is that the enterprise must be "open" if it is to be adaptive and
viable, yet it must be "closed" in order to be oiganized, piedictable,
and efficient.

Only tasks that are completeable and determinate have informa-
tion requirements that can be defined (rationally specified in ad.
vancc). To the extent tasks cannot or should not be closed in this
sense, the information requirements for those tasks cannot be com-
plctely rationalized. Thus the design of enterprise communication
systems must be both rationalized and "exigencized"-a condition
that is logically unapproachable by the management and information
"sciences." Stability and efficiency-which are quite approachable via
cybernetics-are not the only criteria of enterprise viability, and in
fact may be pathologic symptoms.

3. The efficacy of the design (or evolution) of an enterprise's com-
munication systems is in part determined by the efficacy of the struc-
ture of the enterprise itself. Many so-called organizational "conmmuni-
ca.ion problems" are not at their source communication problems,
but organization design problems. 2 2 Otherwise efficacious omnmuni.
cation systems can compensakte to a limited extent for poor enter.
prise design (or for human incompetcucies in that enterprise), but
that offsetting measure should be seen as compensation, not as clim.-
ination of the underlying fault.

4. If we think of the internal workings of an enterprise on!.y in
terms of its efficiency, control, or organization-ness, then what we
would attempt ideally to do would be to design or constrain out of
every member his cognizance of everything but what is necessary to
the performance of his task. Then we would attempt to equip him
with just those take-into-account-abilities which would enable him
to apprehend and interpret problematicalness in precisely the de-
sired way. Finally, we would organize his task-related intercommu.
nication s)stems in such a way that his inputs and outputs were per-
fectly regulated and controlled. This is precisely what we do when
we build an airplane or a computer. The difficulty is, however, that

iiI
Li
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while data transmission and acquisition may be highly rationalized,
communication and iiitcronmmunication are not and largely can not
be; people are relatively open systems, and to the extent they are opcn,
their communication systems are open. It is human enteiprising
which energizes and organizes human enterprises, and which contrib-
utes whatever adaptive and telesitic viability they may have. Thus if
enterprises arc to evolve in an evolving environment consistent with
their rationalized ends.28 then their communication systems must

bc exigencized as well as rationalized.

IMPLICATIONS

If we recognize that it is the automatismic and nonconscious nature
of an individual's behavior which makes possible higher degrees of
competence or skill, what are the implications for the design aIvd
management of enterprises? The fact that the good pianist practices
until he is not conscious of being communicated-w.ith by the music

on the page is the condition which increases his potential proficiency.
If any of us had to make all of the actions necessary to driving a car
consciously, we would have great difficulty.

What is the significance oi this for the design of enterprise com-
munication systems? It seems possible that attention has been con-
centrated upon communication issues and problems which are ulti-
mately picayune, while ignoring other communication issues and
design opportunities which might significantly alter the structure
and the viability of human enteipriats. I refer to the advantages of
noncommunication or of noncognizance at successively higher levels
in the enterprise. Similarly, the assumptions that information is the
same thing as communication and that more information in decision-
making is somehow better than less have led us down exceedingly
unfruitful-and even disadvantageous-paths.

AmocIATED TECHNOLOGIES

Most of the technologies applied at the enterprise level of analysis

are simply extensions of those available at the interpersonal level.
However, a brief statement about the application of computers and
"information systems" would be very much in order.

Confucius was concerned about much the same sorts of "organiza-
tional communication problems" that we read about today. Givent
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that our current conceptions of the communication process are not
much advanced over those held in Confucius' time (and in many re-
spects less so), it is little wonder that the history of our concern with
such matters is largely a history of our search for a technological
panacea of one kind or another. [he present.day faith in computer-
ization and 'information systems" as the solutions to our enterprise
ills is a continuation of that historical search for panaceas.

An "information system" cannot compensate for the incompetencics
of the members of an enterprise (particularly not its leaders), or for
the inefficacy of the design of an enterpuisc. And in many cases, the
appliquc.ing of computers and information systems onto ongoing
enterprises has led to an intcnsification of underlying structural and
human incompetencics. There is, of course, great O•.cntia! in these
technologies, both in their haidware and their software aspccrs. But
this potential will never be realized apart from some fundamental
progress in the comprehension of the phenomena of comnunicatior,
and intercommunication and their concomitants.

Related to the pitfalls of the technological mystique is the assump-
tive confusion between "information" and communication. What
"information" systems and computers handle are data-not informa-
tion. This is not "just" a semantic matter; the stuff the mind works
with (i.e., that which is processable by humans) is not of the same
order as the stuff which is carried along in coded form through wires
and switches.

It should be emphasized again that only closed systems are com-
pletely describable. To the extent that one or more of the enterprises
compounded in human organizations are telesitic, the communication
systems subserving them will necessarily be open. Since only fully
dovtd (or closeable) systems arc rationalizable via deduced "infor-
mation" systems, the applicability and usefulness of computers and
their related data systems, as they exist today. are only partiOl. That
is, they are fully applicable only to those tasks and enterprises which
are determinate and completeable. Under any other conditions, their
applicability is limited.

THE ENTERPRISE*-*ENVIRONMENTAL LEVEL

Those who have contemplated the enterprise,--.environmert ;eve!
of analysis over the years have frequently been tempted to tnalogize
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dileitly Iore the orgaliism.---CnvixonumCnt intCeface. Btut there arc
some differences.

I. As indicated before, it is useful to -onccive of a human organiza.
tion as a tmpotlund etcrlprisc. The phenomena of communication
and intcitumnunication ate not basically different in this context;
but they must be viewed as occurring within the context of a con.

trived sociai organization having rationalized task functions, data
systems, decision pieiogatives, etc. bi addition, every complex enter-
prise has a life of its own; that is, as a result of the actions taken by
its members on-behalf-of the enterprise, it is continuously in the

process of evolving-irieversibly. A final overlay is that of the enter-
prise's tulesitic existence. Its goals or ends (or its raison d'ctrc), and
thll means thereto are chosen by one or more members, or by all of
the members tacitly (as a byprmluti of their behaviors). This estab-
lishes the need for an additional communication system, one which
link3 the enterprise with the relevant domains of its environment.

What is observable at this level, then, is a complex hierarchy of com-
munication systenms which may or may not articulate one with
another.

2. At this level of a fourth-order system, what must be organized
are capacities for crcating, maintaining, altering, or util'zing inter-
commu~iicative state-relationships between the enterprise and its

relevant environminetal domains. Because few "contrived" cutc- prises
are developed and organiied from the outside in, as "evolved" or-
ganization, are, they arc in constant danger of "losing touch" with
their environments, which are (omtinuously changing as a result of

the telesitic bcLtaviurs of other enterprises, of the evolving self-or-
ganization of those env,.'ironments, and the like,

The internal om-rati-ii.s o-' p-!I erlterprise can be controlled; re-
lationships with its environments cannot be controlled, but must

be axtroegically coped-with. This may be one reason why "manage-
ment scientists" and "operations researchers" have so little of sub-
stance to say about this level of analysis'24 Because telesitic behavior
alters both the enterprise and its environment, is morphogenetic for
both, and for the state-relationships that interlink them, and is
neither completeable nor determinate, the consequences are hardly
"scicntizable," eN,:n probahilistically, But this does not mean the 1
underlying processes are not understandable.

5. A further factor to be contended with is that the same ends can

iL
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be reached via diffelent ntiaits and front difTcrcnt sets of circum.
otan(cs where living systems are conceritrd (rquiliflity), and that
similar sets of circuluistatn-cs call ionhsetljuci in (lif[lellt enmds (rmilti-
Ispiality). Suth (onditionls Ipla(c exticnic limits ul. in thc po)ssibilities,

for arriving at "laws" of urganiiational hchavior. Bitt approaching
such complex phemoinena as coflmlmlunic.alitl Con l(on llini. lls and by-

Pl.duCts may I) ove to be cslet ially ft uitful.

JMPIAC.mIt;ONi

OInc illljilitliiOll is thit. Lbcause the hasi(i h, plicitoll('il I ouf cu.
nltinication arc wha they aic. living (opv'n) systv'ins and their en-
vironmltcis are initcrdcjal)v'idet, VWhat this limatis, in til itl, is utat thie
success or fdlihlic of all elltlm ipis" 1. .1 [utllitoll ni t of the Clipie pise
alone (as is so ofrtel assumed), biut of tIh' nature of the stat-e idlatiUi-
ships that obtajit I.ween tile rnttcrpiisc amid thie various lelevallt
domains of its envilonItlnts. ThI'ltus "profit" is not a mniasitr. of en-
tcrprise effectiv(,ness, but of the .•flfc y of its sw.t" -elalioilthips. No
eliterpl ise tail be tillo eeffat icous thani its suibStVillg (Olliltlilninittill

systems.
A second implitva tion is the fact that our d(cclhy.('vIl1WddI'd %tiv'

tistic orientations have led us to thiilk in termis of "liskless" (hiamge,
This is fallacious. "The onlly oDt.of.risk living systenl is that o1(ti w'liih I
is being perfe, tly c.ontiollcld by its clViloninunti. Ally exercis. of
tt'lcsiI it (apacitmies -atrei's with it i ti" ks of (Ii.CLjti ihimmiln ;11itI ('S%'1
of failure. "'elciitic choi~tes air eImadc o1 tihe bAsis of ifmlln muttiOln-

about, and icixemuetiay with tlien~all of tile itpel[ttcttioniand poten-
tial risks of morphogcneti, a com.munmication.

AssocmtAox TECIINOLOCILS

Theie are very few technologies appealing at this level of analysis
that have not been al)lpr-opriateId fnlo the other levels, There is cutr
rentiy some interlocking of computers ationgst buyeis and sellers,
government agencies, etc., for puto••.,s of expcdien:cy. But these are
capabilities which exist within entterprises.

In the years just ahead, however. tiew technologies will ellneige to
enhAince and facilitate the communication ,ystems of tlh' enterp)risC
qua enterprise. These will greatly modify the conceptions of enter.
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prise de 8sign amid full( tioning which we now hold. T he imlW(u% for
th(bc th.lamcs will lomie from our imn(ieaseig cogniian'cc and under-
standing of the basic hatmue of (Anmi||munication and communicatilon
Systellis loI the fum tic 11ing of all living syste•ls

TIIE 'I"CIINOLO(GICAL LEVEL

The techmologi, u of conintunitaitini asurd intcrtiominuilction cat'

Ie and often arc sludicd apart from the basic phenomena to whith
they are applied.

Foir Cxamle)c, drsriaptive linguistics focuiscs UIx)f orIc pa titular
teC(hlo0lgy Ofi ilute'l-olmnlinJtti)--laniguiage (i ms amlid palt tril,
Simila-iy, the study of mcdlia characteristics and -oles, dii iying from
the "coionmunii ation" anid information thcol y fOrnlttaltions of sclol.

ars such as Shmajinon and Wcher, is the study of but one aslw(-t of the

technology of human intcrcommninication.
"These are perfectly valid and useful endeavors. flow•vcr, the tcch.

nological mystique so deeply imbedded in our culture, along with

the remarkable faith we stcin to put in sciendisin, have hld sontc re-
"sAt'alhcis and pci haps a g cat mainy la)nirci to assume that the
"-screts" of human communication will ultimately be revcaled
through thesc studies of the technology, There is seduttic appIal,
but considerable danger, in attribmuting tt" mu(h ielcvamn c (Iii hu-

man communicationi and inter-tommnunication) to the mathcematical
models, the formulae, aoid the other trappings connected with purely
tcdtnologi(al studics. It may be useful to study and rcfi-ic horse
harners, but one wouhl hardly expet t to finid therimii thv -scitIs" of

the horse's behavior (os the driver's, for that ulaiter).'
Much more care needs to Ie taken to avoid the confusion that

* of tei exists b•tween the phenomena of communication and thie tech-

nologies employed,
What I have atteumptcd here is to suggest an cnm)ititallybound

1 ~conceptual hrain of reference (or a|plroathinlg and (ont prehending
the fundamental nature of human conmuunication and intcrcommu-
ciiation. To the extent uhat therr reforaoulations ard acieptable and

uticful, the frame and substance of the behavioral sciences will be sub-

ject to radicai Liuangcs, both in nitihod and approach. It ir likely

that the failure to build those sticmtcCs Onl a firm undcrstanding of
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tlhat little 1C.11 prngti vs m bt-hcti 11.1e
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, t There are many other terms for this pro.ess, which Bohm has referred to as

"inarianting."
'See, e.g., the author's -Communication: Tool, Game, Ecology," in the publica-

tion of the Communication Colloquium, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
1968. Cf. J, Ruesch and G. Bateson, Communication: The Social Matrix of Psy-
chiatry. New York: Norton, 1951.

*Cf. the section on "Cybernetics and Purpose" in W. Buckley (ed.), Modern
Systems Research for the Behavioral Scientist. Chicago: Aldine, 1968.

"As described, for example, in Helen Merrill Lynd, Shame and The Search for
Identity (New York: Science Editions, Wiley, 1901), and Allen Wheelis, The It-
"lusionless Man (New York: Norton, 1966). among hundreds of other books of re.
cent years. I should also note the similarity between the distinction I alr making
here, and the distinction Kenneth Bturke makes between "motion" and "action"
(in. e.g, the discussion on pp. 358-5: of L. Thaver, Communication: Concepts and
Perspectives. Washington. Spartan Books, 1967, and his earlier volumes and papers).

The linguist or psycholinguist might employ the more familiar levels of the
,syntactical, the semantic, and the pragmatic. But few psycholinguists conceive of
language as a technology of intercommunication. Thus these categories, being
atnehored in language, are limiting. The biologist would probably prefer the cate-
gorties of met~ibolic, epigenetic, and genetic. But. again, these seem to me limiting

* for the purposes of a comprehensive approach to communication.
W. Ross Ashby, A?, Introduction to Cybernetics, New York: Science Editions,

Wiley, 1963.
"5See Stafford Beer's "Below the Twilight Arch-A Mythology of Systems," in

D, P. Eckman (ed.), Systems: Research and Design. New York: Wiley, 1961.
1' It is not the "Information Theory" issue I would raise here (i.e., the matter of

uncertainty reduction). It is the issue of whether, communicationally, man filters
out uncertainty or adds whatever uncertainty there is.

,3 That those tolerance limits vary greatly from person to person. and typically
shrink under certain conditions, is suggested in N4. Rokeach. Phe Open and Closed
Mind. New York: Basic Books. 1960. Cf. J. Ruesch, Disturbed Communication.
New York: Norton, 1967.

"• Cf. M. Toda and E. Ht. Shuford, Jr., "Logic of Systems." rech. Doe. Rep. No.
ESD-TDR.6t-1993. Bedford, Mass.: L. G. Hanscom Field, A. F. Systems Command,
1964; and P. NI. Fitts, Notes and Selected Readings on Human Engineering. Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan, College of Engineering, 1959.

"S The notion of "objective reality" is a purely abstract construct, of course.
However, the issue I want to raise is not the philosophic issue of how one's con-
ceptions of the world compare with "objective reality," but simply that one bases
his behavior not upon "objective reality" but upon his personal conceptions of "it."

"t See, for example, the author's Communication and Communication Systems.
Homewood, 1ll.: Irwin, 1968, esp. Chap. 6, "People, Behavior, and Communica- '

tion,'" and Chap. i7, "The Technology of Communication."'
an important cornerstone of American middlelore holds that com-

munication can be counted on to spread emotional warmth, that any interper-
sonal or intergroup problem is really a la..k-of'communication problem, that con-
flicts domestic and international will disappear when people get to know one
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another and 'reason together' . . . The amount of communication among com-
ponents, however, appears to have little impact In either setting or changing a
system's emotional tone." J. H. Monane, op. cit., p. 59. Cf. E. Golfman, Encounters.
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1961

"Cf. the author's "On Communication and Change: Some Provocations, in
Proceedings of the IIth Annual Institute in Technical and Organizational Com-
munication. Ft. Collins: Colorado State University, 1968.

" The distinction often made between signs and symbols may or may not be a
useful one. The danger lies in the mentalistic connotations of symbols, when in
fact one person's symbolic utterances in the presence of particuiar others may be
both the iccessary and sufficient conditions for the responses of those others (is in
the Aumpan theory of the ethologists--whih does not need "symbols" as an
explanator).

* This and other distinctions are further detailed in my "CommunIcation
Problems: Organizational 'Virus X' " in Proceedings of the 15th International Con-
ference of the Society of Technical Writers and Publishers, in press.

2 Some engineering-oriented writers refer to this condition as "ultrastability."
but I believe that more than ultrastability is involed-that "more" being the
people who energize enterprises.

"U Those who approach such complex phenomena scientistically can bring to
bear methods appropriate only to closed systems. So closed system methods are
either applied to essentially open systcins, or open system factors are simply as-
suincd away as being irrelevant. The search for risklcss choices and decisions ex-
ponentially increases employment in these technologically-based intiustries, how-
evert

"2That McLuhanism, "thie medium is the message," is catchy, but even horses
can discriminate drivers better than they can harness.

i 1
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IV. The Microwave Sky
RONALD N. BRACEWELL

SOME EARLY HISTORY

EVERYONE 15 FAMILIAR THESE DAYS with the reports of new discoveries
in radio astronomy, such as the remarkable quasars, to quote one ex.
ample that has been mentioned widely in the news; and so we tend

; to forget that a few years ago it was ,a very surprising idea that one
* could receive radio waves merely by pointing a directional antenna at

the sky. However, it often leads to a better understanding to have a

historical view of how things came about, and so let us go back to the
closing years of the last century and, by reminding ourselves of the
state of knowledge of physics that existed at that time, we shall see
the steps by which our~present picture of the radio sky unfolded.

At that time a period of experimental investigation of the laws
governing the emission of light and heat from hot bodies was coming
to a close. Essential features of the theory were still missing, but the
experimental facts were reaching the degree of precision that would
allow Planck's quantum theory to show itself clearly superior to the
theories of radiation that preceded it. For example, it had been shown
that a hot wire at a given temperature emits most strongly at a wave-
length that is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature and
that the power ei.iitted per unit wavelength interval is inversely pro-
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portional to the square of the wavelength, if the wavelength is long.
At that time also, Hertz had just performed the experiments in

generation and detection of radio waves which, for the first time,
demonstratcd the connection between light and electricity and mag-
netism that had been predicted by Maxwell on theoretical grounds.
It was therefore quite clear that light, heat and radio waves were all
electromagnetic phenomena of the same kind, differing mainly in
wavelength.

Given this state of knowledge you will see that one could con-
fidently deduce that radio waves would be found to be emitted by
hot objects. When I say hot I mean merely some temperature that is
above absolute zero, so that even the human body, which is generally
thought of as only warm, comes within the category of hot objects, and
would therefore also be expected to be a source of radio waves. This
rather startling idea is an unfamiliar one but can be seen to be an
absolutely necessary consequence of laws of physics that were well
established over seventy years ago. Of course, we all know that the
body emits electromagnetic waves in the infrared region and that
this radiation can be felt by placing the palm of the hand close to the
skin. To detect the radio waves, however, is a different matter, and
if one wanted to demonstrate the emission of radio waves from a
hot object, the wise thing to do would be to look around for the hot-
test object available. That object is the sun, and the basic idea of

3ooking for the solar radio waves that ought to be there occurred
to several nineteenth century scientists simultaneously.

Now a little quantitative consideration will indicate the magnitude

of the experimental difficulty involved. Since the radiation intensity
falls off inversely as the square of the wavelength, then when we bear
in mind that radio waves are, very roughly, onc million times longer
than light waves, we see that the radio frequency radiation will be
10'12 times fainter than the light. Still, at 6000 degrees the sun is very
bright and, who knows, there may be some surprises. Among those
attempting the experiment was Nordmann, who ran an aerial 175
meters long out on snow-covered Mont Blanc. Why he went to this
altitude I do not know. In any case this attempt and the others failed,
but the very next time it was attempted, by Southworth, in 1942, the
experiment succeeded.

Meanwhile, radio waves from the galaxy had been picked u,. by
Jansky in the course of a survey to determine the general levels of
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radio interference. This is a matter of economic imp rtance because
the cost of the expensive part of a conmnunications link, the trans-
mitter, is set by the precise level of the very faint interference back-
ground against which the received signal is to be heard. To be brief,
Jansky very cleverly identified an interference component of extra-
terrestrial origin and was able to prove beyond any doubt that it had
its origin in the galaxy of which our sun is a part.

With the passage of ye-!rs many more discoveries of radio signals
fronm space were made. We may now jump forward in time and look

* at the picture as we know it today in a number of the modern fields
* of radio astronomy. To a large extent I will concentrate on the micro-

wave end of the radio spectrum, which provides an ample number of
examples for description.

GENERAL ASPEf:T OF THE SKY

One way of thinking about the radio sky is to suppose that the

"human race had evolved with radio antennas instead of eyes and
then to describe what we would see as we !jeered about us. It is such a
fascinating thought to the radio designer, however, that I cannot re-
frain at this point from talking about how one would go about design-
inf." people with antennas. The first design parameter to settle would
be the wavelength of operation and, of course, this would make a pro-
found difference to the general appearance. If we settled on the short
microwaves, a tidy arrangement with waveguides and electromagnetic
horns can be imagined; but if they had to operate in the meter wave-
length region, some awkward problems with dipoles and TV-type
antennas would have to be handled.

Of course, this discussion immediately makes us realize that there
are real advantages and disadvantages associated with different wave-
length regions and makes us wonder what the considerations were
that led to the eye working in the visible range of the electromag-
netic spectrum. It so happens that the spectrum of sunlight reaches
its peak in the general neighborhood of the visible (the precise wave-
length ranging from 4829 to 8497 arnstroms, according to one's
definition of peak, and so this might be the reason. On the other hand,
the atmosphere in the present epoch happens to be opaque in the
infrared and ultraviolet, and if we had infrared eyes, we would be
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living practically in darkness; so perhaps the physical properties of
the atmosphure were the determining consideration.

However, the window in the atmosphere at visible wavelengths is
not the only one; as we go farther through the infrared, the atmos-
phere opens up again at a radio wavelength of a few millimeters and
remains open out to wavelengths of many meters before again becom-
ing opaque. So, if we had radio eyes we would be able to view the
universe and here are the principal features as they would appear
to us.

First, we would notice a band running across the sky, and this
band would occupy the same location in the %ky as the Milky Way
does. In addition, there would be many bright points sprinkled
about at random. As far as this brief description goes, you would
say the appearance is about the same as that of the night sky as we
know it-a Milky Way plus many stars. Also, we have known since
Galileo turned his homemade ttlescope on the sky, that the Milky
Way itself is just stars and these stars are the same as the foreground
stars, only more distant and more numerous. Their concentration
into a band merely reveals that the stars extend to greater depths
of space in the plane of the Galaxy than perpendicular to that
plane. In view of the introductory discuss:on about the sun, which
is a typical star, it would be reasonable to expect the radio sky to
exhibit the features described. This interpretation is completely
upset, however, by the obsekved faL diat the radio point sources do
not agree in position with the stars. In fact, with the exception of
the sun, virtually no stars are found to be sources of detectable
radio waves. In other words, the radio waves that we know they 4

must emit are too_ faim to detect in coyparison with the signals
coming to us from the numerous "radio stars," which, evidently, are
not stars. For this reason the term radio star, which was current for a
time, has practically dropped out of use. To confirm this conclusion
we have the further fact that the sun, as seen by radio, is a piale
spectacle compared with the galaxy. As a matter of fact, the concept
of night and day would have a completely different significance to
A man with radio eyes because the rising and setting of the sun
would make little difference to the general lek'c of illumination.
(Presumably, though, it would determine whether he felt warm or
cold.)
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Thus we see that the very first facts about the radio sky reveal a
profound difference from the sky as we know it and they raise im-
portant questions about the nature of the world we live in. From
radio information alone, our picture of the universe external to the
earth would be quite different from that based on the information
conveyed to us by visible light. It would be substantially a catalog of
invisible things whereas, of necessity, cur traditional astronomy has
shown us the visible contents of space. At first, astronomers were be-
wildered by the failure of radio astronomy to tell them much, if any.
thing, about the universe as they understood it from centuries of
jpatiently accumulated observation. The new facts all seemed to be
irrelevant, Now we see radio astronomy in the :-ole of filling in enor-
mous blanks in our knowledge of the environment around us, and as
progress has been made in filling in these blanks, the radio and
optical techniques in one field after another have become welded
together to permit a more powerful c.ombined attack on outstanding
problems.

THE RADIO SUN

Let us look at the sun with our microwave eyes and then, having
noted its appearance, tune to progressively longer wavelengths. At a
wavelength of 10 centimeters the sun has a disc about 10 per cent
bigger than the visible sun. It has spots, in about the same locations
as visible sunspots, but instead of their beng dark, they are bright.
Another difference is that the sun's temperature is about 5 times
greater than the 6000 degrees we remember. I do not believe anyone
ronild have deduced from theory the three facts stated hcre in which
the microwave sun differs from the visible sun. Indeeu, on first en-
counter with these reported observations, one's tendency is to feel
a conflict with theoretically based expectation, especially as regards
the higher temperature. What we have to remember is that the micro.

wave emission comes from outer layers of the sun which are invisible,
being transparent to light, and that therefore or conception of the
sun based on the facts revealed to us by visible light has little bear-
ing on the state of its invisible envelope, which indeed does turn out
to be hotter than the underlying visible surface. Even so, we depend
a lot on very reliable principles such as the laws of thermodynamics,
which we confidently extrapolate beyond the limits of actual experi.

t
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ence. We are generally not disappointed, and yet here we seem to
have a contradiction of the principle that heat always flows from
the colder to the hotter. This principle is applied without scruple
to the thccry of the internal constitution of the sun and we say that,
since everywhere within the sun, heat is on the avcrage flowing
radially outward, therefore the temperature must everywhere be de-
creasing outward. On this basis one deduces that the temperature at
the center of the sun is 20,000,000 degrees, or some different value
depending on precisely what chemical composition is adopted, and
everyone seems to be generally happy with this kind of calculation
in spite of the fact that radiation from the inside of the sun is ab-
solutely unavailable for observation. I think there ;s food for thought
in the fact that the temperature gradient runs the wrong way in the
outer envelope of the sun; the clue to the difficulty lies in the fact
that the envelope is mostly transparent in the spectral region where
the vast flood of outward bound radiation is concentrated.

If we now take another look at the sun at a still longer wavelength,
we find that the size has increased further, the shape has become
noticeably elliptical , ith flattening at the poles, the temperature has
gone up further, and that occasional fireworks are noticed. By th.
time we reach the longest wavelengths that can penetrate tG ground
level through the terrestrial ionosphere, the sun is five times bigger
than the visible sun, approaching a million degrees in temperature,
and in a disturbed state where great eruptions and flashes occur
which may take the brightness up by further factors of millions.

IMPACT OF TIHE RADIO SUN ON PRACTICAL MATTERS

Because of thc controlling influence of the sun on our environment.
it is not hard to give examples of the practical utility of the new
knowledge about the sun that has come from the pursuit of radio
astronomy. For example, for astronauts there is concern about the
damaging effect that could occur if large solar flares were to take
place during a lengthy mission, such as a trip to the moon. Just as
wiih expeditions to the Antarctic it is necessary to avoid the bad
weather, so it will be in interplanetary space with expeditions to
the moon. In this case it will be the solar weather that dominates, n nt
the weather on earth. Solar flares emit ultraviolet light and high
energy protons that could be lethal and so it becomes important to
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"have a weather prediction service that can forecast the likelihood of
the occurrence of flares. Unfortunately, not enough is yet known
to do this with any gioat accuracy, (a situation that one can ap-
precliate. knowing how difficult it is ont earth to foiecast the weather,
in spite of much longer expeiience), However, there are same clues.
For example, flares always occur in sunspot groups and, therefore,
if there arc no sutnsots oui the sun on a particular day, it is safe to
predict that there will bc no flares. But a lunar mission will take
many days so if there were a large sunspot group due to appear on the
cast limb of the sun the day after launch, it would bc a bad tiing.
flow to see what is on the other side of the sun presents quite a piob.
lem, but with the aid of radio we can do this and so contribute just
a little extra input to the total solar prediction effort. The way this
haplens is as follows. As mentioned earlier, the microwave sun ex-
hibits bright spots approximately in the position where the dark
sunspots are scen in visible light. Although the visible sunspot is a
cool region, being only at a temperature of 5000 degrees, nevertheless
it is overlain by a volume that is hotter and denser than its surround.
ings. It is fromn this volume that the extra microwave energy coines
that we describe as a radio hot spot. When the sunspot is just behind
the solar limb, and so invisible, there is a distinct possibility tha. the
hot spot above it, because of its elevation, may still be per•eptiblc
from earth. This proves to be the case at wavelengths around 10
centimeters, where advance notice of three days has been shown to
be possible on some quite modest hot spots that were approaching
the sun's limb from the far side. With the strongly active regions
that are feared in the space travel context this microwave contribu.
tion to advance warning will be welcome. The range of wavelengths
in which this job tLA,, lw done is rather narrow. At a wavelength of
I centimeter the hot regions tend to become obscured by poor
visibility and can oitly be detected when they are in the vicinity of
the center of the sun's disc; so there is no possibility of prediction at
all. At a wavelength of I meter, one is dealing with levels so far above
the sun's surface that the connection with visible surface features
can only be made with difficulty and it is not yet known whether it
will be possible to associate the radio events with sunspot groups on
the far side of the sun.

Another examplc o[ the impact of the radio sun on practical affairs
may be taken from the field of navigation technology. It has been
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demonstrated that a mictowavc antcinna (an be caused, by mcans of
a scrvomcrhanisin, to point itwllf at the Sutill and to do this with lull
act ura(cy eveii when ihcic is cloud and thie suill callntot be sccn. This
instrulnicll t thleicloxi tkt's thie place of the sextant. its uiet is sug.
gested in situlations whtere a ship musight have to keep station with a
high dcgt'v of aic-uracy in a laoudy 'ocan out of range of other navi.
gational aids. A lestie oi'c ivat ion for an astioiant iii the soutl Inidiani
Ocean in poor weather would pose such tiu;ital navigastlional diffi.
culties and thuei are military applications also.

Finally, I might Im;entio .n ititagi•aiay (ase itO illusttiatll" how new

dis•ovciis ahiota our radio cuiviiununcii. cati have a bcari-ig oiil a
weapons system. When all atomuic explosion occurs or a rocket is
launchcd, the hot gas geclialtcd nit;st give out a burst of radio waves,
a ph/llO1iktlloa that might hc mxtade tlch basis of a 5attclitlci-borite

survcillaimce system to monitor explosions or latruchings. Blut the
sun may emit similar buists of radio waves. So, befo•e such a system
could be propcrly designed, taking the false alarm rate into account,
it would be absolutely netcs-saay for iadio astroniomital itcsar h to
have stockpiled a sutffici'nt backlog of information. A solai butst
prediction set vice would seem desirable and, at the very least, simul-
tancotis sular nmoniti ring would seem to bc recuii ed. Theni. (tounter-
Inasurtl lattlits would have to be takenl ilnto ac.UUllL-l.aplJS thc

survillhtn:iC systUnk woutld be confused if the eveaxts to he detctetNd
were deliberately syichionizcd with laige sola,: events. This is :, li-
fc.tly valid illustiation ot tic way in which niew research results in
apparently far-out fitlds taan have a diicit beating o11 sOJe prattical
matter ii allothi field of hultian intcerst entirely. It reminds one of
that other connection l?(wveen the sun and wecapons that a-oc with

magnetic mines, which could be so sensitively adjusted that the sun
could, and did, set teicm off by virtue of thle siall changes in the
earth's magnetic hield that it produ.cs diing times of solar disturb-
anice.

"THE RADIO MOON

The inuon is not as warm as the earth and therefore any thermnal
iadiation ihat :ould be picked uI) hont tie minon on tadio wave.
lengths would be less than could be picked upi by pointing the saine
antenna at the ground. Anyone with cxpericnce with antenna: knows

A.
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that lic giound is not a good sour(e of radio emission although, of
co'r.se, wc retognitc fromn the laws of thermal radiation from hot
olbjcds that it muist give out something. We receive even less from
the muoni . Neverthieless, in the microwave range the wm-on can be
readily studied beCause the sky backgtou,,d against which the moon
is projected scuds us even less radio cinimion than the moon, There.
fore, if the antcnna beam is kept fixed, and earth rotation carries
the beam acrovi the moon, an increase in received energy will be
dctecctable. By this typw of experime-,d the luniar radiation was first
"de~ctced by Dlhkc and BWringer in 1916, As with almost every new
detection of radio signals from the sky, prior expectation turned out

to be insufficiently aCtCulate to avert sukt lfibs. In tile Case of the moon
the surprise was that full moon, as observed on a wavelength of 1.25
celltincters, tomcs three or four days later than full moon as we

per4:civc it by eye.
SAn explanation for this phenomenon was immediately forthcom-

ing and 't evoked the existence of a surface layer having very low

thermal conductivity. The material required had to have very much
higher thermial insulation than any matemial orfurring )in earth, anti
the obvious way to get su1l piopertics is from a finely structured

rock with a large percentage of voids. When placed in vacuo, such
material cnilut tonduct heat atioss its lpres by gaseous contuttilon
but only around them, which forces the heat to flow in a tortuous
path and to negotiate many highly resistive constrictions. Radiation

transfer, which is the only other mode of heat transfer allowable,
deicrndt for its efficacy on the temperatures of opposite walls of a

pose licisag sufficiently different, and if the pore structure is on a fine
enough scale radiative transfer of heat becomes negligible. Labora-
toiy cxpci icii•b viti pOWUIV 11 ¥Am.LOv LUImlpirtely ducOlUlatrdlli ditup

ideas and for this and other reasons the insulating lunar surface was
often described as dust. The thermal resistan.e required by observa-
tions could be expressed in tesmns of a layer thickness. A good deal of
literature vxists in which mathematical models are discussed which
are cqui/7a eat to a mnoon covered with a layer of dust so many milli.

meters thick. Of course. the thermal resistance was a better expression
of the radio observations, whiCh did not bear at all on the state of
comminution, or presence or absence of cohesivenmess, of the particles

of asaterial, As it later developed huomi soft landings oil the mioon's
surface, the material does not blow about loosely like dust, and fears
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that camera lenses and windows would be fogged by dust were not
realized,

The effect of an insulating Aurfa(c ('an bc undcstoH)d as follow,. If

you spread a large rug out on the grotn '. you find tha: after sunset
the ground underncath the rug will still preserve somC of the heat of

the afternoon and will be wiaItier than aseas whicc thenr, is no rug.
Likewise, when moinning has conc, dur ground under the insulating
rug will still have the pre-dawi toohicss, In the same way, the tem-
peratuic of the suisurface lunar material lagp behind the balface
temperature. The surface ten.l)CIaturc is LtOnitolled by il ident s$ll-
light and rises a'nid falls with a period of 29.54 days, which is one
synodic month. Now the thermal microwave radiation does not Woine
fronm the surface where visible moonlight (and lunar infraicd radia.
liots) oliginate. bc(ausc the lunar tmaterial is a reasoinably good di.

el ctric that allows miuuwavc radiation to pass thlough it, at least

to sonic ex(ent. Thus what we receive on earth is a combination of
rays originating at all depths down to a meter or so. the radiation
from the dcclvci laycis showing the gicater tinmc lags., whidh is, of
course, miost weakened by attcuituation on the way out. The net ic.

suit is that maximum emission is not readied until three or four
days after full ntoon.

Tie possibility of seeing below the surface is potentially important
for subsurface mapping which may be espetially nec-ssary on the
moon to penetrate the mionotonous gray (oating that it ha*t developed
through exposure to its harsh envizonnicnt of bolibard|ienet by
particles and radiation.

JUPITER

One of the unique compartments of radio astronomy is the story of
unfolding discoveries about the radio emission from Jupiter. First
accidentally detected as a strong source by Burke and Franklin in
1955, Jupiter has since remained a fascinating objest as more and
more new things have come out about it. It will be immediately ap-
preciatcd that severe tuhnical problems are involved in determining
where on Jul)iter radio signals originate since the angular diameter
of the planer as scen from the earth is uminde ole lsinutel of arc. Tle
techniques of fine angular distri inimiation dcveloled wcell beyond the
preexisting state of the antenna art by radio astionomers have been
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the key to the unraveling of some of the difficult observational items,
and form an interesting topic in themselves. However, here it must
suffice to state the facts baldly. To begin with, one might expect

4 Jupiter to be at a temperature of about 140 degrees Kelvin, on the
grounds that a sphere at that temperature would radiate thermal
powers at a rate balancing the solar radiation intercepted by Jupiter.
Of course, if Jupiter had its own internal source of heat, its surface
could be hotter, but as a matter of fact, optical evidence as to the
temperature of the visible cloud surface supports the figure of about
140 degrees. This is cold enough to mean that the clouds could be
composed of solid particles of many gases other than H 20, which is
the only gaseous constituent of the earth's atmosphere that can freeze
in the earth's atmosphere. But Jupiter's clouds can contain crystals
of methane and ammonia. When the temperature was measured by
Mayer, McCullough and Sloanaker, by radio methods at a wave-
length of 3 centimeters, they obtained a value of 140 degrees. Now
when the application of a new observational tool tells us approxi.
mately what was already expected, the scientists do not regard this
as a very exciting development, but fortunately for their enjoyment.
new measurements soon revealed a temperature of 2000 degrees at 21
centimeters and 5000 degrees at 31 centimeters. In reading these
temperatures we have to bear in mind the explanation given above
in connection with the sun as to how one and the same body can ap-
pear to have different temperatures when the wavelength is changed.
The real fact is that as the wavelength is changed the source does
iot remain exactly the same because of the wavelength dependent
opacity and emissivity of its various parts. Furthermore, in the case
of Jupiter, the calculated temperatures include an allowance for
the angular diameter of Jupiter which varies between about 14 and
21 seconds of arc depending or. the date. But this is the optical diam-
eter, and if the source of radio emission were to have a diameter
that was different for different wavelengths, then again the apparent
temperature could change with wavelength.

The interesting speculations raised by the radio observations that
Jupiter was not behaving merely as a cold cloudy sphere as regards
its emission of microwaves led quickly to a determination by Rad-
hakrishnan and Roberts that the microwaves were coming, not from
the visible surface, but from an invisible ellipsoid surrounding the
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planet and having three times its diameter, in the equatorial plane.
In view of the small angular size of Jupiter, it will be appreciated
that this was an impressive observational achievement.

It thus seemed that Jupiter must possess a radiation belt, similar
to the earth's radiation belts, containing electrons at relativistic
energies, this interpretation being confnined by the high degree of
linear polarization detected in the radiation, a feature that is not
characteristic of thermally generated radiation.

Much more could be said about Jupiter, especially its sporadic
emission in the vicinity of 25 MI-z, the source of which is localized
and rotates with the planet. Because of this fact, the rotation period
can be measured, the radio value being 091 55-" 29r37. The very high
apparent precision of this value comes fromn the fact that a large num-
ber of rotations could be counted over the decade of observation on
which the value rests. Rather interestingly, this period is in distinct
disagreement with values obtained by watching the motion of lea-
tures in the cloud surface with the telescope, a disagreement that
can be explained by assuming that the upper surface of the clouds
does not necessarily move in perfect synchronism with the solid sur-
face below but is convected by global winds, just as on earth. The
good stability of the radio value thus suggests the conclusion that we
have here the true period of solid-body rotation of Jupiter. It might
also lead one to infer that the source of this radiation is below the
clouds, jewrhaps in some sporadically erupting volcano, whose erup-
tions have unprecedented ferocity by earthly standards, even caus-
ing lightning or other electrical phenomena on a scale sufficient to
explain the level of interference received on earth. (Jovian lightning
would have to be on a magnificent scale because the static it gives us
dominates that produced by our tropical electrical storms despite
the immensely greater distance of Jupiter. In fact, Jupiter noise is
the strongest kind of non-manmade interference in the 20 MHz
neighborhood.)

It is now clear, however, tbet this type of Jupiter emission is not a
ground level phenomenon b- originates some distance out in space

from the planet. One indicator of this conclusion is the extraordinary
discovery by Bigg that our reception of Jupiter noise is influenced by
the satellite lo, which is the same size as our moon and moves in an
orbit not much further from the surface of Jupiter than our moon
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does from the earth. When Io is in the right place in its orbit, it can
practically turn off the signal that we receive and so it seems that the
volume of space responsible for the emission is well out from Jupiter's
surface.

THE COSMIC FIREBALL

When the universe originated 101" years ago in the gieat expand-
ing fireball whose still receding fragments are visible i -day as the
remote galaxies (if indeed the universe did originate this way), the
temperature, for a time, exceeded 10? degrees, which reduces matter
to a state of ylem, to %.se Gamow's term for it. Gamow proposed that
the atomic species formed as the expanding fireball cooled and also
said that the radiation existr- at the time when the density fell to
the point of allowing the material to become transparent, would still
be with us today. Because of the expansion that has taken place since,
however, this radiation would now be weak. The recent fact is that

, weak microwave radiation corresponding to a temperature of 3 de-
grees above absolute zero has indeed been found by Penzias and
Wilson and by Dicke's colleagues at Princeton and it possesses the
attribute of arriving uniformly from all directions, which is just
what the fireball radiation would be expected to do. So it may be
that we are seeing the origin of the universe when we look at this
radiation. We do not know yet whether this interesting discovery is
the beginning of a new branch of radio astronomy, but if it is to be,
then there will have to be structure discernable in different directions,
for there is nothing that can be said about a strictly isotropic radia-
tion field once its intensity has been established. Conklin has been
looking for such structure and as of now has tailed to find any but can
say that departures from the nominal temperature value of 3 degrees
cannot exceed 2 millidegrees. For the time being this result is less
exciting than would have been a discovery of a pattern showing how
the fireball originally broke up, but it does enable us to contemplate
a different line of development.

Everyone remembers the famous Michelson-Morley experiment
which aimed to detect the absolute velocity of the earth through the
ether, and how the null result became a cornerstone of relativity
theory. Today we always proceed on the assumption that there is no
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favored frame of reference, and this thought, embodied in rhc theory
of special relativity, has proved a reliable daily basis for the design of

all manner of instruments, devices and machines involving high
speed particle streams. Still, if you think globally about the universe
it is a hard thought to accept that dhere is no favored frame. A very
interesting new observational possibility is now opening up.

Suppose that there are two observers at the same place and that one
of them observes himself to be surrounded by an isotropic radiation
field, let us say using an antenna connected to a 3-centimeter receiver.
The other observer has identical equipment and is in motion with a

speed v relative to the first, in a certain direction that I can call the
forward direction. Now it can be shown from classical considerations,
not involving relativity, that the second observer will not observe
an isotropic field but in the forward direction will see a temperature
that i!i higher by a factor I + v/c, where c is the speed of light, and
in the backward direction the temperature will be lower. Thus, if an
isotropic radiation field exists, an observer embedded in it can tell in
what direction he is moving and with what speed, relative to the
radiation field, simply by surveying the temperature distribution
over the sky. The considerations involved in demonstrating the effect
include (a) astronomical aberration, which changes the apparent
direction of arrival of light from a star and consequently crowds the
forward hemisphere into less than : hcmisphere, and (b) the increase
of electric and magnetic field strengths when a measuring instrument
is in motion with respect to the source of the fields.

In the case of the earth, the highest systematic velocity component
of which we know is the motion around the center of the galaxy at
250 kilometers per second, which is abo:t onc thousandth of the
speed of light. Therefore, we expect the sky to appear 3 millidegrees
hotter in the direction in the sky where we know the galactic rotation
is carrying us. There are some corrections to be made for the peculiar
motion of the sun and for the earth's motion about the sun, but they
are rather small. The prerequisite for the absolute velocity experi-
ment is that there be an isotropic field to begin with and it appears
now from Conklin's measurements that the degree of isotropy is
really adequate. The only difficulty remaining, therefore, is the ex-
perimental one of reliably determining temperature differences of a
few millidegrees between different directions. I am quite sure these

A
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difficulties can be overcome but not yet suie how long it will take to
make progress in this unfamiliar type of measurement.

PULSARS

In a most exciting development, radio astronomers in Cambridge,
England, discovered four radio sources that are ticking. Yes, they are
giving out brief radio pulses about once a second, and the stability
of the pulse interval is extremely high as clocks go. For the moment,
our knowledge of the stability is subject to observational limitations
on our part. The stability could prove to bc better than we can gen-
erate under the best conditions in our laboratories, in which case the
definition of the second could be uprated. as has already happened
once recently. However, there are reasons to think that the present
standard of time will be hard to supplant. Nevertheless, the pulsars
are unique as astronomical objects go, and they have raised much
agitated discussion as to their nature.

One class of suggestions invokes neutron stars or white dwarfs, with
sizes comparable to that of the earth and masses like that of the sun,
and these extraordinarily dense objects are supposed to be under-
going mechanical vibrations. Other suggestions invoke rotation of
such an object on its axis or of two objects about each other. These
suggestions are prompted by the need to propose mechanical systems
that can vibrate at the very short period required, have good fre-
quency stability, and at the same time be substantial enough to fur-
nish the energy needed to account for the observed strength of the
pulses when they reach earth. Of course, to work back from the re-
ceived energy to the energy developed at the source, one needs to
determine how far away i-e pulsar is. In radio astronomy, distance
measurement has always oeen a vexing problem. But in the case of
the pulsars a bonus in the form of dispersion in time of arrival on
different frequencies permits a reasonable order of magnitude esti-
mate of the distance that would have to bc traversed by the radiation
in order that the interstellar electrons might introduce the observed
dispersion. This measurement, which is not avai!,aI'e on a source
that is not pulsed, has yielded distances of the order of 60 parsecs
(comparable with the thickness of the galaxy, but less than one per
cent of its radius). The energy at the source then proves to be large
and requires something massive to be able to afford it, However,
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the mechanical models proposed must be able to generate radio
pulses and it may be some time before the explanation is forthcoming,
but during this time much interesting reading is likely to bc gen-
erated.

Here I would like to digress on a potential application to general
relativity, which is an important part of physics and still in need of
good experimental support. According to the theory, a photon falling
into a gravitational field gains energy and accordingly appears at a
higher frequency. Thercfore, if a remote source of sinusoidal oscil-
lations was received when the earth is closest to the sun (perihelion),
the frequency would appear higher than when received six months
later at aphelion. From the difference in gravitational potential be.
twccn the two places, the change in frequency can be L-alculated to
be one part in 2 X 10. Clearly, to do this experiment, all that is
needed is a stable remote source, because laboratory clocks have
ample capacity to detect the small frequency change expected. Now,
it is suggested by Hoffman, the pulsars may fill the bill. You may ob-
ject that the pulsars are not sources of a single pure oscillation but
give out pulses, and you may not feel that radio pulses falling into a
gravitational field can speed up so as to be observed in greater numn-
bers per unit time. However, it appears that, if the constituent
photons of a pulse ire raised in frequency, then the interval between
successive pulses will shrink as a consequence, and to encourage you
to continue thinking about radio astronomy I shall close leaving
this interesting item for you to think about.
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V. Recent Advances In Glass
Science and Technology

J. D. MACKENZIE

INTRODUCTION

GLAss Is ONE OF THE MOST important and oldest materials of engineer-
ing. The value of the current annual production of glass in the
United States is approximately $3 billion. By far the most common of
all glasses are those based on sand (SiO 2), soda (Na 2COs) and lime
(CaO). Such silicate glasses are also the cheapest because of the raw
materials involved. For more than i0,000 years the chemical composi.
tions of these soda-lime glasses have not been changed significantly.
Despite the long history of the technology and the relative constancy
of the chemical compositions, however, glas, science is actually a
fairly recent development. In Table 1, it is seen that although mass-

TABLE 1
SOME MILESTONES IN THE HISTORY OF GLASS

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

First man-made glass 10,000 B.C.
First glas with date 2,100 B.C.
First glass light bulb 1879
Pyrex glas 1904
Fiber glas 1931
First theory on structure 1932
First theory on glass formation 1933
Surge of Kientific interest 1950's

JOHN D. MACKENZIE has been Professor of Materials Science at Rens.
selaer Polytechnic Institute since 1963. Dr. Machenzie has been studying
the relationship between physical properties and structure of glasses. In
1964, he was presented with the S. B. Meyer Award of the American

Ceramic Society for the most creditable papers published in glass science
in 196) and 1964. He is currently a member of the Executive Committ,.
of the International Glass Commission and also Chairman of the Com-
mission's Committee on Electrical Properties of Glass,
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production of glass had taken place before 1900, it was not until the
1930's when the first theoretical attempts were made to gain an under.
standing of the structure and nature of common glasses. This belated
fundamental study of glasses is partly due to the lack of economiccompetition from other engineering materials, since there are few
cheaper raw materials than sand, soda anl lime. What little progress
was made in the 19 3 0 's was soon halted because of World War II.Since the 1950's, the need for newer and better glasses and competi-tion from plastics have generated much more fundamental ;is well asapplied research. In this paper, I will attempt to review some of the
important advances which have resulted from such recent studie4.

WHAT IS A GLASS?

Most crystalline solids will form a relatively fluid liquid on fusion.The viscosity of most liquids at or near the melting temperature isusually less than 1 poise'. The viscosity of water, for example, is lessthan 0.1 poise. Second, the viscosity of most liquids does not increasesignificantly on cooling. Although a liquid can often be supercooled
some tens of degrees below its thermodynamic freezing temperature,
its viscosity is still fairly 1)w. Slight physical disturbances or thepresence of impurities will lead to rapid crystallization. The trans-formation of a liquid to the corresponding crystalline solid involves
migration of atoms, ions or molecules. Such motion is, of course, easierfor a fluid melt. Thus for most liquids exposed to the atmosphere itis difficult to maintain the supercooled state indefinitely.

Some solids, however, do yield extremely viscous melts on fusion.The viscosity of molten silica (SiOt), for instance, is about J0T poises
at the -melting temperature of 1710-C, Further, small decreases oftemperature can lead to large increases of viscosity, Molecular motion
is now difficult. Thus crystal nucleation, as well as growth, also be-comes difficult. It is now relatively easy to undercool molten silicaappreciably without crystallization. The viscosity increases rapidly
on cooling and by about 1200'C, it reaches a value of 10"4 poises.
For most practical purposes the liquid has now become a rigid solid.At such a higher viscosity, this solidified liquid is termed a glass. Thematerial is said to be in the vitreous state. Silica (or sand) is called a"glass-former". The highly viscous melt which forms on the fusion ofcrystalline silica is termed a "network liquid" on account of its poly-

__l
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meric structure. Other materials of this family are boric oxide, ger-
manium dioxide and phosphorus pentoxide.

Because of its high viscosity and high fusion temperature, silica
glass is difficult to form. Sodium oxide and calcium oxide are added
to the fusion mixture to lower the liquidl,s temperature as well as
the viscosity. The reaction which results can be conveniendy repre-
sented by a bond rupture of the type:

I M+
- St-O-St -+ M2O--*- St-O-- -O-Si-

I i I M+

Such fusion products which have solidified without crystallization
are thus common glasses. Theoretically, any liquid which can be
rendered highly viscous (viscosity greater than l101 poises) without
crystallization will give a glass. The condition of "highly viscous
without crystallization" is, of course, a difficult experimental prob.
lem. Nevertheless, even liquid gold-silicon alloys and other "metallic"
melts have been rapidly quenched to the glassy state'. The earlier
concept that only "glass-formers" like SiOt can form glasses is now
considered incorrect.

The most convenient figure which illustrates the differences be.
tween crystal, liquid, supercoolcd liquid and glass is probably the
simple volume-temperature diagram shown in Figure 1. -1 lie specific
volume of a glass and its so-called glass transition temperature, T.,
are dependent on cooling rates. The specific volume of a supercooled
liquid does not vary with time, whereas ihat of a glass at high tern-
peratures does change on holding. The difference between the slopes
of the V-T plot for liquid and glass, that is, the occurrence of T3 , is
the result of the extremely high viscosity u. 101! tu 1014 poiscs at the
temperature in question. At such high viscosity, the molecular relax.
ation times are now greater than the duration of the experiments. A
lower value of T. will be expected with slower codling rates. There
has been considerable theoretical work on the limiting value of Ts.
It is now generally considered that such a limiting value does exist
and that, depending on the material, it is some 10-1000 below the
average experimental Ts.

Because a glass is a "rigid liquid" and yet at low temperature it is
physically a solid, a aumber of technological advantages are evident.
Firit, one can regard a glass as a fluid solu'ion at high temperatures.
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Ficuaz I. Volune-temperature relationship for an ideal glass-forming system.1

As long as immiscibility does not occur, "solutes" can be dissolved. On
cooling, they may be precipitated out and are uniformly suspe:3i,'d
in the solidified glass. The precipitate is normally cryqtalline and the
sizes can now be controlled accurately through heat treatment of the
glass. Second, as a liquid mixture, the constituents can be varied in
any desired prolportions. It ik easy to imagine how optical, electrical
and mechanical properties can be "tailored to measure" this way.
Third, since a glass does not "melt" on heating, but only softens
slowly, it lends itself to many advantageous forming techniques. Sheet
glass, fiber glass, pressed wares, and blown wares are all examples of
such advantageous forming methods which result from the unique.
nets of the nature of glass.

STRUCTURE OF GLASSES

Techniques which have been successfully used to determine the
structure of crystalline solids have proven to be disappointing when

a __
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applied to glasses. A typical x-ray diffraction pattern of a glas and

its "patcnt" crystal is exemplified by germanium dioxide (GeO 2) in
Figure 2. Because of the diffuseness of the pattern, it is extremely
ditfikult to perform detailed structural analysis. B. E. Warren and
his associates have made significant contributions in this fields. How-

* I ever, the significant information which has been obtained is confined
to "nearest neighbor" interactions. From x.ray analysis, for example,
it has been found that on the average, the number of oxygen ions
surrcunding a silicon ion is four for silicate glasses; the building unit

FicuRE 2. X-ray diffraction pattern of crystalline and glasy germanium
dioxide.

i .....
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is a SiO 4 tetrahedron, the oxygen-silicon separation is about 1.60A
and the Si-O-Si angle is about 1500. This "short-range" structure of
silicate glasses is thus essentially the same as that for crystallinc sili-
cates. X-ray diffraction, however, is unable -o furnish "long-range"
information. For instance, in crystalline silicates of the same SiOg:
Mctal Oxides ratio, the long range structure may take different forms
such as rings, chains, sheet or three-dimensional groups, It is nut pos.
sible from diffraction experiments to say which of these structures are
present in a glass. Relatively little additional information is obtained
fronm other diffraction measurements such as election diffraction or
neutmon diffraction.

Since the physical properties of glasses are similar to those of the
corresponding crystalline solids, and since their short-range struc-
tures are also similar, it is not unreasonable to assume that their long-
range structures are also not too different. The differcnce in the x-ray
diffraction patterns is then explained by the lack of long-range order
in glass. Such a hypothesis was first advanced by W. H, Zachariasin
and formed the basis of the so-called "Raudons Network Theory"
of glass structure. In the last twenty years many modifications of this
theory have been made but experimental verification of the different
models is still lacking. Oftcn, indirect infoinmation, for example a
particular physical property, is used to augment short-range struc-
tural results to indicate long-range structures.

Although the short-range natuim, of silicate glasses is relatively easy
to obtain, this is not so for othei glasses such as borates and german-
ates. In crystalline borates, it is knowzt that the coordination number
of boron can be three anti/or four. That is, the boron ion can be
surrounded by three or four oxygens. There were numerous contro-
versies concerning borate glasses. This age-old problem was only
solved recently through the use of nuclear magnetic resonance ab-
sorption techniques by Bray and co-workers.' The coordination num-
ber of germanium in ci ystalline germanates can be four or six. Here
again there are controveisies regarding the coordination umber in
germanate glasses and the problem remains unsolved at present.

Relative to silicate and borate glasses, much less structural informa-
tion is available on other glassesi, especially non-oxide glasses. In
general it can be concluded that a combination of many different
experimental tools, both direct and iudirect, are necessary to obtain
unambiguous structural information on glasses.

L
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IONIC PROPERTIES

Most oxide glasses are good electrical insulators. The room temper-
ature resistivity generally exceeds 1013 ohm-cm. At higher tempera-
tures, however, the metal ions, especially alkali ions, become mobile
and are the main cause for ionic conductivity6 . For common glasses
it has been proven that the transference number for alkali ions is
unity. Since the random network theory suggests that oxide glasses
have open three-dimensional disordered structures with the metal
ions randomly distributed throughout the silicon-oxygen framework,
it would seem logical to assume that ionic properties, especially con-
ductivity, are directly dependent on the nature and concentration of
the alkali ions present. However, this proves to be an erroneous
assumption.

In Figure 3, a glass of the composition 18w/o Na2 0 - 82w/o SiO 2

I, .
W1

is

ttt

FIGURE 3. Effects of divalent ions on the electrical resistivity of a binary glass
of the compositiol 18 v,,,/o Na20-82 w/o 2.
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was modified by replacing the SiO 2 with a number of divalcnt oxides'T.
The cor.,centration of NaO 2 was kept constant. Since the Na+ ions
are the current carriers, the tesistivity is not expected to alter drastic-
ally. However, it is seen that only 10 w/o of CaO is sufficient to in-
crease the resistivity by three orders of magnitude. It is now con-
sidered that the Ca++ ions are themselves immobile and that they
tend to block the motion of the Na÷ ions. This, of course, indicates
that the random network theory on structure is oversimplified. Per-
haps "fine structures" or "preferred paths" exist in glass which govern
the motion of ions. The verification of such models, however, must
await further experimentation.

A detailkd understanding of ionic transport is of obvious impor.
tance to the use of glasses as insulators as well as substrates in micro-
electronics. It is not generally appreciated that it is also intimately
related to the strengthening of glasses.

STRENGTH AND STRENGTHENING 8

The theoretical tensile strength of oxide glasses has been estimated
to be E/5 to E/10 where E is Young's modulus. Since E is I - 2 X lO0
psi, the theoretical strength must be at least one million psi. The rea-
son is the presence of so-called Griffith flaws (surface defects). How-
ever, even "pristine", that is untouched, glasses do not approach
theoretical strengths. Further, the strengths of different samples of
the same pristine glass can vary significantly. It is clear then, besides
the common Griffith flaws which are present and which are caused by
mechanical handling, molecular defects of another type must also be
present, and these also affect the strength of glaxs The exact nature
of such molecular defects is not known at present.

Since Griffith flaws are always generated in use, and since fracture
o! a glass invariably occurs through tension rather than compression,
the only practical methods to increase glass strength must be the
creation of a compressive "skin" on the surface. Thus, tensile forces
must first overcome the surface compression before they are effective
towards normal breakage.

The first successful attempts to strengthen glass this way were by
tempering". The glass object is first heated to near T, and the sur-

face is quenched by cold air. The surface layer is now relatively cold
and rigid. When the whole object is cooled the interior contractsVI
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against a rigid skin. The skin is thus put into compression. Strength'
in excess of 20,000 psi have been achieved by this method.

A second method to strengthen glass can be termed "ion stuffing".
This is conveniently illustrated by Figure 4. The sample is immersed
in a bath of fused salt at a temperature just below T,. The glass is

41 N
I P; It* I
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FIGURE 4. Ion stuffing strengthening of glass.'

still rigid but now the temperature is sufficiently high to enible alkali
ions to undergo ion-exchange. In Figure 4, for instance, Na+ ions in
the glass are exchanging with K+ ions of the fused salt. The larger
K+ ions migrated into the surface layers of the glass will exert a
pressure on the rigid silicon-oxygen network resulting in surface
compression. Strengths of abraded glass samples in excess of 40,000
psi have been obtained by this technique.

In yet another technique, surface compression is obtained via dif-
ferential thermal expansion. A sodium alumino-silicate glass, for in-
stance, is immersed in a molten salt containing Li+ ions. Exchange
between Na+ in the glass and Li+ in the saft occurs to give a surface
composition enriched with lithium. The glass is now heat treated out-
side the bath. In the presence of suitable nucleating agents, beta-
Eucryptite (Li.O.A120 3.2SiO 2 ) will be crystallized in the surface lay-
ers. The average thermal expansion coefficient of beta-Eucryptite
crystals formed this way is negative. Thus on cooling to room tem.
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perature, a compressive skin will be formed on the glass. Tensile
strengths in excess of 100,000 psi have been obtained with no de-
crease of transparency. It is obvious that such "chemical strengthen-

* ins" methods will lead to a much wider usage of glass as a structural
material.

EFFECTS OF HIGH PRESSURE AND HARDNESS OF GLASS

Glasses are generally considered as "perfectly" elastic solids. It is
not widely known that under high pressure, particularly in the
presence of shear forces, glasses can flow readily, even at very low
temperatures. This type of flow is anomalous in that it is not plastic
flow nor viscous flow. It has been separately observed in two areas of
experimental studies of glass. In 1953, Bridgman and Simon 10 first
reported that if silica glass is compressed at room temperature and
at pressures in excess of 100 kilobars, its density will be "perma-
nently" increased. Subsequent work showed that this increase of
density is very sensitive to the degree of shear forces present." Under
shear conditions, densification will take place for silica glass at pres-
sures of less than 30 kilobars. For glasses with lower T, pressures of
less than 10 kilobars will cause densification at room temperature.
Recent work also showed that the densification is not "permanent."'12
In Figure 5, it is illustrated that the density of a sample of densified
silica glass need only be heatcd to 3000C to show a decrease of density.
At room temperature, however, densified samples have shown no
variation of density even after three years at ambient atmosphere.
Since T, for silica glass is about 1200'C, this volume flow to give a
lower density at 300"C is anomalous. Glasses of lower T5, for instance,
boric oxide glass which has been densified, will exhibit such anoma-
lous volume flow even at room temperature. It is likely that such
anomalous densification and subsequent "cold" flow is the result of
entanglement and disentanglement of thc glassy network. The effect
of shear on the entanglement leading to densification is illustrated by
Figure 6. The behavior of glasses under pressure is thus very differ-
ent from that exhibited by crystalline solids.

The hardness of a material is often measured by some form of
load-induced indentation. The indentation is essentially the result
of high local pressure under conditions of shear, because of the
geometry of the indentox. Indentations made on silica glass, for ex-Ui
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FIGuaR 5. Decrease of density of compressed silica glass at low temperaturem.ii

ample, will show partial "healing" at temperatures as low as 300 C.jsThis is again anomalous volume flow probably similar to that de.scribed above for densified samples. The nature of atom transportgiving the indentation is different between a glass and a crystal. Thusit is scientifically not meaningful to compare the hardnesses of crys-
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Fic-um 6. Idealized mechanism of &hear-pressurc induced densification of
glaas.2l

talline and non-crystalline solids. Hardness of glass has frequently

been correlated with strength. It is obvious that it is also related to
"scratchability" and modulus. It is, therefore, an extiemely important
physical property, the further understanding of which is most neces-
sary.

Another interesting effect of high pressure on glass is the exposure
of molten glass to gases at elevated pressure. Many gases will undergo

appreciable solution and can be trapped when the glass solidifies. As
much as 5% solution is common. When hydrogen was di~ulved in
the glass (0.02 to 2%). it had a remarkable effect on radiation resist-
ance towards x-rays, gamma-rays and neutrons. 4 Normally the glass
would color on irradiation. The hydrogen-containing glasses, how-

ever, did not. This was attributed to the following reactions:

-S--i irradiation i 0 . diffusion

(color centers) of H1

-Si-H + HO-Si-
(destruction of color centers)

-~ - SM~ _ -.
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The measurement of physical piopcrties, for eximple viscosity, un-
der pressure can give useful structural information, This has been
recently carried out on borates and has provided interesting insights
into the mechanism of flow as well as the polymeric nature of glass'.1

OPTICAL PROPERTIES

C,-Iored glasses have been in use for many centuries. Although
empirica! information exists which tells us what metal oxides will
give what color to a glass under certain conditions, scientific under-

standing is still minimal. Perhaps the most significant and impressive
experimental achievement is that glasses of extreme purity (less than
10 p.p.m. of coloring ions) can be made..' The empirical assignment
of absorption bands in the visible region of the spectrum is no longer
ambiguous. This, together with the application of crystal.field theory,
will no doubt lead to rapid advances in fuadamental studies of color
in glass. It is perhaps worth remarking that, at present, there is still
controversy concerning the exact nature of the brown color in coin-
mon beer bottles.

If silver nitrate and sodium chloride are dissolved in a molter
glass at high temperatures, controlled cooling can produce silver
chloride crystals. Such crystals can be as small as 50A in diameter and
are uniformly distributed in the glass. The resulting material is still
transparent but is now photochromic, that is, it can be colored on
exposure to light of one wavelength and then bleached by another
light source.1 7 Glass made this way differs from photographic films
in that the latter are not reversible. Corning Glass Works claimed
that their photochromic glasses are stable after more than 300,000
cycles of coloring in the ultraviolet and bleaching. Photochromic, or
phototropic, glasses hold promise in ophthalmic, automotive, archi.
tectural, optical display, data processing and data storage applicatons,

Ordinary oxide glasses will not transmit further than 4 or 5 microns
in the infrared. Preliminary attempts to produce infrared transmit-
ting glasses were oriented toward the replacement of small ions in
the glass with larger and heavier ions.'@ Thus germanate glasses were
considered to replace silicate glasses. Since the oxygen ions were not
replaced, the improvements gained were really insignificant. In the
1950's, it was recalled that oxides are not the only known glass.
formers. Sulphides and selenides also form glasses readily. Arsenic
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trisulphide (As 2S:,) immediately proved to be a good infrared tratis-
mitting glass," Its main disadvantage is the relatively low valu. of
T, The search for higher softening non-oxide glasses has led to the
discover)y of many new glass-fornihig systems based on covalent-type
elements such as Si, Ge, P, etc.1 ' Glasses are now available which can
transmit to beyond 15 microns and with T, as high as 4000 C. Some of
these are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2
PROPERTIES OF SOME INFRARED TRANSMITTING

GLASSFS FROM TERNARI SYSTEMS

Max. Soft. Relrac. Aborpt 1in
System I'oint 'C Index 8 -14

M

S$-P-Te 180 3.4 Slight
SI-Sb-Se 270 3.3 Ye.
SI-Sb-S 280 - Yes
Ge-P-Se 420 2.4-2.6 Yes
Ge-P-S 520 2.0-2.3 Yes
Si-As-Te 475 2.9-3.1 Slight
Ge-As-Tc 270 3.5 v. slight
Ge-P-Te 380 33 v. slight

ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES

The infrared transmitting glasses based on S, Se, etc. are generally
known as chalrogenide glasses. They are also electronic conductors
and form a ncw family of semiconductors of low conductivity.20 . 21

Unlike common semiconductors such as silicon and germanium, the
conductivity of chalcogenide glasses range from 10-"1 to only 10-3 at
room temperature. Most of them are also uhotoconducting. The com-
bination of relatively low electrical conductivity and photoconduc-
tivity leads to the very useful application of amorphous selenium in
Xerography. The carrier mobility in these semiconducting glasses is
extremely low and perhaps accounts for their high resistivity. Under
a field gradient, however, they often undergo electronic svitching.
At some critical field, the insulator abruptly switches to a highly
conductive material. This switching behavior is reversible and switch-
ing times are less than nanoseconds. 22 Considerable efforts are now
directed towards the exploitation of this switching phenomenon in
electronic devices.

Electronic conduction in glass is not confined to the chalcogenides.
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In 1957, llayi'toai and co-woikci s first ico,.cd that phosljiIhc glasses
containing more than 101" vanadium oxide were sticondtuctors."
Since then n any ether scm'conducting oxide glasses have been re-
ported.2' Elcctuonic conduction is thought to occur by a charge-
tr.•nusfer typw mechanism exemplified by:

V4+-O-V0 -•V-• .- 0-V4

The extra electron attached to the V1+ ion "hops" to an adjacent V1+
ion to constitute the current. The same principle is applicable to
glasses containing Fc2+ anrd Fc0+ ions. These glasses, like the chal-
cogenides, also have rclatively low conductivity 103 to 10-' olhmr'
cm 1. We again have a new class of "scmni.insulators," which for imany
electrical applications arc p)refrable to the ordinary "ionic-insula-
tors," such as soda-lime glasses. Since conduction occurs through the

4 ' Fused silica (300C)

20 1aO1--20V2 01- 60 0.0,
Microscope side (60*C

(R.7)
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FIGURE 7. Effects -A 200 volt DC oil ClCctriLal resistance of glasses.2 '
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motion o[f tclmlllrls rather 1ar111 ions, Cleitiolysis is absent and ma.
tc.iil dctcrioratioii will niot occur under a DC field. This is ilhlstrated
in Figurc 7 in which the (leterioia tioi of the ionuically-(onductiotl
glasses is rvidcnt. Some imi•owiant applitations have uArcady beel
found lor these se'iii, ondut hiiig oxide glasses.2, As for the chalcogeui-
ide glasses, scietifit. u|ideustanding is far behind empirical kuiowledge
and applications for these- oxides.

GLASS CERAMICS-"

A glass is essentially a mietastablc solid and under certain condi.
lions will devitiify, that is taiisfoi ni to the apllopriale ciystalline
phasz Normally, if the crystalliiatimti is liot controlled, a mechan-
ically weak iiiatc ial i,, formcd. *]hi is pitimarily because nucleation
is relatively easy on the Cex)osed glass smifitc after which crystals ale
formed. These upystals grow inwaid toward the intcrior U( the sample
and tend to be coluuimnai in shape. A laigi' giaiiied and anisotropic
pol)'Lystallinc material results, which is gencially undesirable for
structural p)il lposes.

S. D. Sl•okey of Corniing (Glass Works discoveil that crystallization
can be I•oitrolled by the addition of suitable inu leatinig agents to
glass. The nucleating agetms ale added to the glass batch ).,)t C melt-
ing and aitv threefore u1ifm•n rily d(ist ibutud through thc body. Ex-
ampies of nuckating agents are copper, golh, platinum, titanium
dioxide, zircon ium dioxide, phosphorus wiutoxide dand metal fluor-
ides. Because of the uniformly distributed nmicleating am ,iclus, crystal-
listrion now takes plate siniihanteously a, all parts of a sample as
soon as the appropriatc temperature is reached. The laige number
of nucleating p)article,• results ill the formation of Ilialvy smali cry3ais.
Dense and fine-grained hfxlies with crystal site of less than one micron
call be formted. The glassecera,•ic so formed can b.- more than 99%,
cýrystalline and )ct can still be highly transparent ini the visible rcgioln
of the Sl t'ctrin.

In the production of a piece of glass-ceramic, the appropriatc oxides
containing small amounms of the iucleatin3 agents are first incited
to form the glass. The glass is then rendered into the deiired shape
before a controlled heat-|teatment schedule as depicted iu Figure 8.
"The sample is usually nucleated at a lower teznperature A, before it
is taken to a higher temperalure B, for maximum crystal growth race.
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A

A. *wc~Wonmh# tw~ol

FiGvmx 8. l-Cit-trratisenCu St~licdUl fOr a glass-itariamc. A is the nutkjatioal
temperature arnd B is maximum crystallization tcemperatutie.lA

Temnperiturc A is sufficiently low so that, during the timne siecessmzy
to COMPlete (he nticleatioii ticatmineii, noD deformation of the sample
will occur-. Foi-ther ini- ease inI telsiprature to 11 is ac omipaniedi by
Cr ystal glOWmh alld (lth 5AMI~~e iS prul('lSSiTlY Stif[lkeite 1mtatSC of
the crystails uow pi-cscrt ilk tile glas~sy mattix. Ali almost cenivaely
crystalline piece of cerdamniC is thus forined widt nio Lhatige in shape
of the starting solid glass

Glass ceramics have n'any advatitages over both (fie ''jiaciat glass
and com-ventioal ce o-aics. Because they arc essenital~ly cvystalliisc
and thle liquidus or meinhig tcenpriatmeis of iciansic crystals ale very
high, glass-ceraminiu tan be usecd at higher temperaturcs thanl tile
corresp~onding glass. Their obvious advantage over conivent jonal

ceramics is that of ease of fabrication. A coninion piece of ceramic
is usually fabricated by sinitering or hot preCSSing tile powd'ter or by
slilicast ing. Both jnmth4Is ale at, couipnied by lAige volunie slit in1k-
age anid also neccessitate higher itemputsatom es thaii tiltoc equated for
glass-Lei anslics.

L
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In Table 3, the density of glass-ceramics is compared with that of
the "parent" glass. It is seen that the densty differences are either
negligIbly siiall or are absent. This clearly illustrates the absence of
shrinkage during processing. In Table 4, a ccmparison is inade of the

TABI. 4
'I HERM.A•L EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS AND DILVOMETRIC

SOF IENING TEMPERATURES OF GLASSES AND CORRESPONDING
GLASS-CERA MICS"

"l'hcrnal expan
\Weight pcrcentagc coeificients x 10'

composition (20-400 'C)
SiO, I.iAO MgO .- lUO, KO Glass Glas.sceramic

81. 12.5 4.0 2.5 84.3 113.0
17.5 i2.5 - 10.0 - 78.0 50.0

62.1 1.9 17.6 18.4 - 42.0 50.1
66.4 10.0 3.0 20.6 - 63.4 0.7
60.2 8.5 2.8 28.5 - 60.5 -42.4
76.7 14.7 8.6 - - 92.8 92.5
62.4 12.4 25.2 .... 78.S 74.8

thermal expansion coefficients of some glass-ceramics and those of the

glasses from which they a~c prepared. It is to be noted that glass-
ceramics can have a vciy wide iang- of thermal expansion. Large
sheets of glass ceramics which have a negligibly small expansion co-
efficient and are as transparent as a 'iecc of glass are iiow being made
by some glass compainies in this country.

Another versatility of glass-ce:-ainiis is their adaptability to diem-
ical machining. Whcn a glass ,orita;tine4 small amounts of copper,
silver or gold ions L irradiated with ultraviolet light through a mask,
metal atoms aic foirmcd in the unmasked region via reactions of thti
"kind:

Cu+ + hy-> Cu2 + + e (I)

and Cul + e -* Cu (2)

A seti-tizing agent such as cefium oxide can be present to enable the
following reactions to occur:

Ce3 + hy -, Ce 4l -- e (C)

and Cu + e -Cu (4)
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The irradiated glass is then heated to cause the metal atoms to ag.
gregate together to become a nucleation catalyst. A ceramic crystalline

, phase is thus formed in those unmasked regions which were exposed
to the ultraviolet light, In sonic Li2O-AI0,*-SiO. type systems, the
crystalline regions are many times more soluble in dilute hydrofluoric
acid than the surrounding glass. These regions can therefore be etched
away, leaving the clear glassy regions relatively untouched. Intricate
patterns or holes can be produced on the glass. Now the entire sample
is exposed to the ultraviolet, nucleated and subsequently totally
crystallized to give the glass ceramic. Holes up to 1/4 inch in diameter
can be produced to within one thousandth of an inch tolerance and
360,000 fine holes have bcen chemically machined per square inch of
glass-ceramics.

Because the structure of glass-ceramics is esscntially made up of
i,-turlocking fine crystals of high melting oxide phases with negligible
porosity between grains, good tensile strengths are expected. The
strengths of glass-ceramics are conipatable to those for high alumina
ceramics.

Similar to the case described for glass, chemical strengthening can
also be applied to glass ceramics through surface compression. 27

Nepheline (Na6 K;.AliSi•O:,._,) glass-ceramics have been subjected to
ion-exchange in nmolten KNO:• or KCI or K2SO, The Na÷ ions in the
glass-ceramic are replaced by Ki ions from the fused salt resulting in
the formation of a compressed surfac •_,,r. The abraded modulus
of rupture of the untreated sample is ::. at 8,000 psi. After chemical
strengthening, it has increased to 200,000 psi.

Becausc of itheir transparency, high strength, negligibly small ther-
mal expansion, chemical inertness, relatively low density, and ease of
fabrication and machining, glass-ceramics are rapidly becoming An
important material of engineering. Although most glass-ceramics now
made are insulators, it is obviously possible to apply the same prin-
ciple to the preparation of electronic ceramics. For instance, ferrites
and ferroelectrics have been made via the glass-ceramic technique.2 5

Similar studies can be made on chalco-,enide glasses and will, no
doubt, generate a n- w area for scientific studies as well as technical
exploitation ii, the near future.

Relatcei to glass-ceramics is the study of phase-separation in glass.
addition to so* (olled classical nucleation which leads to formation

and growth of spherical dioplets, another mode of phase-separation
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termed "spinodal decomposition" is possible. This latter mechanism
leads to the formation of continuous "channels" of a second phase.
A well-known product which is made via this mechanism is Vycor
glass which has a negligible thermal expansion coefficient.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In the last two decades, under pressure of competition from plas-

tics and the demand for glasses with superior properties, a "renais-
sance" has taken place in the field of glass science and technology.
This review is an attempt to present some of the important advances
made. A valid conclusion is that the phrase "people in glass houses

shouldn't throw stones" is certainly no longer valid.
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VI. On The Theory of Optimum

Aerodynamic Shapes
ANUt.LO MIlELE i

1. INTRODUCTION

The determination of optimum aerodynamic shapes has interested
the scientific tommunity for centuries. Historically speaking, the
first pioblenm of this kind was the study by Newton of the body of
revolution having minimum drag for a given length t and thickness
t (Fig. 1). Not only did Newton employ analytical techniques anal-
ogous to the modern calculus of variations, but he also formulated
pressure laws which are good approximations for certain physical
flow-. !ii studying the impact of a gas molecule with the body, New.
ton postulated two possible models: (a) the normal velocity compo-
ncnt is reversed, while the tangential velocity component is conserved;
and (b) the normnal velocity component is annihilated, while the
tangential velocity component is conserved. In modern aerospace

terminology, we recogniie that Model (a) is the specular-rcflection
modcl of free-molecular flow and Model (b) is an approximation to
that of a hypersonic, inviscid flow.

In the early p)art of this century, the use of advanced mathematical
techniques in the analysis of subsonic and supesuonic flows stimulated
a renewed interest in optimization problems. In particular, Munk
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/t

(a1 (b)

FIGURE I. Newton's problem.

determined the lift distribution which minimizes the induced drag of
a subsonic wing having given span and lift; furtherrrmore, Von K-irinin
dictermined the shape of the slender forebody of revolution of given
lengihi and thickness which minimizes the pressure drag in linearized
supersonic flow. In more recent times, the advent of jet and rocket
engines as aircraft propulsion systems and the parallel inciease in
flight vehotities and altitudes havr made it necessary to extend the

optimization of aerodynamic shapes to a wider range of Mach and
Reynolds numbers, thereby including the hypcisonic and irce-molcc-
tdar flow rcginies.

Since the distributions of pressure toefficients and friction coeffi-
cients depend onl the flow regime, it is clear that a single optinlum
body does not exist; rather a succession of optimium configurations
exist, that is. one for each flow regime and set of free-stream condi-
tions (Ref. I). 1n addition, the optinmuin gcomentry'depends oil the
quantity being extremized as well as the constraints employed in the
olptinmizationl process, whether aerodynamic constraints or geometric
constraints. A summary of the variety of problems which may be

encountictd in the study of optimum aerodynamic shapes is shown
in Table 1.

LI
i
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TABLE I 
l

STUI)V F OPTIMUMN AERODYNAMIC SHAPES
ý10 -r5irnes Subsonic. transonic, supersonic, hypersonic, free,

molecular

Criteria of optimization lressu re drag,- tIa dra,- lift itrý rgrt

heai-transferr ate, sonic boom, thrust

Aerodynai 4otii n7it *-3 -idt, ju-iithiig mon ioacn ,c'en ter of pressure

Geouri cosrint, Lenitth. thickness, wetted area, plantior u rIfrontal area, volunie

Idealy, one would Iikc to optimime an aircraft or a missile as a
whole. Since this approach is vxtremely difficult, optimization studies
have been concerned onily with the main components of a configura-
tion. In this connection, the categories of shapes most frequently in.
vestigated arc 3hown in Table 2.

'FABLE k
CATEGORIES 0OF SHAPES

Wings 1'wo-dimcnsional, fth;e-diniensioiial

Bodim - 7xisyrnimetric, three-dime nsional _____-

Nozle,difusers - Axiiyinincuc, two-dirnisional,
t hree- dimenlsionlaI

In this paper, the physical models of interest in the theory of op.
timurm aerodynamic shapes ale reviewed in Sectior. 2. Then, thecowr-
responding mathematical models arc illustrated in Section S. Conl-
cerning Val iational problems. those involving one independent vari-
able are reviewed in Section 4 and those involving two independent
variable, are reviewed in Section 5'. The solutioa piotcss is considiered
in Section 6. Finally, new trends in the theory and certain physical
problems~ of interest in the immediate future are outlined in Section
7. Here, only considerations of a genseral nature are presented; for
detailed results, the reader should consult the specialized litcrm~ure
onl the subject (see, for example, Refs. I and 2).

2. PHYSICALINMODELS

In this section, sonmc of time phiysical models of current interest in
the theory of optimum aerodynamic shapes arv reviewed.

2.1. Linearized Supersonic Flow. For relatively slender shapes iii
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flight at Mach numbers not too close to unity and yet not too large
with respect to unity, the small-perturbation theory can be employed
when estimating the aerodynamic for~cs acting on a body. In other
words, the set of nonlinear equations governing the motion can be
replaced by one which is linear: this is equivalent to assuming that
the Mach lines originating from the surface of the body are parallel
(Fig. 2).

-Moch lines

(a)

/, / J

/ //-/

• -- ,- Ib),

FIGLIE 2. Linearized :ulpersonic flow.

Because of the linearity, the method of ,Iupc.rposition can be em-
ployed, and general analytical solutions car, be derived for the aero-
dynamic forces acting on either a two-dimensional shape or an axisym-
metric shape whose contour is arbitrarily prescribed. For a two-
dimensional shape (Fig. 2-a), thc pre{:uae coeflicient at a point P has
the form

Cp --C1¶, (1)

where C1 is a constant which depends on the free-stream Mach num-
ber and y is the inclination of the tangent to a surface element with

Mohiie
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recpect to the free-strcani directiong. On the othcr hand, for all
axisyninwtric shape (Fig. 2-1), the pressure oeficient no longer de-
pcnds on the Iotal sloje of a surfL.'e eleincit, but it is governcd by
the guometity of the entihc body portion picecding that cleincnt,
Symbolically, this can be written as

C1p = (C, (shape) (2)

2.2. Nonlinearized Supersonic Flow. Whenever the combination of
thickness ratio and Mach number is such that the linearization
protcss is not perinissiblh, a moic precise approach to the determnina-
tion of the fluid properties is necessary. In this connection, one call
employ a pressure coefficient. derived from second or higher order
al)lroxitnations to the equations of motion or, where possible, one
call use the co(nplete set ol equat ions.

Neglecting the interaction be.tween the shuck wave originating at
the leading edge of the body I and the Mach lilies originating at
points downstream (Fig. 3), one can employ a pressure coefficient
derived from a second-order aplproxinmation to the comnpression

processes and expansion processes. T'hus, for a two-dimensiuanal shape,
the pressure coefficient at a point P has the form

/

;/ ./ "-,Mchlir

*IURA I
lb ~URv •. II 1igher ordecr a ppri x i ati tjl .

The s) mibl x dcnutes a cmrdinaie in thc udiimtrt-r•d flow dirLtiuon, y a
coordinAte perpcndidulAr to x, and ; the dciiaiivc dy/dx.
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where C, and C.a are conslants which depeml onl tile frcc-sircam
Maclh number.

If 3ir(PIC jlecisio5 l is desiled, o(te call vi, ploy Shock-.xia nsioll
tlimy. lhalt is, tie comiprcssiom tlitough the slihok wave originating
at thi leaditig edge I is calhulated usinlg the exact cquatiolls of a
shock wave; the subsequent cxpansion hIot11 point I to point P is
caktulated using tie equationis 'A a i'rahdd.Mcycr expansion. For a
two.dimensioial shape, this leads to tile following functional ex-

CP -- C')(yMy) (4)

If furlhcr precision is dcsired, the interaction bertween the shock-
wave and the Mach linaes must be ac-omlitLcd for (Fig. .). That is, one

C

Shock Wo/-O
" / /N)''

P body cOntour

F!,:ULP 4. Nonlincar'cd skij•-n,,onic fiw,L

must study the fluid region (R) liinited by the body sui face IF, the
shock wave IC originatiing at thc leading edge, and the right-going
characteristic line CF passing through the final point. Along tile line
IF, the fluid vclocity must b2 tangent to the l)o(ly; along the line Ic,
tle equations of a shock wave are valid: and, along thie lite CF, the
dircttion and compatibility conditions hold. Finally. within tile
region (R). the patiti:l dilffemitial equations g.serlning the gas thow
mubt be satisficd. "lhis type of study is talled method of characteristics
and leads to a picssure law of the t ini

C,9 CO (shape) (5)
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This ninca a a that tit pic sutrc cocfliciclat at a point P dqwntls onl the
geoIIeyIti) )11 telt( il~c bodly pl)itioII pictcdlilig thisi poaint.

2. 3, New ulonaiiman Ilypcism ir Flow. WVienuvei lic hvce %Ilaltea Mach
1111ma1hwr isfi~ili IlL lg with ivwt to * ithei shok wave
geticlalci at Itl tlicledig (tgeo tl te bodly Iic~ so lose to tie l)ody that
it tani be a cgaa dcd to) he ide t h~mil wjith it (Fig. 5). Cunsequcently, tile

Shiod oyel.

Shock. wove .-

is point P is, whilea by omlvlct opoi sanhltd

.4. New toai-IBtsentaaa it 1 crsonic Flow. A basic hypothesis ofIh Newna fo ~il sI:ttoile hpCetue 54--ponu-?Wm 27:aC!

1weidghe orhackn wav te iidertihald with the pres sur atther convex ord
Il~~g IMAM ofm the IW EV iOeadalllt 1Mte layer fa between tesokwv

t bSodywae n th iml vii infinterpaly thatii, they eqalit offile~
resstrijes is justifedoly ifms thergaept it.le, t fter cr gte hc

1jd slower thani that pictdicitld with thre Newtoniuain thecory fo!.
civxbodlies bu ihrfor conicave bodies.
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Tlhe lesulting prcssure '•orrection was first calculated by Buse-
mann; hence, this flow modet k• called the Newton-Busemann model
and, while moie compiicated than the Ncwtonian model, it is still
relatively simple for anal)tida] purposes. The reason is that, if the
slender body approximation is made, the pressure coceficient at a
point P isgiven by

% = 2p + kyy (7)

Whecre k = 2 for two-dicntesiunal flow and k -- I for axisymnmetric
flow. Therefore. Ct, depends only on the gcometric properties of a
surface elhemenst and is independent of the geonietry of the body por-
tion preceding that clement.

2.5. Face Molecular Flow. Iii the previous sections, it was tacitly
assumed that the gas is a tontinuum, that is, tile mecan free path is
small with respect to a chaiactcjistic dimension of the body. WVhca-
ever the viean free path is large with respect to a characteristic dimen-
sion of the body, the nature of the flow is free ,nolecular. The inci-
dent molecules are undisturbcd by tile p1c1ente of tile vehitlc, that
is, the incoming and reP.cctcd flows are tiansparcnt to ealh other.
For analytical purpxoses, two idealized models have been emaaploycd
thus far and ate nmow illustratcd.

"In the specutar ieflectmon model (Fig. 6-a), the molccules hitting
the surface are reflectLd optitally, which means that the tangential
velocity comnionent is tndihamgtAd while the no nial vrlocity coni-
ponent is ieveiscd. This is Model (a) of the inti(KIuction. Under

cOhlvseliect alp, oxinmatiomas, the pressute coefticient at a point P of a
slender body is given by

-C (8)

that is, it is twice that of Newtonian hypersonzic flow.
In the difluse reflection model (Fig. G-b), the molecules hitting the

surface are fiist absorbed and then reeinitted with a Maxwellian
velocity distribution coriesponding to all eqmilihrium temmperature
intermediate between that of the incoming flow and that of the solid
sui fate. Under convenient approximations, the piessure coeflicient at
a point Pofa slender body is give by

C, -2- +2k (9)

VIA
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IP

(b,

FIGr, u 6. Free-molecular flow.

where the constant k depends on the surface temperature and the free-
stream conditions. Clearly, Cp depends only on the orientation of a
surface element with respect to the free-stream direction and is inde-
pendent of the geometry of the boiy portion preceding that element.

3. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

In the previous section, a discussion of the principal flow regimes
was given. After the physical model has been established, and after
the criterion of optimization, the aerodynamic constraints, and the
geometric constraints have been decided upon, a well-defined optimi-
zation problem arises. In this connection, two mathematical models
can be identified: (a) problems in which the optimum is sought with
respect to a finite number of parameters and (b) problems in which
the optimum is sought with respect to a finite number of functions.
Problems of type (a) belong to the theory of maxima and minima,
also called mathematical programming; problems (it type (b) belong
to the calculus of variations, also called optimal control theory. For
the sake of brevity, only problems of type (b) are reviewed in the
following sections. Specifically, the case of one independent variable
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is considercd in Section 4 and the case of two independent variables
is considered in Section 5.

4. VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS IN ONE INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE

In the theory of optimum aerodynamic shapes, certain functional
forms involving one independent variable and one or several de-
pendent variables are of frequent interest.

4.1. Simplest Problem. The simplest problem of the calculus of
variations consists of extremizing the line integral

J f f(x,y,y)dx (10)

with respect to the class of continuous functions y(x) which ýatisfy
certain prescribed boundary conditions. In this relation, x denotes
the independent variable, y the dependent variable and j' the deriva-

tive dy/dx; the subscripts i, f stand for the initial and final points
respectively.

Variational problems of this type arise whenever two requirements
are met. First, the configuration must have special geometric proper.
ties so that the body is described by a single curve; this is precisely
the case with a two-dimensional wing, a body of revolution, and a
conical body. Next, the How regime must be such that the pressure
and friction coefficients are functions of, at most, the local coordinates
and the slope of the contour; this situation occurs in linearized super-
sonic flow, Newtonian hypersonic flow, aiud free-molecular flow.

Examples of functionais of type (10) are the following:

Dt/2Cxq. = 2dx()

and

Dd,4urq Jyj8dx (12)

where D. is the pressure drag, q. the free-stream dynamic pressure,
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x a coordinate in the flow direction, and y a coordinate perpendicular
to x. Equation (11) pertains to a two-dimensional wing, symmetric
with respect to the chord, in linearizcd supersonic flow; Eq. (12) per-
tains to a body of revolution in Newtonian hypersonic flow.

4.2. Isolerimetric Problem. A modification of the previous prob-
lem arises whenever the following integrals are considered;

J = f f(x.yt)dx. K =f (P(x.y4y)dx (15)

where K is a given constant. The extremization of (13-1) is sought
with respect to the class of continuous functions y(x) which satisfy
certain prescribed boundary conditions and the isoperimetric con-
straint (13-2).

The following are examples of this type:

D,/2Cq. =J:yMx, A/2 =fo ydx (14)

and
I!

D,/4q. =f"'yy~dx, v/7 = 'y~dx (15)

Problem (14) pertains to a two-dimensional wing, symmetric with
respect to the chord, in linearized supersonic flow: the pressure drag
D. must be minimized for a given enclosed area A. Problem (15) per.
tains to a body of revolution in Newtonian hypersonic flow: the
preu.ure drag D) must he minimized for a given volume V.

4.3. Ratio of inteRrals. A modification of the isopcrimetric prob-
lem arises whenever the following integrals are considered:

it =f' fi(x~y.y)dx. Ja =f" fa(xyy)dx (16)

and the extremizatioa of the ratio

J = J1 /J3  (17)

is sought with respect to the class of continuous functions y(x) which
satisfy certain prescribed boundary conditions.
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The foilowing example illustrates the above situation:

L/2q. fj 2dx, D/2q. -- 1' + Ct)dx (18)

E = L/D (19)

where L is the lift, D the total drag, E the lift-to-drag ratio, and Ct
the surface-averaged friction coefficient. Problem (18)-(19) pertains
to a two-dimensinnal, flat-top win6 in Newtonian hypersonic flow:
the lift-to-drag ratio E is to be maximized for given length t and
thickness t.

4.4. Bojza Problem. In the previous sections, several particular
problems were considered, Here, we formulate a very general prob-
lem, which includes all of the previous problems as particular cases.
We consider the set of derivated variables

Yk =y•k(x), k = I ...... n (20)

and nonderivated variables

uk = Uk(x), k = I ...... m (21)

wh.'h satisfy the isoperimetric constraints

Kj J t qJ(xykky,uk)dx + [y,(x,yk)1, j -I ...... p (22)

the differential constraints

A(Xyk,-,u) = 0, j= l ...... q (23)

and certain prescribed boundary conditions. It is required to find the
combination (20)-(21) which extremizes the functional

J = ff(x-yk.j1'uk)dx + [g(x,yk)] (24)

This problem, called the Bolza problem, is the most general problem

I7
Ii
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of the caiculus of variations in one independent variable. It reduces
to the Lagrange problem for

Sg = O, YJ 0 , j = '.....p (25)

and to the Mayer problem for

f=o, (fj o, j ...... p (26)

In turn, the Mayer problem reduces to the Pontryagin problem
when the differential constraints (23) have the form

i - .j(x,yk,uk) = 0, j l,...,q (27)

with

q = n (28)

Problems of the Bohza type arise in the study of two-dimensional
or axisymmetric bodies in nonlinearized supersonic flow, providing
the aerodynamic forces and the geometric constraints can be expressed
a% one-dimensionwd integrals to be evaluated along the same rcfercnce
line (e.g.. the contour of the body or a characteristic line of the flow
field). As an example, consider the shock-free, supersonic expansion
of a gas in a two-dimentional or axisymmetric nozzle of given length
(Fig. 7). In this problcm, the thrust, the mass flow, and the length can

yF
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be cxpressed as integrals of quantities evaluated along (he left-going
characteristic line DIF joining the axis of symmetry with the final
point. The min.mial problem is a Boha problem, with this undei-
standing. dte quantity J is the thrust; the constants K, aie the mass
flow and the length; and the constraints %p- = 0 are the differential
equations to be satisfied along a characteristic line, namely, the direc.
tion and onipatibility conditions.

Problems of the Bolza type also arise in the study of two-dimen-
sional or axisymmetric bodies in Newtonian hypersonic flow, Newton-
Busemann hypersonic flow, and frec-molecular flow whenever an
inequality const| aim is imposed on the configuration and/or deriva-
tives of second and higher order are present. At first glance, these
problems do not seem to be covered by the Bolza formulation: in Eqs.
(22)-(24), inequality constraints arc not mentioned and only first-
order derivatives are present. However, by the judicious use of aux-
ili,., i variables, each problem can be converted into a Bolza problem.
As an example, the slope of a configuration in Newtonian hypersonic
flow may be required to be nonnegative everywhere, that is, the in-
equality constraint

y ýt (29)

is to be accounted for. This inequalty constraint can be converted
into a differential constraint if the auxiliary variable u defined by
the relationship

-us = 0 (30)

is introduced.

5. VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS IN TWO INDEPENDENT
VARIABLES

In the theory of optimum aerodynamic shapes, certain functional
forms involving two independent variables and one or several de-
pendent variables are of frequent interest.

5.1. Simplest Problem, The simplest problem of the calculus of
variations consists of extremizing the surface integral

J A f'5 f(x,y,z,z1 ,Zy)dxdy (31)
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with icspcto to the class of continuous functions z(xy) whirh satisfy
CI Iiai ii ,--i ilbcd boundaiy tonditidi . In this relation. x and y

denote thl: independent variables, z the dependcnt variable, z, the
(ldetivavive V/,ox, and ?y the derivative z,;y; the symoll S denote; the
d(Iit( oill iiitetgld.olh inI the xy-llanle.

Vai iationia In ul,ilcnis of this type arise whenever the flow regime is
such thlt the prcssure and fricLtion coefficients are functions of, at
most, the loy-al coordinates and the slopes of the surface defining thie
body. Thlis situatiol octills in certain problems of linearized super.
sonic flow, Newtomiian hypersonic flow, and free-molecular flow.

Examples of functions of type (31) are the following:

DP!2q. _ff. zldxdy (32)

and
D/2q = ffe(zs + C,)dxdy (33)

where x and y are planform coordinates and z is a coordinate perpen-
dicular to the xy-plane. Equation (32) represents the pressure drag
ok a three-dimensional, flat-tup vi ig in Newtonian hypersonic flow;
Eq. (53) is the total drag of the same wing.

5.2. Isoperit•Lric Problcm. A asudiWikitiai of the previuus piub-
lem arises whenever the following integrals are considered:

J = ffgf(xyzz1 ry)dxdy K =ff@T,(,yjzz,)dxdy (54)

where K is a given constant. The extremization of (54.1) is sought
with respect to the class of continuous functions z(x.y) which satisfy
certain prescribed boundary conditions and the isoperimetzic con-
straint (34-2).

The following in an example of a problem of this type:

D/2q. = f4 (z! + Cf)dxdy, V = -ja izdxdy (35)

Prohlem (35) pertains to a three-dimensional, flat-top wing in New.
tonian hypersonic flow: the total drag D must be minimized for a
given volume V.

5.3. Ratio of Integrals, A modification of the isoperimetric prob-
lem arises whenever the following integrals are considered:

Jt= 5 fl(x.y,z,z. 1z,)dxdy0 Js fffa(x,yz,zaz,)dxdy (36)
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and the wminciuaution of the ratio

I = ill'(57)
is soughit with iespet 1( to hc class of ((tittluous funt ionis z(x,y) which
satisfy certaii, pirescribed boundary conditions.

The lollowing example illustratcs the abuve~ ituation:

L/2%, =f,4 tdxdy, D)/2% = f4, (z. 4- C,)dxdy (8

E =L/1) (59)

Problem (58).(39) pettains to a three-dimenisional, flat-top witig in)
Newtonian hypersonic How: the lilt-to-drag ratio E is to t1w naxiniiied
for a given plan form.

5.4. Bolza Problemn. In the previous sections, several particular
problems were considered. Here, we formulate a very general prob-

lent, which includes all of the previous problems as particular cases.
We consider the set of derived variables

Zk = zk(x,y), k I ,...... 40

and nonderivated variables

VA =U&(X.Y). ký I,...... i (41)

which satisfy the isoperimetric consiutaints

aa

the diflferential constraints

0. j l..q(45)

and certain prescrbed boundary o:nditions. Here, S is the domain of
integration, B the boundary of this domain, and s a curvilinear ab-
scissa along B; the dot slign denotes total derivative with respect to s.
It is required to find the combination (40).(4 1) which extrernizes die
functional

J fl((x,ys,zhg,,zk,,zkuj)dxdy + jfgxy,?ids ()

This problem, called the Boiza problem, is the most general problem
of the calculus of variations in two independent variables, It reduces
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the sum of the pressure drag and the friction drag, for a given volume.
(b) Supersonic flow: Determination of three.dimensional wings,

ftiselages, and wing-fuselage combinations which minimize the total
drag under the condition that the lift is given, the volume is given,
and the boom intensity on the ground does noL exceed a prescribed
limit,

(c) Hypersonic flow: Determination of the axisymmetric body
which minimizes the surface-integrated heat transfer rate.

(d) Hypersonic flow: Determination of three-dimensional wings,
fuselages, and wing-fuselage combinations which minimize the total
drag or maximize the lift-to-drag ratio for given conditions imposed
on the lift and the volume.

(e) Free-molecular flow: Determination of three-dimensional shapes
having minimum drag for a given volume.

Mathematically speaking, these problems are problems of the Bolza
type in one or several independent variables, not generally amenable
to analytical solutions. This being the case, numerical techniques
must be developed, more specifically, first-variation methods (steepest-
descent methods) and second-variation methods (quasi-linearization
methods).

While the theory of optimum aerodynamic shapes is only at its
beginning, the vista is e:+panding rapidly on its promising applica-
tions. Therefore, it is not difficult to predict that, providing sufficient
research effort is expended in this area and providing the present
rate of progress is mainAined in the design of digital computing
machines, the calculus of vaitations approach will become a funda-
mental i~istrument in the design of optimum aerodynamic configura-
tions.
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VII. Arc Jets In Science and
Technology

CHARLES SHEER

INTRODUCTION

The generation and management of arc jets is a segment of the
broader field of plasma physics which, during recent years, has pene-
trated deeply into science and industry. Motivated chiefly by the
need to solve technical problems involving hyperthernial aerospace
environments, the development of the arc jet has, within a suprisingly
short space of time, borne fruit in many areas of modern technology.

An arc jet generator is a device for producing a con~inuous stream
of plasma, or "plasmajet," by means of an electric arc. Phenomeno-
logically, the popular notion of zhe plasma medium is that of an
ionized gas in which there exists some mechanism for maintaining
a supply of charged particles. Moreover, the concentration of charged
particles must be sufficient to impart to the gas the normally absent
property of electrical conductivity. This relatively simple idea, how-
ever, is transcended by the recently expanded concept of plasma,
which includes condensed phases of matter as well as gases. For ex-
ample, it has been pointed out' that the concept of Pebye screening.
which is a fundamental idea of considerable impor-ance in plasma
physics, was first introduced by Debye and Hiickel to describe the
motion of ;.barged particles in aqueous electrolytic solutions. Simi-
larly, the oscillations of the electron gas within a solid metal were
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predicted and found by direct analogy with the natural oscillations
of a gaseous plasma. The phenomena of charge aalanches and cyclo-
tron resonance, both characteristic of gaseous plasmas, have been
observed in semi-conducting solids. In fact, the term "nmicroplasma"
has come into common use in solid state physics to describe events
featuring the collective motions of charged particles in semi-conduc-
tors.

In addition to maintenance of mobile charged particles, there are
other requirements2 which are essential to the generation of plasma,
but which are too involved to include here. For our purposes it will

TABLE I

RANGES OF PARTICLE DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE FOR VARIOUS
TYPES OF PLASMAS

Particle
Density Temperature

(No. Per cc) ('K)Natural Plasma*

Stellar interiors lion Ion liO`
Stellar Atmospheres 1010"-101 104-" 10

Nebulae 10' 10'
Interstellar Space 1.100 10'
Earth's Ionosphere 10"0. I0U 10'- 10'

Afan-Afade Plasmas
Thermonuclear Plasma IOU. - 101, 10 -109

Constricted Arc Plasma Jets 10"- 101, I-5x10'
Free Burning Electric Arcs 10"8- 10: 7-IOxO10
Combustion Flames 10,- 10" 3-5x!0'
Low Pressure Arcs 10t •10" tO•-xIO
Glow Discharges 100. 100 300- -600

be useful to adopt the following qualitative description of the plasma
medium:

A macroscopically neutral body of matter containing an appreciable
concentration of mobile charge carriers.

Implicit in the rather indefinite term "appreciable" is the notion
of an adequate degree of electrical conductivity. In the case of gaseous
plasma, the flow of electricity through the medium provides an ex-
cellent mechanism (electrical resistance heating) for supplying energy
to the medium, a requirement which, as we shall see, is essential to
steady-state arc jet generation.
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The first appearance of plasma physics as a scieatific discipline
arose out of the astrophysical inquiries into such topics as solar
prominences and the motijn of stellar clouds, wherein the ionized
nature of the medium and its consequent ;nteraction with magnetic
fields led to a new understanditng of thrse phenomena. Thus, widen-
ing our scope to a cosmic scale, it might be said that the study of
plasma is as old as astronomy.

The various natural and man-made plasmas differ from each other
chiefly with respect to particle density (pressure) and average particle
kinetic energy (temperature). Table I shows tie ranges of density
and temperature encountered in the various types of plasma. In
particular, for the arc jets to be discussed bc'ow, we shall be dealing
with free-burning arcs and constricted arc plasma jets. Therefore,
for the balance of* this chapter we shall restrict our attention to ion-
ized gases having particle densities in the range of 10'1 to 1018 particles
per cc, and temperatures in the range 7 x 103 to 5 x 104 'K.

PLASMA GENERATION

All devices or environments in which plasma is generated have in
common some mechanism for the continuous ionization of the med-
ium. Since charged particles are continually lost from a given plamia
zone, either by direct recombination of oppositely charged species,
or by diffusion or convection out of the plasma zone, continual ion

production* is mandatory for the continued existence of the plasma
state. In the glow discharge, direct ionization by impact of free elec-
trons, which have been accelerated to energies in excess of the ioniza-
tion energy by the high electric field used in this device, provides for
the generation of new ions. In equilibrium, the ion generation rate
equals the rate of depletion by volume recombination and diffusion
to the walls. In the ionosphere, the mechanism is photoionization by
the short wavelength component of solar radiation, which is absorbed

More appropriately, ion-pair production. The most commnon mechanism is the
dislodgement of a free electron from a neutral gas atom, creating a heavy positive
ion, which, together with the free election, forms the ion pair. In any macro-
scopically small plasma volume there will occur equal numbers of positive gas
ions and free electrons. Except in quite rare circumstances, the formation of heavy
negative ions, e.g.. by the attachaitent of a free electron to a neutral gas atom, does
not occur.

A1
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Sin the upper atmosphere and which m akes up for recombination and
for the ions lost to outer space.

In the case of the electric arc. the ionization level is maintained by
the so-called "thermal" ionization process. As a result of the appreci-
able electrical conductivity of the arc column, relatively high cur-
rents can be made to flow, resulting in the dissipation of Joule (PR)
heat within the rolumn. This occurs mainly by elastic collisions be
twecn the currei irrying free electrons and the neutral gas atoms in
the column. Although tbf" energy per collision may be considerably
below the energy required for ionization by impact, the gas can be
maintained at an elevated temperature. Siatistical considerations indi-
cate that a fraction of the gas atoms, namely those conipr.ing the high
energy "tail" of the velocity distribution, will receive enough energy
to become ionized upon collision.

In a free-burning arc, i.e., one subject only to the influence of
natural convection, the depletion rate is relatively small. This is due
"to the fact that at elevated temperatures and normal pressure (e.g., 1
atm.) volume recombination becomes less likely and ion depletion
occurs to a large extent by the slower diffusion process plus gentle
convection of the ambient atmosphere. Hence a steady-state situation
may be maintained with relative ease. However, this state of affairs
is dependent on a rather delicate balance between the generation and
depletion of charge carriers. Therefore, when the balance is upset
to any significant degree, as for example when the attempt is made
to transfer energy from the arc to an external fluid, the arc becomes
unstable. Thus a free-burning arc can tolerate the injection of
"foreign" material at a rate only slightly in excess of the mild natural
convection of the ambient atmosphere. It is therefore inherently in-
effective as a heat transfer device.

An arc jet is a device which utilizes the arc to heat a continuous
stream of fluid to plasma temperatures. For efficient operation, a
major fraction of the energy dissipated within the conduction zone
must be transferred to the working fluid. Therefore, the central prob-
lem in arc jet generation is the stabilization of the arc against the
influence of vigorous forced convection. More specifically, the prob-
lem is concerned with the maintenance of the requisite ion concen-
tration in the arc column under conditions of high depletion rate.
This is obviously a necessary condition, but it is not in itself sufficient.
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It is also necessary to maintain the geometrical integrity of the con-
duction zone within certain well.defined limits.

In order to appreciate the significance of these requirements, let us
consider what happens when a stream of gas is blown against the
column of a free-burning arc. The first effect of the convected gas is
to cool the column by the admixture of cold gas. This lowers tire
temperature and hence the ion generation rate. In principle, this effect
could be compensated for by increasing the arc voltage while main.
taining the current constant. The increased voltage gradient in the
column would increase the average kinetic energy of the free elec-
trons and this added energy would be transferred to the gas by elastic
collisions, thus restoring the thermal ionization rate to the required
level.

A more significant effect arises from the fact that the collision
cross-section for mounentum transfer between a neutral gas atom and
a positive ion is several orders of magnitude greater than that be.
tween two neutrals. Interactions between the incoming gas atoms
and the ions in the column are therefore highly probable and these
interactions displace the ions in the direction of injected gas flow.
The free electrons are dragged along with the ions by ambi-polar
diffusion with the net result that the column is deformed by an
amount depending on the momentum and flux density of the in-
jected atoms. The deformation causes the effective arc gap to increase
in length and thus require a high arc voltage to maintain a given
voltage gradient in the column. The column of a free-burning arc is
very sensitive to this effect and drastic lengthening of the column
occurs with only moderate gas flow rates. What usually happens is
that the voltage needed to sustain the column in, its deformed posi-
tion becomes greater than the maximum voltage available from
the power supply and the arc goes out.

The above description is perhaps somewhat omersimplificd since
other factors, such as self-magnetic field effects, enter into the phe-
nomena iavolved in arc instability. However, it servco to delineate
the basic requirements for effective arc jet generation. These are:

(1) Availability of a power source which can supply enough addi-
tional energy (in the form of increased voltage) to replenish
charge carriers at the highest depletion rate to be sustained.

4-----
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(2) Immobilization of the conduction column, i.e. maintenance of
positional integrit), under the influence of the most rapid
forced convection to be sustained.

The serond of these icquirckuc.its implie% the impo.sition of ,som!-
form of physiral constraint on the conduction column of the arc. In
other words, the discharge in an arc jet generator cannot be allowed to
burn freely. A survey of the various forms of arc jet devices developed
within the past two decades indicates that these devices may be con-

veniently classified in ternns of the type of physical constraint used to
stabilize the arc against convective deformation. Such a classification
is shown in Table 11. Four basic types of constraint are represented,

TABLE I1
CLASSIFICATION O!" PLASMA '.ENERATORS

Type of Co'rurain .Physical Form of Constraint Type of Plasma Generator

(I) Thermal Water-Cooled Channel Wall Stabilized Arc;
Constricted Arc Torch

(2) Fluid Mechanical Fluid Vortex Vortex-Stabilized Arc

(3) Electromagnetic l.orentz Force Induced by Magnetically Stabilized Arc
Magnetic Field (Stationary or Rotating);

RF Induction Torch

(4) Electrostatic E-Field Due to Electron High Intensity Arc;
Space Charge Sheath in Fluid Transpiration Arc.

Contact with Anode.

namely, thermal, fluid mechanical, electromagnetic and electrostatic.
Before the discussion of techniques it will be instructive to dwell

briefly on the tributary subject of energy dissipation within the arc
column. This will help to focus attention on specific problems and
generally illumine the subject of arc jet stabilization.

Figure 1 contains a sketch of a typical free-burning arc. The arc
current is carried between the anode and cathode through the dis-
charge zone by means of the charge carriers, i.e., the positive ions and
the free electrons. Owing to their small mars and high mobility the
electrons are responsible for virtually all of the charge transport. The
heavy positive ions are required for charge neutrality, at least in the
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FImURE I. Sketch of (a) free.burning art, and (h) axial voltage distribution
of the discharge zone.

column proper, although they carry very litt!e of the arc cuirent.

Figure I also contains a curve of the axial voltage distribution along
the inrer-electrode gap. The voltage distribution, a directly mcasnr-
able quantity, also provides a picture of the primuary distribution of

energy dissipation within die gap. This follows from the fact "hat the
arc current density does not vary much between the electrodes. The
volume rate of Joule hcating is given by y.• where I is the current

density and E is the electric field. For approximately constant I this
product is determined by the local voltage gradient,

From the voltage curve it is observed that the arc gap may be
divided into three regions. The principal region is the colh.wn
proper, occupying the major portion of the gap and chariucemized
by constant cross-sectional area, relatively low and unifoim axial
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poteutial gradient, and macroscopic (harge neutrality throughout its
volumc. At the ends of the tolunun arc two regions joining the column
with the anode and cathode surlaces, known as the "fall space" or
"sheath" regions. They are associated with charge transport across
the gas-sulid boundaries of the dis3Casge, and arc characterized by a
lark of thaige neutrality and consequent high potential gradient. In
the ra'hode fall space a preponderance of positive ions causes a net
positive spare charge while in the anode sheath a negative space
clhaigc is c~tablishcd duc to in cc's of free electrons, For the
present discussion the importance of these rcgions is that, although
they occupy only a very small fraction of the arc gap, they account for
a relatively large fraction of the total arc voltage. Since both fall
space regions arc in intimate contact with the electrode surfaCes, we
mey consider the energy dissipated in the fAll spaces to be transferred

dircctly to the electrodes.* Thus if Va and Vc arc the anode and
cathode fall space voltages, respectively, and J is the magnitude oi
the current density, then the energy transferred by the discharge to
unit area of clectuode surface is JVa for the anode and JVc for the
cathode. This does not, however, represent the net dissipation on the
electrodes, which is influenced also by charge transport considera-
tions. As mentioned earlier the arc current is carried chiefly by elec-
trons. This holds also for the electrode-gas interfaces. At the cathode.
electrons are emitted to provide current continuity across the surface.
In order to surmount the surface potential barrier the electrons must
possess a kinetic energy at least comparable to the height of the
barrier; hc..ce, when they leave the cathode they remove a certain
quantity of energy, thus effectively cooling the cathode. This may be
thought of as rc~nuval of heat by electron evaporation, and, per unit
surface area, amounts t0 JO, where #, is the work function of the
cathode material, Similarly, cu:rent continuity is mahiiai,,ed by the
entry of free elecu-ons into the anode surface. These electrons release
energy, pon traversing the anode surface potential barrier, which
may bw considered as heat of electron condensation, and is given by
J,. per unit area, where #. is the work function of the anode

* This Is consistent with the dilsipatlve mechanism which involves the acceler-
ation of charged particles across the fall %oltages, Owing to the short distance4 in-
volved (- one or tw'# mean free path lengths) mom of the energy gained in
travresing the (all space i-tlds is actually itransferred to the surfaces by direct
particle bombadmncnt.
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niaterial. We have then the following gioss division of primary
energy disipation within the arc:

At the tathode:
Within the column: JVb
At the anode:

Vb being the total drop across the column.
Whereas Vb, is directly In,,portional to the arc gap distance, V, V,.

*, and o. are independent of the gap so thar the relative dlii,,Uit of
energy released in the column, coml)ared wit% that transferrcd to
the electrodes, depends on this parameter. Foi. a typical laboratory
free-burning arc at I arm. pressure, the division of dissipated energy
will be approximately as follows: 80% to the column, 15% to the
anode and 5% to the cathode. This represents the uiual compiornise
between too short an art-, which oveiloads the CleIt;CC lcs and is in-
convenient to handle, and too long an arc which requires au cxl-en-
sive high voltage power supply.

Even for relatively short arcs (I or 2 cmi) most of the energy ap.
pears to be dissipated in the c'olumn. This is, thercfor-. the logical
zouc for transferring the Joule heat to a workinig fluid.

One additional effect should be mentioned which may significantly
alter the distribution of energy dissipation fromi that depicted ah,•e
and which may, under some ttutnstantes, influence the perform|-
ance of a given arc jet generator. This is the cathode jet effectO which
occurs in all arcs for which there is a significant contraction of the
discharge diameer in the transition region of the cathode fall space.
The effect may be explaincd by reference to Figure 2. The arc
column near the apex of a conicai cathode is shown with a marked
contraction of the column cr~o.% -section. This ,co,,filstration is typical
of the conical tungsten cathodes used in most plasma jet generators.

Since there is a sharp rise in current density in the coontraction
region, there will also be a similar rise in the flux density of the
self-magnetic field generated by the arc current. A magnetic field
having a space-variable flux density will exert a body force on a
conductor immersed in the field, whese magnitude depends on the
space rate of change of flux dc.nsity and which is oriented in the
direction of the maximum decrease in magnetic field,0 Since the

* This Is identical to the ko-called "magnctic mizor" geometry used to con-
tain therronuclear plauna,.
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Ficui•r 2. Diigram illuitrating cathode jet effett.

plasma in the contraction zone is an electrical conductor, it will ex-
periciu- a body force which propels it along the (olumn axis away
fumii the c(athode tip. The motion of the plasma away from the
cathode decreases the local pressure at the base of the contraction
zone, so that the arc in this region aspirates gas from the surround-
ing atmnqphcrc to form a continuous cathode jet. The strcngth of
this jet depends chiefly on the total arc current and the degpe of
tolumn contraction near the cathode. In any case, the net effect is to
aspirate ambient gas, propel it along the column where it absorbs
iwme of the colun•n energy and, if the arc geometry is collinear.
piojert the heated gas against the face of the anode. Under the right
conditions. ther.fnre, P sigmiificant f•r•rion of &c cariigy uiAgiAIlly
dissipated in the colunn is transferred by convection to the anode
due to the cathode jet elfect, lit extreme cases, as much as 75% of
the total energy dissipated in the arc region may .e transferred by
both direct and convective processes to the anode, resulting in severe
thermal loading of the anode structure.

TECHNIQUES OF ARC JET GENERATION0

In this section examples of the four classes of ac• jet devices listed in
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Table J1 are described. The order of prreentatiov1 is Fhenumncnlog 1ital rather than chronologi al.

A-TiLRMAII.

Figurn 3 is a diagram of a typical arc jet genclacor in whith litecolumn is stabilizel by rneans of a thermal coI-iSLi ainl i flic fui in of a
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FiCUAF. 3, WallIstabilizing arc jet generator.

wacer-cooled cylindrical channel, The arc is formed between the tipof a tungsten cathode and the inside surface of the channel whichserves (he anode, as well 1s the exit orifice for the effluent jet. Thenozzle is vigorously watcr.cooled to p)revent thermal damai-e to thechannel surface, The working gas flows axially around the cathode,entering the channel codirectionally with the arc column. iih thisdcvi:ce thi cold wall of the channel immobilizcs the coliiin on thle
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axis of the channel, since any lateral deformation of the discharge
by the gas flow causes the plasma to contact the cold wall where it is
rapidly cooled and deionized. The arc current can, therefore, no
longer flow in the layer ofgas adjacent to the wall and so must remain
centered along the channel. For this reason the arc jet devices em-
ploying cold.wall constraints for column immobilization are called
"wall-stabilized arcs."

If the channel is sufficiently long, the column will ultimately
terminate on the inside surface of the channelO at a point downstream
of the entrance, whose location depends on the gas flow rate. If the
concentricity of the cathode and anode nozzie is carefully adjusted,
the conductior, column will flare outward, umbrella-fashion, to con-
tact the nozzle in an annular anode spot. This condition is essential
for reasonable nozzle lifetime.

The working gas flows ini, ially in the concentric layer between the
hot column and the cool wali. As one proceeds down the channel
more and more of the gas stream becomes heated to plasma tempera-
tures and enters the conduction zone. When the column extends
across the entire channel (except for a very small film of cool gas at
the boundary) the column is said to be "fully developed" and virtually
all of the injected gas reaches plasma temperatures. The stream
leaves the conduction zone near the nozzle orifice from which it
emerges as a high speed plasma jet. The jet, in addition to a con-
siderable quantity of sensible heat, carries away a sizeable number of
ion pairs, which must be replenished in the arc zone. For this reason
the arc, under these conditions, requires a much larger voltage than a
free burning arc of the same length. The power sour e rmust be cap-
able of supplying the required voltage for this device to operate
stably.

It has been found that the axial temperature of the plasma jet
issuing from a wall-stabilized arc operating at a given ,urrent can
be increased by utilizing a channel orifice smaller than the diameter
of the corresponding free-burning arc operating at the same current.
In this situation the channel is used to constrict the column, i.e., to
squeeze it into a smaller diameter than it would normally occupy,

It the gas flow is too high for the channel length a situation can arise wherein
the condu~ction column extends clear ,,ut o; the channel and turns backwards to

terminate on the outside surface of the nozzle tip. This condition, known as a
"blown arc" is generally an unsatisfactory mode of operation.
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thus increasing the current density and hence the temperature. For
this reason the term "constricted arc" is sometimes applied to this
device. Axial jet temperatures for commonly-used wall-stabilized
arcs are in the range of 15.000 to 20,000' K, although severe con-
striction has produced temperatures in excess of 50,0000K.

B-FLuID-MECHANICAL

In this type of device the column is stabilized by means of a fluid
vortex, established by the tangential injection of fluid near the peri-
phery of a cylindrical vessel on whose axis the arc electrodes are posi-
sioned. A schematic diagram of this type of arc jet generator is shown
in Figure 4. The arc is ignited betw'een the rod-shaped axial electrode

WATER-COOLED ELECTROO- TANGENTIAL INLET PORTS

INSULATOR

4 ,4//PLASMA JET
I, I .,., -a •

i :,i~iiij

POWER SUPPLY WATER-COOLED
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FIGuRE 4. Vortex-stabilized arc jet generator.

and the inside surface of the channel comprising the exit port of the
nozzle. This configuration is similar to the wall-stabilized arc except
that the column is maintained almost entirely in the unconfined
region of the chamber instead of almost wholly within the exit
channel.

The rapid vortex motion of the injected gas imposes a fluid
mechanical constraint on the arc column by virtue of the outwardly
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directed radial pressure gradient characteristic of a fluid vortex. This
means that the gas pressure has its lowest value on the axis of the
cylinder. The arc discharge is therefore constrained to remain on the
axis in accordance with Steenbeck's minimum energy principle for
gas discharges.6 In effect, this principle states that a gas discharge
is most stable in the configuration requiring thr least energy for its
maintenance. Since the higher the pressure the more the voltage that
is needed to sustain unit column length at a given current, it follows
that least energy and therefore maximum stability is obtained when
the column remains on the vortex axis. This type of device is ac-
cordingly known as the "vortex-stabilized" arc jet generator. For suf-
ficiently strong vortex motion the resistance to lateral deformation of
the column can be made to approximate that of a water cooled
channel. Thie column can also be constricted by strong vortex motion,
thus raising the axial temperature.

Since the vessel is pressurized the swirling gas is gradually forced
into the column as it approaches the nozzle and complete mixing
occurs in this region. The rotary motion is also largely converted to
linear motion* as the gas passes through the nozzle. In addition, the
motion has the desired effect of rotating the arc attachment point
at the nozzle end of the discharge which mitigates nozzle wear to some
extent. Care must be taken to avoid the "blown arc" mode, men-
tioned earlier, which is caused by too great a gas flow rate and which
causes the column to attach on the outside surface of the nozzle (see
Figure 4). Electrode polarity in this device is relatively unimportant.
I:However, the rod electrode is usually made of tungsten while the
nozzle is copper, both electrodes being vigorously water-cooled.

This represents one of the first types of plasma generator to be
developed, having been mentioned as early as 1908.T

C-ELECTROMAGNETIC

There are various ways in which an electromagnetic constraint may
be imposed upon an arc in order to stabilize the column against the
influence of forced convection. Ihese include both DC and time.

S Some remnant of rotary motion usually remains in the effluent jet in this
type of device. Proper design can reduce this to a minimum where it might be
objectionable, as in wind tunnel applications.
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variable discharges and involve both stationary and rotating arcs.
The stabilizing force in each case is due ultimately to the fact that
the plasma in the column, in addition to being a fluid, is also a good
electrical conductor. Hence current flow in a plasma immersed in
a magnetic field will induce a Lorentz force on the plasma volume in
which the current flows. When properly oriented, this force can be
used to resist flow-induced deformation of the conduction column.
When applied to an arc jet generator, the device is commonly called
a "magnetically stabilized arc."

(1) Stationary Arc
The simplest configuration in which an electromagnetic constraint

may be used to stabilize an arc is depicted in Figure 5. Here an arc
cohlmn is maintained in the vertical (Y) direction, having a cuirent
density, J. The column is immersed in a magnetic field orthogonal
to the current flow (i.e., in the horizontal or X-direction) with a mag-
nectic flux density. . A Lorentz forceIx 1, will therefore be induced
in the column, which, in the absence of an external force will deform
the column in the Z direction (i.e., orthogonal to both - and B). In
fact, for a free-burning arc at I atm carrying 100 wmps or more, a field
of only a few tens of gauss is sufficient to "blow" the arc out, i.e., ren-
der its operation in the field unstable. However, if we assume that an
external stream of gas is projected against the column so as to produce
a net fluid mechanical drag force of magnitude F in the -Z direction,
then if we adjust either B orl, or both, such that

both forces cancel and the column will remain stationary on the
Y axis.

"The configuration of Figure 5 is not a ,very effective type of arc jet
generator since much of the gas does not penetrate the column but
is deflected around it. The column is "stiffened" by thp magnetic
field and takes on some of the characteristics of a heated solid cylinder.
Also the condition of stability under high flow rates requires critical
adjustment of the magnetic field. It does have the virtue of providing
a convenient arrangement for studying the basic physics of the inter.
action of a cross-flow with an arc column.'
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FiGuRt 5. Stationary magnetically stabilized DC arc.

The first practical use of magnetic stabilization in an arc je~t device
involves the use of a rotating arc. A typica)' configuration is sketched
in Figure 6. An arc is struck between a ct ntral electrode and the in.
side surface of a cylindrical containing vessel with the the usual Water-
cooled nozzle orifice at one end. The working gas is introduced at
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FIGuRE 6. Rotating magnetically stabilized arc.
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the opposite end and flows axially across the arc zone, emerging in a
jet at the nozzle exit. In the absence of a magnetic field the convective
force would blow the column toward the nozzle, and, for any reason-
able flow rate, would extinguish the arc. A solenoid, concentric
to the vesel, establishes a strong axial magnetic field which induces
a Lorentz force on the column in the azimuthal direction. The arc
therefore rotates about the axis. If the Lorentz force is made much
greater than the convective force, the former dominates and the
column is displaced only slightly in the direction of flow. In other
words, the column is "stiffened" against the effects of cross-flow as a
result of the imposition of the electromagnetic constraint.

There are two advantages of the magnetic rotation of the column.
As the field strength is increased, the speed of rotation increases, and
at sufficiently high rotational speeds the column will merge azimuth.
ally into a pin-whecl shape enclosing the entire cross-sectional aper-
ture of the vessel. This insures that all of the injected gas will be
maximally heated by the column. (At lower speeds it is obvious that
some of the gas will traverse the device without coming into intimate
contact with the column.) The second advantage is the fact that both
electrode attachment points move rapidly on the respective electrode
surfaces. Thus, the heat dissipated in the fall spaces, which is es-
sentially all transferred to the electrodes, is sprcad over a much larger
surface area than if the arc were stationary. This increases the thermal
loading capability of the electrodes and reduces electrode wear, which
is of considerable importance at high power levels.

(3) RF Induction Torch

One oi the more recently developed arc jet generators is the Radio
Frequency induction torch,8 This device, which has demonstrated
interesting properties for many applications, is based on the coupling
of high frequency alternating electromagnetic energy into a gas
stream. Referring to Figure 7, we observe that the gas is introduced
into a confining cylinder, usually of quartz or similar refractory in-
sulating material, which is situated inside a coil designed to carry
appreciable RF currents. The coil generally consists of a relatively
few turns of heavy copper tubing and is water-cooled during opera-
tion. It is energized by a high power RF generator similar to those
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FLGuRE 7. RF induction torch.

used in iadio transmitters. Frequency of operation is no: critical and
is chosen in a given apparatus for optimum coupling. It generally
lies in the range of 4 to 20 MHz. A movable conductive rod, usually
carbon, is used to ignite the RF arc, once the RF power is turned on.
The starting rod is lowered into the coil region where it is heated by
induction. This heats the gas into the immediate vicinity of the rod.
Since the breakdown potential of a gas decreases with increasing
temperature, a point will be reached at which the hot gas surround-
ing the starting rod will become ionized by the RF electric field in-
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duccd by thie coil. An elcctrical disdcargc wili therefore become cstab-
fished in this region in the forin of a local eddy current sheet. This
will dissipate more energy in the gas, thus heating neighborinig layers
to ionizing tentpcratuies and enlarging the conductioll zone. This
procesi will continue until the eddy current sheet reaches its max-
imum size dictated by the size of the coil. The starting rod is then
withdrawn from the coil.

Sincc the induced eddy currents can flow only within the volumec

enclosed by the coil it follows that the RF arc cannot be displaced
by the flowing gas. It is therefore obvious that this device is scabilized
by nicanjs of an elcctronmagnietic constraint. While it k irtc thftr ion
pairs are rapidly convected out of the arc zone by he gas stream, the
zone of primary dissipation of electrical energy, i.e., the zone of ion
geriezation, is constrained to fixed position within the coil, this
being the zone of maximum coupling. The eddy current sheet may be
viewed as a one-turn secondary of a transformer of which the coil com-
prises the primary winding and to which it is constrained to remain
in a fixed spatial relationsh ip.

The basic requiiement for sustained operation of this device is
that the power fed to the coil be sufficient to generate new ions at a
rate commensurate with that mr which they are lost to the effluent jet.
In other words (as in all other arc jets) the power input must IX, ad-
justed to the gas flow rate. It is significant that the problem of elec-
trode erosion, whick is often a vexing problem in most other arc jet
types, does not exist in this device.

D-ELECTROSTATIC

(1) The High Intensity Arc

Arc jet generators stabilized by an electrostatic constraint are based
on the inteoaction of the gas stream with the space charge sheath in
the anode fall space of the arc (see Figure 1). The prototype of this
type of arc jet is the high intensity arc discovered in 1910'. This type
of discharge is similar in configuration to the ordinary carbon arc
(or "low intensity" arc) except that the current density of the anode-
column boundary is much higher, and the two electrodes are usually
maintained at a mutual angle less than 1800. When an arc is struck
between refractory electrodes such as carbon, then at low current den-
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si5iCs tile heat absorbed by the atnodes call Ie dissipated, by conduc-
tiots along the anode and radiation front its face. without causing the
eqtuililbiitunt face templlra tile to reach the nelting (or sublimation)
point of the aliolc mate rial. This is the case for the low intensity a'tc
mode of operation. If, however, the turrent density is incrcascd sufti-
ciettly, a point will be reached where the energy absorbed is greater
than can be dissipated by conduction aiid radiation. The anode face
tentperatuie will thercfor" rise. If the net heat absorbed reaches a
value great enough to raise the equilibriumn anode face temperature
to its boiling (sublimation) ploint atnd also to supply the requisite
latent heat for phase' change, the anote will emit a stream (of valr
hiont its face into the aic discharge. This stream of vapor must first
traverse the anode fall space region, which is contiguous to the cur-
rent-receiving surface and normally extends for a lew electron mean
free path lengths into the column. Although tile details of the interac-
tion1 0' 1 between the vapor stream and the space charge sheath have
not as yet been completely worked out, there is little doubt that this
interaction is responsible for the shift to the high intensity arc mode.

T'hte flux of valmir from the anode in the high intensity arr imns.ses
a strong convective force on the column, which would be expected to
deplete the column of ion pairs quite rapidly if ans equivalent stream
were introduced through any other loumldary than the andei fall
space. In the fall space, tihe layer of gas adjacent to the electrode is
cooled by conduction Uelow the temperature required for thernial
ionization. Also the anode vapor, even at the sublimation tempera-
ture of carbon (4500'K) is essentially un-ionized. However, because
of the excess of free electrons (negative space charge) in this layer a
high voltage gradient is established across it in accordance with the
we!! known laws of clcc tiotdaitcs. In a typical arc this may be as high
as 5000 volts per cm. Hence, although the high electric field extends
for only a fraction of a millimeter, the vapor atoms traversing the
layer will have a higher probability of colliding with energetic elec-
trolls than in the column. Despite the lower temperature, therefore, a
much larger fraction of electron-atons collisions will be characterized
by energies exceeding the ionization energy than is the case in the
column. The net result is that an appreciable number of the vapor

* Am discused earlier, the heat transferred to the anode h at learnt several times
that aoborbed by lhe cathode. IFence the energy balance at the cathode doce not
enter into the establishment of the high intensity effect.

.4
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atoms ate iunied by dirc't electron impact while traversing the
sheath, beforr c.teilhig tile (ohillnin joper. ']'his Inihn isiin ol ion-

izatioln is known as "licld ionilation" andl, by pi '-iolli~il ithe v• or
stream, automatically stabiliics tile dischaige agaiiilt (onvective iotl
loss,

T he ionized v'apoxr flux, upon entering Ilhr (oltinthu, beIotn's silpWr.
heated withiin a fclv inillinmetcis of the sinface and uxits f (on l the
sides of thie column as a long plmne of hot valp•r Iplda a knouit as the
"anode tail flame." A((oding to one viCw" tw stilet lhcaIling of the
vapor in tile anode eud of thle Coltuiltl is tdue to the ;•4 (V•ck diol of
lositive iolns in the (all s v i cNOICI the high iu•tectial g|lhdicjet iou-

parts to themn kinetic ecurgy in excess of the average thei miul kincti,
energy. Tl'his dil ctcd kin i(i celimly Ihuict s lasido uil'd by stit(es-
AiVC cOHliSiOns and thus CStabliSihCS a oGAl SttC'C lise in tCeUullratuliC

near [ite origin of tlie vapor jct.
Since the anode in the high intensity arc is vapouized it is con-

tinuously consumed. Steady state opc'ation, therefore, requires that
the anode be continuuusly pushed foiward to mal;linltlil a (olStlallt

arc gap. "This is actoniplished by a suitable feed mre-hanismi whidh
pushes the anode forward at exactly the rate at which it is conlstmcd.
Electrical contact to the anode is made by means of sliding blush
conldcts.

The flow of vapor in significant anmountsO through the discharge
radically alters the clectrical charactctistics of the arc. For example,
the terminal (volt-ampere) curve, which for the low intensity arc
always demonstrates a negative sope, bends uipward te assume a
positive shape soon after the vapor flow is initiated. This effect is due
to the interaction of the vapolvr stream and dic lite electrons carrying
the arc current, which cawses an increase in the potential giadient in

and near the anode sheath. This appears to tile external circuit as a
positive resistance cumiponetut of the arc whith morc than compen-
sates for the normal negative resistance characteristic of the arc
column. A net positive resistance is theiefne established across the
arc terminals causing the slope of the volt.ampeie curve to bend
upwards.

"The potential distribution across tile arc gap is also considclably
altered. A typical distiibution for a high illtcisity arc2" is shown in

"i.e., in amounts such that ithe vapor parllic flux dcntity leaviv. -he anode
approximates the electron number densit) entehiig the anode,
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Figmie S. (Compariig� ttis With Figuic I. V.(. iiotr thal the aniodc fall
31)34uC il ('1s lalgdli id , 01unIes a SIajol(I hat.60io of tile tutal arC
voltage. Most of thits drop occurs in what may be termed the "transi.
dtoll 1cgiosl" Cwccn libet ' Sn iah S pa Iltelae shCath andl tilhe (Ohlsiill pi lpe.

Ti "| is th•e rtgiosl whers the vamicr V loi 1ll (lie a1(XIC ius sulp hCA1ied
prioi to breakinsg Out of tile .oltii it)t form the plasma tail flame.
As Inuth as two thirds or 11ol01 Of tile ttl1l1 isiput ciSCIgy il ht'sIC[oie

tiaincfrrcd to the anode aimd to tile vapor arising theicitoumi, -lie
highi itc'nsity arc is thcrcfore a-u fic( tivr ai. jet gemcitmor diffii ing
Loluit Othet tylpes m ainly in tihe compo!sii;Ot) 0, the plaslila jet.

(2) Fluid "'IlalS$iratiosi Arc

Ahthough the high intensity arc is hiidian ilu itcasing application,

particularly in the field of high tcml mirtluuuc Ihe'mistry, there arc
many other uses foi whit ih a iplasnia jet ol refi .i so1 y vapor is olhjc('.
tiOiabllc. The question ther[foSc arises whethcr an arc jet generator
might not be constructcd based oiL thc same principle, but ill which

n;in cxtcrnal gas is substituted for the vapor of the anode, and the
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llatel ial of the ,mode itscl I is ntt (ommulnlcd, ']This led I" the t oillu t

of the so•alled "flulid lamisipima miim artc,"' the most retently drvye-
,')pd ty'l of .114 jet get'm.lim+ Like tile high illilelsity ate, it is stabhil-
iidl by atusing thte wok l ig ;,% Io mlikss ihrtligh the spate" chatge
she'ath at tlie aimlde sumlnha• whcnc it is picioiiied sufficieiitly to comn-
pensatc [or sttlihci tt aiivcrivtt delejdtion of ion pIails ft on tile
conductioi 4 olmniml. Thiis as ccotpiihiecd bly misiig a poiotios Anode

11rou11 whith Ih lte gal tiaaiSpit's Anid cInCIgCS into thie aniode sheath.
Siice the spiace (haimge slicttih is (Olistiainiied by the laws of gm, dis-
diarge plqhTsi to foi in olll]) at ti itt imiit-li t cving l tirfmu e, afnll sitnc
the high elet iti fiehid il thIS isglcgioul cmiilies the gas Mefole it itcliHs

the cohuimn, it follows thai ini this device, as in the high intensity arc,
the arc is stabihiictl .agaminst coImVcctive force by aills e]rostatic

ttimstl amint.

A diagwiian of a iuidiintiiary formi of (hils device is shown in- Figure
s. The a iodc must be Iabikated of a suitably refractory porous clkc-

COPPER ANODE HULDIM POROUS ANOOD

ri ASMA it T

ANNIJILAM NOZZLE
Frol GAS F1LM

NOM QAS INLr F, CWOLLIN. 0" LA1HO[it

P0•*t SUORCE CATHODE. GAS INtL. IT

_ _ _ _ _ THORI&ATE TUNGSTEN

F-IGURE 9. Fluid transpiration arc.

trical conductor generally mounted in a copper holder which is water-
cooled to retain structuial integrity during long tern operation.
Porous graphite has been used successfully, but a more satisfactory
anode consists of sintered tungslen powder, whithi has been hot-
pies•ed to the right degree of porosity. The tungsten aniodes arc then
convenieintly shrillik.fit into a coppl r anuode holder. A conventional
cAthimle is used, but, as noted in Figure 9, the conical cathode tip is
provided wvith a nozzle for intioduciiig somic slight additional gas
into the columnii at thie cathmode end. This is minor compare.d with the

Bf
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ga, introduced through the anode, but has a number of beneficial
effects.14 For example, it provides some gas cooling of the cathode;
also, when operating with a particular gas such as argon, in the open
air, it inhibits oxidation of the cathode surfacc and substitutes argon
for atmospheric components as the gas aspirated into the column by
the cathode jet effect.

A photograph of the fluid transpiration arc operating in the con-
figuration of Figure 9 is shown in Figure 10. This arc was run in the

FIGURE 10. Photograph of fluid transpiration arc.

open atmosphere with argon injccted at both anode and cathode, in
the respective amounts of 50 gm per min through the anode and 6
gm per miii around the cathode. The anode face was approximately
1,5 cm2 and the arc current and voltage 200 amps and 40 volts, re-
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spectively.* In tiis configuration the cathode is generally inclined
at a sufficient angle to the anode to allow the two jets to merge
smoaothly and minimize turbulence, in Figure 10 the emergent
plasma jet is relatively small owing rt the large gap (about 12 cms.in the illustration). The merged portion of the jet can be madelarger by shortening the gap. However, the jet derived in this way isnot so well defined as in the nozzle type of arc jet generators. In theextended position of Figure 10, this device has the same degree ofaccessibility as a free-burning arc and is thbrefore quite useful forprobe and optic.al studies of an arc column under the influence of

convection.
A well defined jet may, if desired, be generated by an alternativegeometrical configuration of the fluid transpiration arc. This is shownin Figure 11. The porous anode in this unit is in the shape of a trun-

PATH Of
CURRtENT

-GAS FLOW

%9PL.ASA JET+

-. .' "Sý;LA'OR

PO N u1 A'00'c GAS ?LOW
FmuCRJ I. Conical modification of the fluid transpiration arc.

cated conical shell providing an annular anode surface as one termi.nal of the arc. The cathode is positioned axially, with the tip forwardof the anode annulus, and separated from the anode holder by acylindrical insulating insert. The arc column begins at the tip and
then reverses, flowing backwards to the anode in the form of a conical
lamina (heavy dashed lines in Figure i1). The transpiration gas, afterbeing energized in the annular anode sheath, flows convergentlythrough the conical column and merges with the cathode jet to formJ 0' Reference is made to the reir-'vely non-luminous zone near the anode (oranode "dark space"). Mfeasuremer have shown the gas temperature in this re-gion to be in the range of 5000*K which, at atmospheric pressure in argon, is farbelow that required for electrical conductivity. Yet the measurements of currentdensity and voltage gradient in this region indicated high electrical conductivity.This lends support to the prevalence of the held ionization mechanism described

earlier.
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a single well-defined plasma jet. It is interesting to note that most of
the converging gas flow remains within the column despite the ab-
sence of a confining nozzle wa!l, and emerges in the main jet on the
axis. This is evident in the photograph of Figure 12 which depicts

'1'

FIGuRm 12. Photograph of plasma jet generated by conical fluid transpiration
arc.

a conical fluid transpiration arc operating with argon gas at I atm and
25 kw power input. This apparent confinement of the gas flow within
the column is probably a result of "collision coupling" between the
convected nuetral atoms and the ion drift current, which is con-
strained by the electric field of the arc to remain within a well defined
boundary.

ARC JET CHARACTERISTICS

As is usually the case when more than one type of device has been
developed to perform a given function, none of the above four classes
of arc jet generators caii be singled out as being markedly superior to
the others in all possible applications. Selection of a particular type
is best made after the functional requirements have been specified.
Often some advantage is gained by using a hybrid generator employ-
ing more than one type of stabilization, particularly at high power
levels. Nevertheless, a general comparison of the important features
of each type of generator is necessary for an appreciation of the utility
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of these devices in the manifold applications to which they have been,
and will continue to be, used.

No exact comparison among arc plasma generators with respect to
a particular feature can be made since the performance of a given
generator will vary with design, power level, ambient pressire and
other operating conditions. However, a set of performance parameters
has been selected with the aid of which generalized comparisons may
be made and which indicate performance trends under commonly
encountered conditions for the several classes of arc jet devices. These
parameters are listed in Table III.

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR PLASMA GENERATORS

EFFICIENCY - TOTAL JET ENTHALPY/INPUT POWER

MAX. ENTHALPY (h,,,) - Btu/Ib. at EXIT NOZZLE

DIMENSIONLESS MAX, ENTIIALPY - (hmas/RTo)

OPERATING LIFETIME - ELECTRODE EROSION RATE

JET CONTAMINATION - PPM OF CONTAMINANT IN JET

The first of these parameters, efficiency, is of obvious importance
since the arc jet is a device for converting one form of energy to
another and it is of interest to the user to minimize the amount of
energy lost in the process. For most applications* the total enthalpy
of the effluent jet is the desired form of output energy. Hence the
efficiency of an arc jet device may be defined as the ratio of total jet
enthalpy to the electrical power input.

The second parameter is the maximum enthalpy (h., 1 ) which the
device is capable of imparting to the jet and is measured as dte Btu
content per lb. of gas at the orifice of the exit nozzle (or base of the
effluent jet where no nozzle exists). This is not unrelated to efficiency
and usually increases when a particular device is operated at reduced
efficiency. It does, however, reflect to some degree the quality of the
instrument design.

Since h.. varies with the molecular weight of the working gas,
Plasma generators are currently under development as high power light

sources, For this application effluent jet enthalpy is wasted energy and the effi-
ciency must be redefined as the ratio of total radiated power tO electrical power
input.
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it is also sometimes desirable to make comparisons on the basis of the
dimensionless enthalpy, h.../RTo, where R is the universal gas con.
stant and T( is a convenient reference temperature (generally taken
as 2730 K.)

The remaining parameters, operating lifetime and jet contamina-
tion, are obviously qualitative in nature, although they can be mea-
sured in terms of hours and parts per million of contaminant in the
jet, respectively, They are both strongly dependent on operating con-
ditions which are often adjusted to meet the requirements of partic-
ular applications with respect to each parameter. Obviously, both
operating lifetime and contamination have no significance for the
consumable anode high intensity arc, and the major limitations on
operating lifetime for all other devices, namely, the electrode erosion,
is not applicable to the R.F. induction torch.

Table IV lists the cfficiency ranges within which the various in-

TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF PLASMA GENERATOR EFFICIENCIES
( I ATM ARC CHAMBER PRESSURE)

TYPE OF GENERATOR EFFICIENCY RANGE

WALL. STABILIZED ARC 50-75%/

VORTEX - STABILIZED ARC 40- 65%7o

MAGNETICALLY- STABILIZED

ARC (ROTATING) 15-45%

RF INDUCTION TORCH 25- 40%

FLUID TRANSPIRATION ARC 80-95%o

dicated arc jet generators operz.te in practice. As a general rule, when
long operating lifetimes are required, i.e., hundreds of hours, the best
efficiencies obtainable with each device lie near the lower end of the
ranges given in Table IV. Conversely, when the use is such that only
a few hours of operation (before a maintenance shut-down) is accept-
able, the efficiencies can be pushed toward the upper end of the
range. In almost every device the major loss in efficiency results from
the necessity for water cooling of the nozzle ot chamber as the only
means of avoiding thermal destruction of the device under operating
conditions. In the wall-stabilized arc the confining water-cooled
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channel ib smaller for a given gas flow rate, than, for example, either
the vortex or inagnetically-stabilized arcs. In both of the latter, and
particularly in the magnetically-stabilized device a large arc cham!,r
is essential to provide the required stabilizing force. Therefore, in
addition to the heat losses in tile water-cooled nozzle, further losses
in the arc chamber are suffered duc to radiation and conduction to
the walls. Hence a higher fraction of the input power is lost with a
consequent reduction in efficiency.

In the RF induction torch the efficiency of energy transfer from
the high frequency field to the gas is quite high. The relatively low
overall efficiency for this device arises from the losses encountered in
generating RF power from electrical input at power line frequency.
The high efficiency of the fluid transpiration arc arises from the
absence of chamber or confining walls and from the fact that energy
dissipated at the anode is regencrativcly fed back to the plasma via
transpiration cooling of the anode by the injected gas on its way

through the porous anode.
The influence of the working gas on the maximum enthalpy is

illustrated in Table V for the wall.stabilized arc. Although a con-

TABLE N
MAX ENTHALPY OF WALL-STABILIZED ARC It VARIOUS GASES*

(1-5 ATM ARC CHAMBER PRESSURE)
RTo hmI

GA S AfOL. IVT. (Btulib) (Btu/ib) hm.:IRTo

H, 2 488 1t0,000 290

I4' 4 240 70,mu 290

N, 28 34.8 15,000 430

A 40 24.4 8,000 330
1 Taken from reference 5.

siderable variation is observed in hni,1 among the four gases listed, the
corresponding values for the dimensionless maximum enthalpy,
hm.,,/RT,, are roughly of the same order. This leads to the approxi-
mate generalization that, other things being equal, the amount of
energy delivered by an arc jet generator to each particle of the woi k-
ing gas is roughly the same for all gases.

Since the total energy content is different for different gases at the

Im i | | m
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sanm temperature, it follows that plasma jet tcnipcraturcs from a

particllar device operating with a given jet enthalpy will depend on
the gas. For cxample, diatomic gases, such as nitrogen and hydrogen,

requirc more energy to reach a given plasma temperature than mon-
atomic gases like argon and hclimn, owing to the energy absorbed in
molecular dissociation. Also different gases require varying amounts
of energy for the ionization process, so that for a particular gas the

maximum jet temperature that can be reached is largely dependent
on the maximum effluent jet enthalpy.

Both maximum enthalpy and efficiency are strongly influenced by

pressure. The curves in Figure 13, illustrating this dependency, were
compiled from average operating data for wall, vortex, and rotating
magnetically.stabilized arcs. As noted, enthalpy and efficiency decrease

30]
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FI;URE 15. Maximum enthalpy and efficiency vs. pressure for typical air, jet
generators.
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with inreasing ambient pressure. Tile major reason for this effect
is the fact that the ratio of the amount of energy radiated from tile
hot gas in the arc chanmbcr to the amotnt which leaves tile chambex as
sensible heat increases with increasiiig pressure. At high pressures, e.g.,
near 100 atm, radiation accounts for a major fraction of the electrical
energy delivcred to the gas. The radiant energy is absorl•ed by the
arc hahibcr walls and clectrodes, and must be enioved by water-
cooling. Hence less energy leaves the chamber as jet enthalpy and the
efficiency is lowered. Thus there exists what might be termned a -radia-
tion barrier" to the efficient operation of arc je! devies at very hlgh
pressures.'

APPLICATIONS OF ARC JET DEVICES16

The single most valuable feature of arc jet devices for purposes of
application is the capability of heating materials in a continuous
stream to ultra high temperatures. The historic use of the low inten-
sity electric arc to heat materials was limited by stability cconsidera-
tions to the role of a point source of heat, as in the submerged arc
furnace, wherein the maximtmn temperature achievable in the nla-
terial itself was necessarily below the temperature of tie arc and lately
exceeded 3000' K. With the advent of the arc jet devices described
above, the peak temperatures of practically achievable hyperthermal
environments were increased by an order of magnitude, and the rates
of material through-put in and out of these environments were
similarly advanced. It is therefore easy to appreciate that a vast new
frontier has been established in both science and tedcoinogy.

A compilation of the various groups of applications of arc jet tech-
nology is shown in Figure 14. The grouping is arbitrary and dhe ex-
amples listed are by no means comprehensive. It does, however, pre-
sent some of the more important areas in which arc jet devices are
already advantalgeously being used or are under serious development.
Lack of space prt cludes the discussion of all, or even the major part,
of the examples shown. In the following a few selected applications
are briefly described chiefly to illustrate the breadth of applicability
of arc jet devices.

* By the same token, the efficcnicy of plasma light sources increases with in-
creasing prcsure.

ii
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APPLICATIONS OF PLAIMA TECHNOLOGY
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FGURIF 14, A|pl~ications of arc jet techlnology,

A. WVIND TUNNELS

The need for upgrading the performance of wind tunnels to pro-
vide test facilities for hylpcisonic and reentry vehicles stimulated the

early developmenlt ofl a high power arc jet heater.

There are several p-rancters which are used to assess tunnel per-
formance, depending on the diagnostic function under consideration,

TABLE VIO

FLIGHT STAGNATION FNTHtAIPI ES FOR VARIOUS REENTRY VEHICLES

VEHICLE CLASS FLIGHT SPEED STAGNATION ENTHALPY

ICBN. 23,000 ft/sec. 10.500 BtufIb.

SATELLITE- 25,000 It/sec. 12.500 Btu/Ib.

LUNAR PROBE- 35,000 ft,/sec.- - 25,IM)0 Biu/Ib,

MARS PROBE-- 45,000 ft,/ec,- 40,000 Btu/Ib.

Taken rorm reference 15.
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"Th'e Iuost important single pmaui'ctcr for iodcail act'lspace diag.
hustics is the Inaxinuni cnthalpy (oittint of the gas l'aving the (,hal.
her. T"] is must lie somewhat gieater thaii the maximum Ilight stlag-
nation enthalpy dcveloped by the vehicle whose flight ii being sire-
nlated. Table VI lists the tharacteristic stagniatim cinthalpies for four
classes of hypersonic vehicles, It is evident that for such vehicles an
ultra-high temperaturc Ivating devitc is indicated. In addition to
achievihg high chambcur enthalpy, simulationi of the flight Mach -nIam-
ber is also desinLcd, as well as low jet contaminuation (e.g. 1000 PPM)
and an operating lifetime of at least se•val how s.

Until now, no heater has been developed whidi provides complete
simulation foi all classes of vehicles under consideiation. However,
the closest approach to the ideal test conidaAolls is provided by an
arc jet heater-1 of the type sketched in Figure 15. Ihis C-onsists of

INSL• tOR .- TANGENTIAL GAS INLET PORTS

ANODE ;!

SEKHAUST
# jET

ARC COLUMN

SWIRL CHAMB[ER NOZZL

FIGoUIL 15. Skeidh of four megawaitt high voltage aric heater de eloped for
wind~ tkulnel Ume

tivo long cylindrical sections comprising the two electrodes, the front
(nozzle) section usually serving as the cathode, while the rear section
serves as an anode. A larger diameter portion at the base of the front

electrode p•rovides a swirl dhamber into whkh the gas is injected
tangentially. An early form of this device has been in use for over 20
years in the commercial production of acetylene."

I
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S~EFtlICIENCY• 100 )i

6000-

0" ARC VOLTAGE (VOLTS)

4000 AVERAGE GAS ENTHALPYS4000- (9TU/Ib.) :

3000-

2000- POWER TO GAS
(KILOWATTS)

STAGNATION PRESSURE

1000- P 1p1a

0

0 .20 .40 .60 o0 1.0

AIR FLOW RATE (Ib./,,)

ARC CURRENT - 600 AMPS,
NOZZLE THROAT DIAM, -O." 2 5 "j

:(,t'Ri. I 4'1. I'vefollIadl)(c, (III 'S fill four Iutg;Iw.l t ait heater. ((:oui .tesy of

Linde Division, Union0 .Uibide CIompany, I ndimlwlpois, lid.)

13. FABRICATION'@

Flames have been tmIed to Labri,;ate materials into desired shapes
iskice tie dawn of tivilization. The I asi, (a1sk ill this application is one
of heating the nmatcrial, usuall' a metal, to. i.s melting point. This is
the case whcthCr the ojC•(:tivC is ctut(htig, joining (welilig), coating
(flame sprayinig or sinfacing), oi simply massive melting for subse-
quent castilig into, molds. Utlil the inlirlu(tion of arc jcts the Ilamcs
used in pcifoiming such tasks have always b(w,' derived fiora coti-
btustion. III modern times ith' dvelolmticnt of ox)gei-ftlel gas ort hics
has been an impolrailt factor ill settinlI the pace ol industrial advance.
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mert. When practical arc jet devices were developed, almost simul. "

tancously with the nced for fabricating refractory metals and alloys,
thi- applihaliomi of the arc jet to fai it atioii wa a logical consciquenti C.

'heic are' scvcral rmasons why an arc jet is superior to combustion
torches in flanre heating applicationa.' The obvious one is, of course,
the high rtenwpcraturc capability of the arc jet. However, because of
tile greatet (oinplexity anid (ost of arc jet cquiplment. the relative
merits of the two types of flamt's must be assessed for tasks within the

capability of both. A ustful coniparison for this purposc is plovided
by Figurc 17, The curet, in this liguiC show lith l)rcelrtagC of tire
heat ('OltClnt of tile 1l11111e wilih is availabei for tiariisfr to a material,
plotted as a function of tihe tenipcrature at which tire heat transfer
takes place, Thus, if it is dcsired to use a inethanc-.air conmbustion
ilanre to heat maiterial to 1 00W' C, only 501"', of thle heat content of
the flare can bI, transf.ticd, tire remainder being ca;ried off as sen.
sible heat of the combustion products. A similar situation would oc-
cur at 25000 C for the octanc-oxygen flame. At the flame temperature
the percentage of heat available for transfer goes to zero, arnd it is
/ impossible to Ilkltt rmaterials such as runrgstcrn, whrose ielting points
are above the flame temperature of oxy-fuel gas combustion flames.
No •uch limitation exists for a plasina flame, which, of course, does

riot have combtustion prodnucts. The slight diol) of heat content avail-

able for transfer in the plasnia jet reflects a minor increase in water-
cooling requirements for are jets operated so as to achicve higher
temperatures in tire work piece. Unrder practical torditions from 70%,
to 85(,? of the effluent jet cnthalpy in arc jet tordlics is available for
useful transfer.

In addition to superior heat trrna.fer capability, thc usz of p|lasittA
flames has the important advantage of providing a compatible at-
mosphere for the heating process. Inn the case of combustion flames,
tire combustion p1rodcts call often contanminate the work picce, par-
ticularly in the heat-affectcd zone, causing scale to fuirri and ernbrittle-
nierit of the material, Metal working plasira jets are charac? -ristically
ftrmed in inert gases, such as argon or hliurri, or nrrixtures which do
rrot adversely affect the niaterial properties at elevated temrperatures,
For this reason plasria torclhes are rirrently used even in the low
temperature region where energy transfer CfliCieru:y is no longer a

major corrsideration.
A significant advantage of the arc plasma jet is its high electrical

4
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!a

FIcuRE 18. Transferred arc cutting torch. (Courtesy of Linde Division, Union
Carbide Company, Indianapolis, Ind.)

conductivity which permits operation of the torch in the so-called
"transferred arc" mode.2 0 This is illustrated in the schematic dia-
gram of Figure 18. Here the (metallic) work piece is connected directly
to the positive terminal of the power supply, while the torch nozzle
is connected through a resistor. Initially the torch is ignited only to
the torch nozzle; however, as soon as the jet contacts the work piece
a major portion of the current flows through the conductive jet and
enters the metal at the sides of the cutting kerf. This has the consider-
able advantage of increasing the enthalpy of the cutting jet by addi-
tional Joule dissipation and also largely transferring the anode fall
space dissipation from the nozzle, where it is wasted, to the workpiece
where it is usefully absorbed. This arrangement increases the rate
at which heat may be delivered to a metallic workpiece by a factor
of 3 to 5 times. The transferred arc mode is also used in plasma weld-

ing and plasma flame spray coating of a metallic substrate. The util.
ization of arc jets in the fabrication industry, particularly in the areas
involving cutting, welding and flame spraying, are now commonplace.

Ii
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C. CHEMICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE HIGH INTENSITY ARc

Chemical applications of arc jet devices have, with the exception
of a few early developments,1" lagged behind the physical applications
listed in Figure 14. A considerable body of researC121 . 22 has been ac-
cumulating in recent years which delineates the unusual difficulties
facing the development of practical techniques employing ultra-high
temperature environments for chemical purposes. The media are
thermodynamically very complex, even for relatively simple coni-
positions, and arc not conducive to theoretical analyses. Residence
times at the high temperatures are very short andi kinetic behavior
in plasma environments are not well understood. Furthermore, the
practical matter of handling very hot gases efficiently and of control-
ling the coLurc of chemical reactions during the rapid quenching
phase usually involved in arc jet chemistry pose formidable problems.

Despite these diffi(uities, the overall technology is fast approaching
the point where applications of arc jets to chemical processing are
becoming practical. The fixation of nitrogen and the conversion of
methane to acctylene have already been cited. In these examples the
major problems have been overcome to the extent that, under special
circumstances, these processes could be operated competitively with
the traditional processing techniques.

Of special interest are several chemical applications of the high
intensity arc. These show promise of early incorporation into the
industrial processing field. One of the reasons for the advanced status
of the high intensity arc in this regard is the fact that no confining
walls are involved in this device thus permitting high energy transfer
efficiency. Also, the reacting materials for these applications are not
gases but refractory solids, which in turn provide a more controllable
situation, as will be demonstrated in the following two examples.

(1) Sub-micron Particulates
The use of the high intensity arc to produce an aerosol 23 of silica

was one of the first chemical applications of this type of arc jet gen-
erator. Since then it has been used 24 to comminute a wide variety of
other materials including simple and complex oxides, metals, metallic
carbides, etc.

(2) Refractory Metals and Carbides

One of the problems encountered in past attempts to use arc jet
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techniques for producing refractory metals and carbides from their
corresponding oxides has been the difficulty in condensing pure
products from the tail flane into which all reactants are initially
projected in the vapor state. The high intensity arc (Figure 19)

POWE.R ATHODE
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* FROM ANODE

FIGuRE 19. Diagram of chemically induced high intensity arc used for pro-
duction of refractory metals and carbides.

provides unique opportunity for circumventing this difficulty. By con-
trolling the rate of energy transfer to the anode it is possible to estab-
lish a high intensity arc discharge without the necessity for all of the
electrode constituents to pass into the vapor state.25 This possibility
is based on the nature of the products of a carbothermic reduction
of a refractory oxide. The reactions are:

MeO + C -* Me + CO for a metal;

or

MeO + 2C -+ MeC + CO for a metal carbide,

where "Mc" stands for a refractory metal.
The high intensity arc process is useful for the production of a

variety of high purity metals, such as uranium, thorium, niobium,
tantalun molybdenum, tungsten, etc. it is also applicable to the pro-
duction of the various carbides of these and similar metals, either as
single carbides or as true solid solutions of multiple carbide systems.

,.
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CONCLUSION

Front the foregoing survey of arc jet technology, it is clear that
this field has become a technical discipline in its own right and that
it will continue to pervade both research and industry with growing
importance within the next few decades. Arc jet technology may
Jproperly be regarded as the engineering aspect of the more general
fields of plasma physics and chemnisiry. As such, it is presently in-
volved in the evolution of a number of excitiag new developments,
including MHD power generation and controlled thermonuclear
fusion, whose successful accomplishment can alter the course of civil.

* ization.
It is perhaps appropriate to conclude this discussion by quoting an

evaluation of the economic impact of arc jet technology on the tech-
nical community." Annual expenditures on research, development
and testing in the field of plasma technology, approximately 90% of
which have been borne by governmental agencies, amount to some
$30,000,000. As a direct result of these expenditures, it has been esti-
mated that, in addition to the benefits to defense and space programs,
more than $100,000,000 has been added to the gross national produLt.
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VIII. Biological Sensors
'DElIEODORE H. BULLOCK

Y1LAR .AFTER VEAR SENSORY PHYSIOLOGISTS continue to discover new
sensibiiitvx, and new forms of transduction. No other system in the
Wboy paiallels the pleihora of distinctively differentiated organs,

many of them in lower animals of still unknown function and yield-
ing one by one to combined behavioral and clectrophysiological
study.

The old five senses, sight, hearing, taste, smell and touch have been
replaced in current literature by cl.-sscs or modalities based on the
form of the normally adequate stimulus. These are photoicceptors,
phonoreceptors, tactile, vibration, position, acceleration, 5tretch, ples-
sure and other mccli ano-receptors, ihcmorcceptors, thermoreceptors,
electroreceptors (a recently discovered whole class, treated below) and
nociceptors (stimulated by noxious, often pain-inducing, events).
These in turn comprise a larger number of submodalities such as the
unit afferent nerve fibers responding to particular assortments of
tastes, or smells or colors. A far larger number of lines (we will use
as virtually equivalent nerve fibers, axon, unit receptor, channel, and
live) are labelled, that is, "known" to the part of the nervous system
which receives and analyzes the input. There are labelled lines repre-
senting each topographically separate receptive field on the skini, each
warm spot and cold spot, each distinguishable unit field of the visual
'world, the auditory units distinguishable by their frequency response,

THEODORE H. BULLOCK is Professor of Neurosciences in the School of
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researches are in the fields of comparative neurophysiology. He is a
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the muscde, tendon, joint, semicircular canal, blood pressure, a.-d
other receptor units geographically defined.

In man there are somncthing more than IO receptor units, most of
thern rods and cones in the retina.

But to gain some fecling for the process of investigation of biolog.
ical sensors Ict usstart with an actual experiment,

INFRARED RECEPTORS

If you decide to test the hypothcsis inferrcd from anatomik.l struc-
ture that the cuiious facial pit of the pit vipers (Fig. 1) is a scnse or-
gan, you could perform the following simple maneuvcer. Exposing
thc nerve stiugically sonme place beltw.cl the facial pit, which lies just
in front of the eye awl its entran(c into die skull, one call tic a thiead
around the herve and sever it between the knot and the skull pre-

FiGuitF i. Head of a rattlcsnake showing the facial pit. diss.cted to reveal
the thin membrane at its bottom, which is the sensory structure.

2 "
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serving as long as possible a peripheral stump, that is, the length of
nerve coming fi orn the facial pit to the point of ihc cut. One can then
lift the wlmolc s.unii into an t lectrode consisttng of a platinum wire
bent into a convcnient hook. Another electroxle is pla•'d anywhere
else on the snake; we would choose a place close to the nerve in order
to ;.void picking up the electrical signs of the heart beats or the
aespiration. Connecting these clectrodi's tu an amplifier, you would
find a continual roar or sh-sh-sh sound which is the combined activity
of many nerve fibers, each carrying a nerve impulse, which contrib- I
utes a one millisecond "pop," several rines to many times per secoid.

Now you are ready to test different stinuli and look for effective
and ineffective forms of environmental change. You would find that
a wide variety of odors had no effect, nor a wide variety of sounds,
nor changing the position of the animal, accelerating it this way or
that. 1i you touched the membrane at the bottoi of the facial pit
with a wisp of cotton or a camel's hair brush you would find a
threshold above which the background roar or sh-sh-sh sound would
dramatically increase in general level. The sanme thing happens if you
turn on a flash light, diected at the pit from the fi ont and only a few
centimeters away or a spot light, like an automobile headlamp, from
a few meters away.

Do we then have an ambiguous detector of touch and light? If you k
filter the light with a thin layer of water and Mohr's salt, the radiation
ceases to be effeci;ve whereas if you filter with a pitch black infrared-
passing glass the lamp is once more effective. Evidently it is the infra-
red component of the radiant energy that stimulates. Fxtension of
these simple tests shows that the response depends on the contrast
between the source of long wave length radiant energy and thc pre-
vailing background radiation which is effectively measured by the
surface temperature of the objects in the field of view. The tenpe-a-
ture of the intervening air is without effect. Even the temperature of
the snake and its sense organ is, over a wide range, without effect.
We have, then, an infrared change detector which is sensitive over
the range of wave lengths, from about 1 to 15 or more microns, re-
sponding with a marked acceleration of the spontaneous background
activity to a dose of 5 x 1010 calories delivered in less than 100 milli-
seconds onto the area of terminal branching of one receptor (Bullock
anid l)iccke, 1956).

This finding has dill2rcnt sorts of significance to different people,

II
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dcliendiing oil their prior intercsts, For herl•etologists the feature
that catches attention is the possession of this ability by all sipcies of
the family of the pit vipers ihltidhig tih •;altle•akcs, 0111(1lwhads.
water imtasiics aid th'cii allies mid by all inclneics of (ie family
of the boas and pythos, which is not a closely related group, and by
no other snakes in a cotisidcrablc series cxamined inl the rec'n stidly
by Barrct and me.

From the point of view of the evolution of the senses in the verte.
brates onte is struw k by the prcietice of this spetualiihCd sells•,l y develop.
Ilelit ill rerrtain blamlics of tl,- fiWih crallial ncrvc whicieas lcives
sntpplyillg o0h0r iKoctionls of (it' skill ill tile sntotc a icl other grotups of
vecrtcbrates either possess no such mic:elitors or they are excessively
scarce.

For the general pihysiologists concernei'd with mcet haniisnms of t-rafi-
dhtction tine point perhaps most immi'd iately of coincern is the evi.
demc that the infrared (]elector is actually a warm-re(ptoi. That is,
its response depends onl a rising temperature of the sensory nerve
endings (Fig. 2) rather than on the radiation as a wave leigth-spetific
or photio heinii(ally active stimaulus. This iitans thit the organ is ill
the class oi teiiicjrature receptors, of which the best studied aic cold
recptors, that is, those whith intliease their firing 1illon) (oolihg.
These snakc u epto s are tie licit miinderstood Wai it1 VCCl)ttL ',t ielCs.
ctm. We believe they arc essentially like tlei warmi retejptors in our
ow' skin.

llowevcr, the diffrcinces arc what concernl Ohe coi•arat "ye physiol-
ogist, who is impressed by ilhe oustanding illustration lisile of the
principle that modest chlanges in secondity featuits suich is the
acatony call mtake a p)rofound difference in the use to which an ora u

is put in the life of alt animal. Although the sensirivihy seems to be
about the same for mian and rattlesnake ini terms of dihrshold tenm-
perature diange, about 1/1000 of a degree centigradv if reasonably
abi upt, (Fig. 2), there is a millionfold differen-c in favor of the rattle-
snake whenl given ill terms of calories of flux at threshold, This is
mainly due to tie sensitive endings being within 2 miicrons of the
surface instead of mnore than 500 incicons as in our own skin. Other
anatornical details conufer 3 high resohltioni of detail and a basis for
localitationi of the radi;aint solilice. Tlhis, together with ilitegiatioi
over time and movemeint of the2 siake, can give iniforniatiol oul size
and distance. "lhe secret here is ai cixciaordiiarily fine grain or high
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FIGUAV, 5. Nere endiigp in the rnittieri;mike pit mcniltbaIieas %vutn ill ;1 1% liolv

b orK (opusi c i f4d st5 a It, Th e nImlbi of mira i sN ax oii sper 54111.It v 111111 is

greatcr thati the number~~ (if uJtjItilt nm ibcrs' per sq4ilt' win41 Ill m~ilbi ill
lIna" n F, i% Ii ighl) lira ilthdI fi t, t c 1cm-(o4 II1.4 mi im pc .i shm.'., c(5 l 111111i 4C

bralnhiaig thanl lii' Siksr stainl. '[hc N(,iIc is 5iU 3ih lililieteis lonig. (Ini41i1
BluohH k and Jki ". 19:-,).

propecrty of major importance ill tltc braiin -nd can1 be studicd Iihjt

with particulza- aidvaruages. Certaini statistical pt&)pertics (if ilic spott-
(aniiy both 5ita range irregtilarity and longer teruin suilg~ing, arc
of theoretical and miechanistic intcert. Onl anid ont go the problems
of basic prniiciple involved in a given inslaloc of sCIIsmIy receptioni.

Let us pass ont. We (flid develop tie 1 )tCt~tc of reccent qdvatwcsC inl
chernorccepturs in the tastc buds and ini the niose as well 'ts the aittcn-
nac of insects. A gi cat (leal of wvork liaý been done on the stretch
receptors that measure passive or active putll ott a musle. I~c We oild
deveclop the still unknlown wecptois for many enviroinmental sti muit
uthat animals icspond to beliaviot ally iniclud~ing Isydrommit i pressure
iii rte range of a few centi-t~etrs of water, x-rays fill be-losv lethal
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(dose, gamma iays, magnetic fields and others; in most of these we
have no idea whether a nervously innervated sense organ is involved
or the detection is a property of generalized cells. Instead of any of
these alternatives, I want to tell you about the recent discoveries in
electrorece.tion.

ELECTRORECEPTORS I I ELECTRIC FISH

Here is a grou, of receptors, interesting in their own right as a
"recently discovcred new class of sen~se organs and also for the insights
they provide into questions of general principle.

The encyclopedic ichthyologists of the last century knew about

Mormyrd Gymnotida

Hyp~im Somwhuuua

kanundrhne h

curv,?ostl isis

Mormy~ropi boualg-, hypostucmus

oGymnoti

Mormyrol 4stfanustus Gymnwh q

Gymnwc'usw
nilotecus Mac""

FIGURE. 1. Some of the many genera o( electric fish. Ail of the fresh water
families G(uinarchidae and Morinyridae (African) and Gymnotidac (South

American) arc Occiric, i.e. possess an electric orgav, and disci~arge pulses
into the water. (Fromn Lissmann, 1958).
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the possession of small electric organs by three families of fresh
water fish, the Mormyridae and Gymnarchidie of Africa and the
Gymnotidae of South America (Fig. 4). But since the organs were
patently too small to generate electricity of offensive or defensive
magnitude these fish were referred to as pseude-electric fish and re-
mained an enigma in evolutionary theory since there was no ade-
quate explanation for the evolution of organs to a stage not yet
developed enough to be of value for the only functions that were
conceived of.

Only a few years ago Lissman (1958) at Cambridge re-examined
these fish and proposed a new theory of the function of these organs,
which has opened up a large field of investigation from behavior to
cellular mechanism and brain processing. These fish are found to
discharge the electric organ in the form of brief pulses from several
to many times per second, continuously night and day (Fig. 5). The
voltage is low, one or a few volts open circuit, and rapidly attenuated
with distance from the fish. Nevertheless, says the hypothesis, this

SOaoooaoo uro oor~oo oaooooaao~ oo oa ooooooot

(1) Gymnots corapo

a Oný0 0 0ý O00300 O00¢ .'

(2) Sttof.tog.n * -k.in*
V.

f

(3) Stenapygus

(4) Eigenmonnla virescons

FICURE 5. Some of the kinds of electric organ discharge pattern. Note lower
;,• hgher fr.'~uemcics, respectively more and less irregular, broader and

S.. , 'rpulses. (Fo I. i~smnann, 198)
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pulsatile field of current is used by the animal to detect inhomo-
geneities in the conductan-ce of the environment such as those caused
by dielectric or conducting objects, therefore virtually anything that
is not identical to the water in its conductance. The distortion of the
field by objects (Fig. 6) is detected, according to this picture, by an
array of special detectors in the animal, each reporting to the brain

FIGURE 6. Diagram of the field around a (half) fish and its distortions due
to objects in the witer, therefore, a diagrain of the usual adequa'e stimulus
according to Lissinann's (1958) hlpOtlhcsis.

the intensity of the field at its locus, the brain then synthesizing an
analog of the watery world by compu tation fromn tde many channels
of input.

This proposal has been suppor ted by behavioral, physiological, and
anatomical studies in more than hall a dozien laboratories in recent
years. It has led to the discovery o( a ,:lass of receptors (Bullock et al,

1961; Hagiwara et al, 1962) which cannot be ascribed to any of the
familiar categories such as cliemorecuptors, therinoreceptors, photo-
receptors, 1Etilnelu l ticcuptois and the like. Of course, many kinds or re-

Ceptols are 5tl)jCCt to ifilluence by applied electric current but we
cannot, thereforc, call theiii electrorccl)tors. 'Ihe necessary and st.ffi-

cient evidtence in the case of the electric fish receptors wa& thlc finldillg
that they tespond systematically to the naturally occurring electric
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fields and to its alteration by displacement of objects in the field.
Incidental to this was the demonstration of high sensitivity, abun-
dance, wide distribution and antomical specialization fromn other
related sense organs.

Let us examine this sense organ and its properties. The first thing
important to realize is that a differentiation into several types has
occurred, anatomically and physiologically different, though all an-
swering to the name and criteria of electroreceptors. All these types
belong to the system of acousticolateralis sense organs, which are in-
nervated by the lateral line nerves, a common possession of elasmo-
branchs (sharks and rays), bony fish and aquatic amphibia. This is an
extensive series of sense organs in the skin of the tail, trunk and head
innerva'ed by branches of the extraordinary nerve that comes directly
from ti. . ,ain though running the length of the body. This system
is therefore superimposed upon the regular sensory endings of the
segmental nerves from the spinal cord; thcee latter are generally sim-
ple, branched, free nerve endings without structural specialization.

The lateral line receptors are structurally specialized, mainly in twoways. First, there is a nonnervous epithelial cell, usually ciliated, and

of special aspect, that appears to be the actual receptor or sense cell,
It receives the endings of the afferent nerve fibers of the first order
neurons in this sensory pathway. In other words, the excitation of the
first order neuron is indirect: the environmental stimulus is detected
and transduced by the nonnervous ciliated sense cell, sometimes
called a hair cell, and this in turn excites the dendritic terminal of
the first order alfereut fiber, presumably by chemical transmission.
This indirect method involving nonnervous sense cells is nearly
unique aiion8, all animais and senses; perhaps only in the taste buds
of vertebrates is there another comparable situation. The higher
vertebrate ear with its cochlea and semicircular canals are special
derivatives of the same lateral line system and share this feature.

The second general feature of this system is that instead of diffuse,
solitary cells, clusters of hair cells occur in organized relation to each
oiher, perinitting the use of the term organ; these may be quite dis-
crete and numerous especially on the head but also scattered over the
trunk.

Most ,lee Aoi-s of the lateral line system are some variety of
rnechanoreceptor, from static position (tilt detectors) to movement
(acceleration detectors), vibration (transmitted from solid substrate)

Li!
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to near-field water-borne disturbance (displacement detectors) to far-
field water-borne sound waves (pressure detectors).

The electroreceptors are the only exceptions since their excitability
has not been attributed to mechanical events.j • Note the consequence of this arrangement: electroreception is not
as simple as one might suppose, electricity directly exciting the nerve
fiber, hence by-passing a transduction process; instead electric cur-
rent presumably excites the sense cell which then, presumably by
release of chemical transmitter, excites the sensory nerve endings.
One of the fascinating questions of general principle is whether
there is a relation b:tween this indirect chain of events and that be-
lieved to obtain in the highest and most studied of the acousticolat-
eralis organs, the cochlea or organ of hearing. Here a so-called coch-
lear microphonic potential faithfully reproduces the sound waves and
is thought to mediate the excitation of the cochlear nerve endings;
it is not really known whether the hair cells generate the cochlear
microphonic and with it excite the nerve endings or rather detect the
cochlear microphonic like electroreceptors and thereupon chemically
transmit the excitation to the nerve endings.

Witlin the general scheme of lateral line sense organs the electro-
receptors are apparently histologically differentiated though only a
few speculative proposals have been made about the relition of struc-
ture and function (Szabo, 1965; Waltman, 1966; Wachtel and Szam-
ter 1966; Lissmann and Mullinger, 1968). Little is known at present
at the light microscope or electron microscope level which would
help to explain the high sensitivity to voltage gradients in the water
outside the fish. The structure does offer an explanation of the low
sensitivity to mechanical disturbance, since these organs are iather
well cut off from direct contact with the external medium or the
lateral line canal.

It is quite possible, although the histology alone cannot clarify this,
that there is a low resistance electrical path from the surface down to
the sense P-gan and that the surrounding skin is of unusually high
resistance, thus providing a funnel for current from the external
medium to the inner body tissues which, in turn, offer a low resistance
return path to the electric organ.

The sensitivity of the electroreceptors has been measured on the
whole animal by behavioral endpoint and on the single sensory fiber
of the lateral line nerve by psysiological endpoint on several species
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of different families with widely divergent results. The most sensitive
are behavioral thresholds in the range 0.03 uv/cm (Gymarchtus, Liss-
mann) and 0.01 #Mv/cm (Raja, l)ijkgraaf and Kalmijn). The basis of
estimation, voltage gradient per centimeter in the water, is used in
order to compare results. However, an understanding of the receptor
will require conversion into current density and resistance of each
part of the path, or the voltage drop across the receptor membrane.
None of these is known at present.

A principal effort in the physiological analysis of the electrorecep-
tors has been to unravel the types there ate and to characterize them.
This is done by laboriously and carefully dissecting the lateral line
nerve to isolate minute bundles of fibers and ever) ually a single func-
tional unit and recording its nerve impulses with electrodes anut am-

plifiers while delivering controlled stimuli that reveal its properties.
The unexpected result has been the discovery of several types of

nerve impulse code fundamentally distinct from the classical fre-
quency code and this is another main area of interest for general prin-
ciples of nervous conmnunication.

The classical frequency code has been for many years the answer to
the question: How is information represented in streams of nerve
impulses in nerve fibers? One of the very first problems we face when
we ask how the brain works is this one of the form in which informa-
tion contained in nervous messages is represented, whether from the
sensory receptors to the brain or from the brain to the muscles or
from place to place within the brain and spinal cord. As soon as
amplifiers and string galvanometers permitted the discovery of nerve
impulses in the early decades of this century, it was noticed that nerve

* fibers from sense organs being stimulated carry more impulses per
second the stronger the stimulus. This has been repeatedly confirmed
and is so reasonable for a code based on nerve impulses-which are
all or none events about a millisecond in duration, that the notion
of an average frequency representation is well established. Some of
the electroreceptor fibcib behave in accordance with this coding
scheme (Fig. 7).

In the electric fish we have found several other types of nerve fibers
however that do not correspond with this picture. One type has been
described from a species of Sternopygus that fires its electric organ
consistently at 100 per second. This type of nerve fiber follows the .
electric organ discharge with a single nerve impulse from the electro-

|1
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FicuRE 7. Average frequency coding. The response of a unit in the lateral
line nerve of a gymnotid, that appears to code by the classica' means. Stimulus
was an object brought into and out of tht reccptive field. (From Bullock
and Chichibu, 1966).

receptor to the brain and this one-to-one relationship is maintained
during stimulation by introducing conducting or dielectric objects
into the receptive field of the receptor, for example by moving a metal
rod along the side of the fish about a centimeter away. The sensory
fiber fires at 100 per second and cannot carry information about the
stimuius by its frequency. The parameter which shows the response
of the receptor is the time between the electric organ discharge and
the sensory nerve impulse. This latent period varies systematically by
about 2 milliseconds for a movement of the metal rod of I centimeter
(Fig. 8). Since there are other sensomy fibers which do not change in

I
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FlC;UR 8. l.atei.y coding. "'The zceponse of a unit in [le lateral line nerve of
a gynmnotid that cannot be coding by frequency and apparently codes by the
magnitude of the delay between its firing anti that of anothter la;ss of units.
During the slow verti, al sweep ol this remcid an object was |noved in and
then out of the receptive field. (From bullo(k and Chichibu, 1966).

latent period with stimulation the central nervous system has a basis
for measurement of latency and hence of the alteration of the elec.
tric field by the metal rod. We can call this a latency code (Bullock
and Chichibu, 1956).

Another class of fibers is encountered in these fish which does not
follow every cycle of the electric oigan discharge but misses either
occasionally or more frequently according to the presence of a stimu-
.ating object in dic water. Missing does not occur regularly every
second or third ot fourth or fifth cycle of the elecrtric organ discharge
but is significantly nourandons and on the avcrwtge codes a stimulus
strength although with a limited dynamic range. This system can,
of course, be treated as an average frequency code but is different
from the classical form in that the intervals are quantal. Whether
the brain reads it in the sante way or not is a question for the future.
In the meantime we can call this a probability code.

o1t species of Hypopomtus the clectric organ discharges at from 5
to 10 )cjr second and a (lass of vlectroreteptors follows each dis-
charge, Isot with just one or no impulses, but with zero or one or up
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to 15 iimpttlscý in a short high frequency burst (Fig. 9). These fibers
mnay encode the priesence and intensity of a stntitulus by the nuniber
of impulses in .he burst or by its duration; typically there is no
systenmatic change in the intervals between impulses. In any case
we cannot treat this ais a frequency code because tie average fre-
(Iucnicy will priniatily depend upon the nurnbei of electric organ
discharges per sec:nd which varies over a wide range at the will of
the fish. It may be called a intimber code, or what is equivalent, a
(duration of burst code, since thc intervals are not systeniatically
changing.

tA .- 3

Z 2 4 Z

X .

FE 0 DC 2 A

FIGURE 9. Number or duration coding. The re~pinse of a unit in the lateral
line nerve of a gymnotid that cainnot be coding by mean frequency and ap.
parently codes the intensity of the adequate stimulus-presence ol an ob-
ject in it. fidzid, by tlhe iu,,abcr of nerve impulses at a nearly fixed frequeoly.
Note the steep function of position and opposite effect of dielectric and
conducting objects. (From Hagiwara and Morita, 1965).

The fibers coding by average frequency are as remarkable as any
other. For they are smoothly changing frequenc" with intensity of
s.:niulation in the presence of the pulsatile field of the electric organ

discharge, somehow ignoring that frequency. The possibility sug-
gests itself trh: they are integlating over many electric organ dis.
charge cycles at the expense of protiptness of response to a new
stimulus. But this can be eliminated because the fibers in question

continue to fire and to respond to objects even when the electric
organ is silenced by anesthetic or other means. Evidently these re.
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ceptors have a high (tt off filter that pri'vents the brief event of the
electric organ froin stimnulatinig and are mainly sensihive to the fechle

DC and slowly clhaniginig vloltagce ill tile WaMte font otlic soilt'(Cs
of ctilrt'nt extcrital to tle fish. LU ndcr any but thei most dhcimiit aly
ckan conditions there nor really exist sour.cs of current in the water

and the walls of thl container or objcts in the water and while the

voltages are small the sClesiti%'ity of the icCiptUrs is quite high enough
to respond to such stimuli.

Considerations of clettrorcccptor sensitivity anid function led uts
to basic rlrincipdeS of ,icural coding and these it: turnt have led us
back to quetiions of utility. Thc dlisovery of this class of :cc (tlo-
receptors that do not depend upon the electric organ raised the
lx)ssibility that stuch oigans ate widcspread among sjp.ciei Laiking
a sljcialiicd clitiii ot gan. New evidecme, partitularly toni be.
havi, ral studius onl sharks and rays without electric orgatis, strength-
ens the suggestion that such is the case. Ot1e of the outstanding puZ-
zles of sensory physiology situc thy late '30's has been tmse function
of the characteristic and abumdaut sense organs in the skiit of all
sh-:Lks, skat's and rays .ailed arnptuhla o/ Loreri.in,. Work pub-
lished in Holland (I)ijkgraef and Kalnijn, 1966) scenes to have
cstablished the function of these receptors scattered through the
skint of elasmobiaithlis as elcttrot iceptois, rCsinniiling to the a3t0ion
potentials genetated by prey species of fish through their heart beats
or respiratory or Ixonlotor nio,e::tents. 1 cxpect still other species
of fish to be fontdl which normally make use of electroreceptiort.

The relevate of such studies for basic brain physiology As that
ordinaty nerve cells it the brain in all piobability are normaly in-
fluenced ill the frequency of their firing by svainoi:,g and slowly
changing potentials in the tissue in addition to whatever else con-
trols them; common nerve cells are in fact lclctroetelptors. It is tlue

available stimuli and their mcaning that are still in question.
Let us look a little farther into the behavioral function of the

electroreception in electric fish. Lissmanis and Madcin showed

(1958) that Gymnarchu$ call learn to distinguish between two ob-

je(ts that differ in electrical conductivity, for example, two porcelain

filter candles filled with different mixtures of distilled aud tap water.

Mohres (1957) indicated a social significance of thie discharge it,

morniyrids, in tonnertion with territorial defense.

I want to tell you of sonic new evidence that gyninotids use this

!.
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systcni iii close range navigatimi, obstacle avoidance and detection
Of a;ipctme oi 0 (hlam~icl. l'i clinaq 1n1 videitc inl miy labla~ tJl y
iIdI~i( ated that Sj I(tiCS Of Clet If it fish ot tie familty G nvl ridar were

fresh water fish fiom Jie tropical fishi store inl a task involving find-

They leariruid that wheni the lights tame oin, ek tric shocks would
SOOn1 followV 211d shortly i herca her p1 otdi I g would occit I unless
they rcti edied flu ough a door to the oiliva hialf of tile aquat iuiu,
whercupon lights would go off and they would lit left in ptae
After thie lish learnled to solvche (lie iubkan, the (:ear plastic partition
between thle two liahes Of tile apitariuml was chanigcd to ont. with
eight holes,ofwihalbtoewi o e o al tlacrd

In t 'as qumrailo ini b table Beaueof po itio hbits a nd

bo (s I wtl foil, U'ell spet ulen'l" of deluit icfish (Fige'i Fun nuiu, Gym-l

fotrs ly ~fnoa Ums and Stcnnopygits) were vach trained to louse,
bu o-amlt pass through the open hole in an average of less than

.10 secolidi. ([lhe clet itie 'fish comminoily rcsted miotiolices during
thle 3 to 5 minutes lictivetii ti jals. They did not alwa) s iotise and
stait to hutnt with thle I ighiroal ,;gnal but did so with one or an
4ixasionial brief elcntric shock delivered by hand switch at the
jutdIgmtient of the ti aiiier. Only iii the cai ly stages of shaping was

)ro)tltlinlg ulctt~sall).. Tlu'w fishI %ill lnot work for a ft-x~l imalrd.) Mne

or two specimuiens eat h (if ten species of tionelet tici fresh Nvatcr fish
(iii tile 8cma Ca assu, vmpticilfhys, liarbus, AllostIlins, Cot Y.
ioruls, Astrivuotus, A nqtulol, 1lsfIrtacrnbe'lus, PioItopleI*s, Pet romy-
cun) succceded in averaiging 11o less thi~i 300 seconds to fill( the
Aprt'lure CVCll tholigh 'oll til uzdly searc~himrg or mlovinig about and
interanitiently reiiifoined by shock or pmi N, having comle tn plateau
poi fornapicc after a week or tivo oi training at 20 trials a day. Ouly
lwo sjwcies of noskti:fish tricid were able to do as well as -15-60O

st'(toli(s (At anidhofh IliaIm!) u4s sp. arid Xenoniystits sp1.)

in finrding the apurt ure.i (visnai.medi nici haicl, and other ( ues, or senmss
weic nor cliviiita ted) tlie folltss' iig expCiintel was devisedl. Clis-
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ters of four carbon rod electroics mounted in the same nictal holder
above the wa.ter were fixed ini position near each of the apertures
and hca;Imn art of t(lie notna I ftirnitulte oaf tle fish's world. External
comincttiohns pcetiuitted shorting together any combination of the
eight clusters. A ctctah| fish was then trained with clusters 1, 3, 5
and 7 I)e manc tly shorted together and 2, 4, 6 and 8 ponmatie•tly
shot ted together. Antother fish was trained with 1, 2, 3 and 4 shotted
together and 5, 6, 7, and 8 shorted together; another with 1, 2, 5, and
6 shorted together and 3, 4, 7, and 8 shorted together, etc. After
reachinig plateau pcifointante, mcasntiinhg the time to find the open
aperture, typically about 20 seconds, otccasional ttials were injected
into a session with an unfamiliar pattern of shorting of the clec-
,rodcs. The results of a preliminamy series on fouitt'en fish was a
significant increase in the time required to find the alperture, typi-
a!ly by about 5 to 10 seconds. The same test c:ould not be tried on

the nonelectric fish since they were unable to find the aperture in a
reasonable or consistent length of time. The conclusion is that iin the
lhc(triu fish a shtdden haange ft nom the familiar in the shape of the

world, conductantc-wise-not usually mechanically, or chemically
detectable upsets the fish's peifoiniance by a significant amount.

To test tie rccilpaoial pinoblden of providiiig al) chc(tni'al (tile of
the position of the correct alprture a new device was colnstructed.
Thie partition between the two halves of the aquarium was pro-
vided with swinging doors of whith two were used for a given fish;
in anty trial one was lotked and the oflher free to swing. A pain of
catollo rods in front of each door (ould be externally shortcd or
left umcotmectcd; one of these conditions was the indication of the
unlocked door. The measurkacaictt ini this case was not time but
departure ftout chaine level in chtoositig a door to push ui)on, fol-
lowing the on-signal, to reach the other side of the aquarium. During
the many days of testing trials the fish is occasionally given an elec-
tric shcwk if it is not attivc and near die choice points; this main-
tains its motivation t0 get thiotagli the p|artitio' n but dtoes not give
any clui as to the unlohked door. The result with our arrangement
of clucs was a small departure fromt chan(ie level of choice but at a
highly significanlt hIvel, . a(h of 1i. ave•tages of ltM) or nmore trials in
5 fish, ((Gyt,'tttus camapo and (6nathoncmus sp.) were significant at

the 0.5% level with the ciatibn rod clues and an additional 3 aver-
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ages were slightly less significant at the 1% level. One fish given the
same shaping and training failed to choose the correct door signifi-
cantly above chance level in 100 or more trials with one geometry
of the carbon rod clues but achicved 0.5co significance on another
geometry.

Since the conditions were uniform with respect to visual, mechan-
ical, and chemical clues the only modality available in these experi-
ments was electrical and in the form of a very minor change in the
configuration of the electrical world, avoiding the intentional intro-
duction of voltage gradients (although minute inequalities between
the carbon rod electrodes could not be eliminated). The results
show that the electric modality is used by these gymnotid electric
fishes. However, tasks have not been devised which would bring out
the differences we presume must exist in the utilization of clectro-
recption in object detection between species, for example, the high
frequency-fixed fi equency species and those discharging the elec-
trical organ at a low and variable frequency.

Some of the difference last referred to may be involved in the
social communication function of the electric discharges and electro-
reception. Experiments (not reported here) in our laboratory and on
the Scripps Institution of Oceanography Research Vessel Alpha
Helix in the Amazon indicate a wide difference among species in
the amount and kind of behavioral response to electric pulse signals
of the type of the fish's own specics.

Between the properties of the peripheral receptors and the be-
havioral reactions is another chapter of interest, namely, the study
of second order and higher order processing of the sensory input by
the a•a,•lyc.s in the bitaii in oider to extract the information of
interest to the organism from the large number of parallel channels
of unit receptors. Enger and Szabo (1965) have successfully recc, 'd
from single neurons in the brain that show responses to objL cts
different from those of the sensory nerve fibers, e.g. phasic change
depending on direction of movement regardless of the nature of
the object, whether dielectric or conductor.

Instead of expanding on this discussion of electroreception, I
want to tell you about some recent work in the same direction in
the ultrasonic auditory systems of bats and dolphins, which my
colleagues and I (Drs. Nobuo Suga and Alan Grinnell and collabora-
tors in Japan) have worked with in the last few years.
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ULTRASONIC AUDITORY ANALYSIS

If an anesthetized bat is mounted in a holder with its head im.
mobilized and the roof of the midbiain is exlx .d by opening thc
skull, a microelectrode consisting of a glass capillary drawn to a
fraction of a micron dia.meter at the tip and filled with a conduct-
ing salt solution, can be introduced into the portion of the midbrain
called the inferior colliculus and advanced in steps of a few microns
while the potential difference between this and an indifferent elec-
trode on the skin or muscle is watched on the cathode ray oscillo-
scope screen. This is, in fact, a widely used technique for hunting
for single nerve cells or nerve fibers in the brain in order to study
their properties and responses to stimuli of many kinds. It is a
technique requiring patience and luck combined with skill since
the factors that operate to permit picking up single units that are
still functioning are not really understood, while clearly the vast
majority of nerve cells the electrode encounters or passes are not
heard from or are damaged. We therefore have no way of knowing
at present whether the units that w? do find and study are a repre-
sentative sample of the population or selected for some feature that
biases the sample.

Let us consider some of the kinds of units that have been en-
countered in such xploration in bats. The reason for studying bats

is that, in association with their elaborate behavioral employment
of echolocation, the auditory system in the brain is enormously de-
veloped and readily accessible and the range of hearing extending
into the ultrasonic above 100 khz gives us more than two extra
octacS ot 1uum fOr( t 'verir> tiuin'y stimuli.

k'iibt, we shall plot the response of each unit by choosing a pure
tone that is effective in causing impulses in the unit, when delivered
with a gradual rise that prevents the onset click and maintained
for a period longer than the latent period of the unit spike. Now,
we shall weaken the intensity of the sound until an arbitrary cri.
terion of threshcld is reached, for example one spike response in ten
repetitions of the tone pip or a spike probability of 0.1. These stim.
u.as conditions establish a point on a graph of frequency against
intensity at threshold which we may call the excitatory response
area curve. This curve is typically U or V shaped with a best fre-
quency where the threshold is minimal and rising thresholds at
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higher and louer frequenicies. Some of the units encountered have a
broad response area. Others have a narrow response area with a
much steeper fali in sensitivity on each side of a narrow best fre-
quency. Some units show suppression by high intensities, at an
tupper threshold, therefore giving a graph which is a closed figure.

Now let us add a further test. Delivering a sound within the re.
sponse area that is above threshold at some effective frequency, we
will now try the effect of superimposing sounds of other frequencies
an i intensities. In some units, particularly those with the narrow
,x -itatoly response area, we find sounds both inside and outside of
this area which therefore do not cause any excitation but which are
effective in altering the response to the conditioning tone in the

direction of suppression. In this way we can plot the threshold in-
tensities at different frequencies for the inhibitory effect and obtain
an inhibitory area (Fig. 10). This may overlap the excitatory response
area; that is to say tones in the overlap region not only can elicit spikes
but at the same time inhibit the responses to other tones simultane-
ously delivered. Inhibitory areas may occur on either high frequency
or low frequency side of the excitatory response area, or on both sides.
In the latter case, they may be quite symmetrical or one inhibitory
area lnay have a considerably more sensitive best frequency than the
other. On the basis of simple stimuli with pure tones, single 01 paired,

we have found an array of different types of units by the limited
criteria of wide versus narrow excitatory ýesponse area, high inten-
sity suppression, presence or absence of inhibitory area, one or two
inhibitory areas, and symmnetry or asymmetry of two inhibitory ateas.
We would plubiiily find still further differentiation of types of nerve
cells if we looked at. other critesia such as the time course of response
to stimuli at a fixed moderate intensity or at a certain number of
decibels above threshold.

Instead, let us introduce another form of stimulation, namely, fre-
quency modulated tones. If during the latent period of response the
tone is swept through the frequencies included in the response area
we will get a response, providing the intensity is above the best
frequency threshold and the sweep rate is suitable-about one octave
in 4 msec. If the frequency modulated tone starts in an inhibitory
response area there will generally b, no response even though
the tone sweeps into an excitatory response area. At these sweep
rates presumably there is an aftereffect of the inhibition which
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iacu-Rn 10. Three kVij. of auditory ner'e cells in the ur-in of a bat (dia-
grammatic), and an arrangement of them that would explain the responses
specialized so that frequency modulated tones are recogniied but fixed fre-quency tones cause no response. Neurons "a" and "b" do respond to fixed

frequency tones (excitatory response area in white); they also have inhibitory
areas (hatched) and these are asymmetrical, in the opposite senses for "a"
and for "b". The result is that "a" responds to upward sweeping FM tones
(solid arrow) at low intensity and not to downward sweeping FM at any
intensity (dashed arrow): "b" is the opposite. If "a" is inhibitory to "c" (here
-hown via an interneuron "i") and "b" is excitatory, the result w;ll be that
c' responds to no pure tone, but has an inhibitory response area and fires

only to downward sweeping FM tones in the right range. The table shows
the effect of different tones as indicated on the abscissa upon the three
neurons. E and e arce stronger and weaker excitation, I and i are stronger
and weaker inhibition, 0 represents no effect. (Kindness, N. Suga).

Ai
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suppresses responsc during the brief period of the excitatory stim.
ulus. Therefore. in geneeral, there is no rcsponse to frequcncy mod-
ulated tones in symmetrical units or units with inhibitory a,'eas well
developed on both sides of the excitatory. In asymmetrical units

t frequency modulated toncs can cause a response at low intensity if
swept in the right direction, that is, from the excitatory towards the
inhibitory frequencies. The variety of types of rrTpinse to frequency
nmodulated tones is further increased because some units have in-
hibitory areas to simultaneously delivercd tones but not to inimedi-
ately successive tonc so that the frequency niodalatcd stimulus does

not show a directional preference.
With this background you may see the great interest in the dis-

covery of some units in the highest level of the auditory system, i.e.,
ill the cerebral cortex, which do not respond to any pure tones what-
ever but do respond to frequency modulated tones in the correct
Jzalige and direction (Fig. 10). One of the particularly exciting and
Jpregnant directions in which contemporary neuronal physiology is
developing is in the discovery and analysis of what I call recognition
units, that is, units which are property detectors responding to mod-
crately complex combinations of features in the stimulus situation,
for example, small dark moving objects in the visual field or rec-
tangles in a certain orientation. Here is a particularly good one in
the auditoiy domain, because it is so quantitatively specifiable, of
intermediate complexity and readily understood on ýhe basis of a
model requiriii, simply the convergence of two of tf . simpler kinds
of asymmetri, units, one presumed to be excitatory and the other
inhibitory to the recognition unit. In no other recognition unit so
far is there such a satisfactory model (Suga, 1965) based on known
types of simpler units. The model is non-trivial also because it as-
serts that dhe ciucial interaction is based on inhibitory action and
not on augmentation or facilitation.

If we add another complication to the stimulus we quickly find
units whose behavior cannot yet be explained fully. In his current
work in our laboratory, Dr. Suga is permuting combinations of pure
tones, frequency modulated tones and bursts of white noise, band-
limited at Lhosen upper and lower bounds. These three basic forms
of stimulation simulate rather well the major componenta of human
speech, namely, the formants prominent in vowels, the transitions
and die wide spectrum bursts dominant in the consonants. Suga
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(1968) finds unit~s which respond to each of these three alone, and not

to the other two. or to (woof i lee but not the thid l::,n of stim-
ulation or to all three fornis given iu coanhibiationq, There raln IV

inhibit y interaction in many cases bu so far no facilitatory inter-
action. The response to a given vowel or a transition call therefore
be very much dependent on the other frcqtieni. is present besides the
constant frcquency or the noxlulated ficquenty. Many units are thus
scnsitive to the sound structutc, not only to the frequency, but to the
$stcccssiton of intensities.

Another way of studying the propeities of atuditory ceiiteis is by

recoiding with elccirodcs that see more than one nerve cell at a
time and give us the compound potential resulting fhone the summed
activity of several or many units. We will call these responses evoked
pole "ials and it is evident already that dieir behavior will not be
entirely predictable from what we have learned about tnits since
it is not to be assumed that we have seen all types of units or know
their relative contributions or their microdistribution within the

tissue.

Grinnell (196•a, b, c, d) has given us a series of thorough studies
of the behavior of evoked potentials in bats at different levels of the
auditory system and I select here only some features for mention. The
evoked potential is chiefly an onset response but is nevertheless quite
dependent for its detailed form upon the frequency composition
of the tone. It is also very sensitive to slight changes of intensity,
down to 0.2 to 0.5 db. A few hundred cycles of difference in frequency
around 50 khli producte a distinguishable alteration in the form of the
response. The evoked potential is preferable to the tanit spike te-
coiding for the study of latent period and recovery after a condition-
ing stimulus since the response is more consistent. The bat is highly
specialized for time resolution of auditory signals and shows ex-
tremely rapid recovery with nearly complete temporal resolution
down to less than I mnsec of interval between two clicks, This recovery
is better at low intensity stimulation and, surprisingly, at higher
levels of the auditory system. Indeed, at higher levels there is a period
following the first tone pip when the response is moie excitable than
normally, even at periods as short as 1.5 to 2 riset. The case of spe-
cial interest for the normal behavior of the bat is the case of high
intensity sound simulating the bat's own cry and a low intensity
second sound like the normal echo, Recovery is still remarkably good
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whcn the hii ,t soiltun is 40 to ,50 db stroligcr than tile secound the sec.
uond tone gives 25 to 50 per cent response at I to 2 msec interval.
Clcarly there is tentiral pioccsing betweein the first and the later
auditory tenters which enhances the sensitivity to subscquciit sounds,

Another evidCUnc of central Inocessing is in the. improvement of
directional sensitivity from lower to higher centers. Sensitivity to the
dircction of a source of ound is important for the bat and is highly
developed; the waximum difference between the most sensitive direc-
tion and the least sensitive direction is front 40 db to 68 db in some
experiments. Some single units at higher levels have shown a differ-
encc in threshold of as inudl as 9 db per degree of azimuth.

The central processing involved in directionality is also relevant to
the resistance to jamming, which is another evidence of specialization
for the echolocation employed by these anilnals. Sharp tuning of Many
units is no doubt a major part of jamming icsistance; tuning can be as
sharp as 35 db per khz. This can be combined with the sensitization
brought about by the first tone pip and with the directionality and

4 binaural interaction, especially at higher centers. that will reduce the
effect of a noisc suu,-c c unirg fiorn a different direction.

1 A bat and a dolphin are about as dramatic a contrast as the mam-
malt offer-in size, habitat, appendages-and attractiveness to man.
Yet it was basically a similarity between them that led a group of
Japanese and a gruup of Amerirau scientist,, of whom I was one, to
collaborate on the first series of electrol)hvsiological recording studies
on cetaceans, using the recently developed breakthrough in anesthesia
of these difficult animals (Nagel ct al, 196.1). That similarity is the use
of echolocation to deter t objet is and find and discriminate prey. thi

use of ultrasonic frequrncies, short click-like sounds, rapid and
&upiaahtic.aL' :1:Ijl i t(fit ot" L,,ids and the possession ot large and
elalorate brain regions associated with auditory functions. The kind
and degree of hypertrophy in different regions, from medulla to col.
liculus, to geniculate, to cortex is quite different in clironterans and
cetaceans, and the overall brain develo|pment is mostly greater in
dolphins than in bats. Dolphins are highly vocal aninials and use a
repertoire of sounds, probably largely for social communication,
that is one of the widest and most varied in the animal kingdomn.

All this makes an examination of the physiological capacities and
specializations of the auditory centers of the dolphin brain a most
desirable objective. I want to tell you briefly what we learned in two
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stulying. The ntidbninvi pt•,ived to Ie an ex ,llrt tornpromitc, with
a target we Iuld hit andt a to(nli)uthd evoked potcntial in Iu-spoiles
to suitable iso hds, thlat bli1,wrd a gtatif)ing drgice of zelwatability
in Succesive txi., rilii11s.

An electrode in the infrlifr Cl'iulusl ;.olds ;is Hit and COMI)plex
series of waves, ,clji ctitiie, .4uiviry in a population of wrll-synchro-
saited neuirons, Ihle rIojtlmuid rcip)ou scs of ntany units making up
the evoked ipotetial ofIClt Allows More subtle I¢SlXISCS to Stilnutlus
1otilitioti thlat single tnitns a% well as slo1t hara.y. catlica rctovety
anld a bIticr sample front whim(h (o judge the soumd ficuitirm y range
of the 21ninal' i lCAN bug.

"The performnanre of the dolphitn midbrain poientials is rcmark-
able comj ta red to ordinal' y lahlu.ory IuainaUllals t nimt 1w like that
of the bat. F"il~l, t11C I LU%'Cl ) IS SO I .Aid diit a ItUtb)i Atial 1o a neatly
comnlJetc res1wuime tal be ubtaived to the sctond of two clicks only
one ilisccitontd or less after the frit one (Fig. 12), and it will follow
a train of clicks ut to 2000 per sccond, '[he response is extremely
phsid and bI ief and i ~j.l at gf..l to it tone hutnst OS ills. ill dii atiot
as .o one of 4 or moir tn. Though not selnsitive to dination, the
euvked potential is setisitive to changes in rise time and this in a very
fast rawgc. 0.1 to 1.0 1n1. It is also scnsiiv&' to 1ie frc'tilley within a
tonic pip even when tihe duration is otnly 0.1 ills., therefore (ontaining
only 2 to 10 cycles. lit c• tai ranges the amplitude and fortmt of the po-
tential is highly sett.itivc to changes ill sound initcility as small as I
db, The range of efec live ficqueucies extends at least tult to 135 klhz
and best ncctucitcies are uiually atound 40 khz. Wave form is matlked-
ly altered not nnly by frequcny but by the range, rate and direction
o!A frequency m:dulatioi. I1 is also mitered, without necessarily any
attenuation, by sibtle changes li the quality of sounds, as by a thin
paper screen held (Fig. 13) at a czitital place near the face. Masking
by certain fncqnucnvcs and especially by white noise, is prominent.

lint hort, the sysm|n is highly developed for rapid, high frequency,
brief sound stimuli and for small differences between such stimuli.
The dolphin has teen shown behaviorally to eclholocate. The spw-
cialiiations are in many ways similar to those of bats but we have
probably only stratched the srfatce; in pat ticular we will doubtless
find other pat Is of tIe systCi sl cCialized more for the longet, lower
frequency sounds of souial communication than for dic clicks and
echol.

U)

1~|
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FIGURE 13. Evoked potentials from the midbrair of the dolphin, Stenella,
showing the sensitivity of waveform to distortion of the sound field. A piece
of thin notepaper, 10 x 15 cm. was held 2 cm. from the skin over the portion
of the head indicated. Head and loudspe'ker wer. in air. Tone pips of 50
khz, 0.5 ms in duration, abrupt rise and fall J..icks) at 0 db, repeated at 20
per second, delivered by speaker on animal's right. Recording electrodes in
both left and right sides of the brain; 64 sweep samples averaged for each
line; two successive averages superimposed; time of full sweep equal 32
msec. (From Bullock et a], 1968).

Incidentally, we found the surprising fact that the receptive field
does not converge on the extrernal ear. The most sensitive region,
mapped with a small roving ,ound source (animal and source either
in air or in water), is the side of the mandible opposite the midbrain
whose response is being used as endpoint; the next sensitive is over
the ipnilateral melon (forehead) (Fig. 14). The cone of reception is
much narrower and steeply falling off than in ordinary mammals.
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X. ....

Fir~uas 14. P'.ttemn of sensitivity of an individual Sienella to sound produc',d
by a hydrophonc pressed against the head surface a, the points shown. The

* numerical values represent attenuation at threshold; therefore, the largest
numbers represent greatest sensitivity. Contour lines are drawn at intervals

* of 5 db in sensitivity. Recording was fronm the inferior colliculus. Note that
sensitivity was greatest along the side of the contralateral mandible (except
for under the tongue), and on the ipsilateral melon. (From Bullock et al,
1968).

These examples have been chosen to indicate about where we are
today in understanding biological sensors. They illustrate a hetero-
gcneous and irregular, shifting frontier. We can he confident not
only that many of our ideas and interprotations today will prove to
be wrong but that new types of questions and mysteries will continue
to emerge faster than old oncs are cleared up.
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IX. Recent Advances In Organic
Fluorine Chemistry

JOSEPH D. PARK

THE FIELD OF ORGANIC FLUORINE chemistry was given a great impetus
in the United Stites by the pioneering work of the late Drs. Thomas
Midgley and Albert H. Henne who were instrumental in starting the
fluorocarbon refrigerant and propellant industry.

Serendipity has always played an important part in chemistry. Let
us take the above case leading up to the development of the Freons-
the non-toxic, nonflammable refrigerant now universally used in
electrical refrigeration and air conditioning. In 1929, Midgley, the
inventor of Ethyl gas, and Henne, his assistant, were called upon by
Charles F. Kettering of the General Motors Research Corporation. to
find a substitute for sulfur dioxide, a toxic and corrosive chemical
then in use as a refrigerant. An error in the literature led these men .o
the use of CCI2Fa, now known as Refrigerant-12, as the desirable st b-
stitute. From this first pound of Freon made in 1929, United States
production reached over 600 miljion pounds for the year 1967. More

than two-thirds of this tonnage is presently utilized as aerosol propel-
lanis for products necessary for milady's vanity and convenience.

Again, the long arm of coincidence and serendipity played a repeat
performance, as if on demand, in the case of Teflon. True. Teflon was
an accidental discovery, but it was Dr. Roy J. Plunkett's curiosity and
persistence which eventually paid off.

He and I were assigned to the same project-the syntheses of new
fluorine refrigerants at du Pont. As an intermediate, he had to synthe-

JOSEPH D. PARK is Professor of Chemistry at the University of Colo-
rado. His interests have been in calorimetry involving heats of reaction
of fluorinaied organic compounds and in the syntheses of various organo-
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Chemical Society. He was named University Lecturer on Research and
Ct.ative Work for 1967-1968 at the University of Colorado.
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size and store tetrafluoroethylcnc in a pressure cylinder. This com-
pound, which boils at -800 C., was previously reported to be in-
capable of undergoing polymerization. After about six months' stor-
age, Dr. Plunkett had occasion to use the gas again. Wheti he opened
the valve on the inder, no gas evolved. Many of us would have
discarded the cylinder as being empty. However, Dr. Plunkett had a
good record of the net, tare .1nd gross of the cylinder, which told him
that the cylinder was not empty. Suspecting a clog in the valve, we
cooled the cylinder in liquid nitrogen and unscrewed the valve,
which was found to be unclogged. Looking down into the cylinder
with the aid of a flashlight, we found a dense white deposit in the
bottom. In order to secure the material, the cylinder had to be cut
open with a hacksaw. Thus, out of a research for new refrigerants
came the unsought-for miracle polymer, Teflon, which survived many
abortive attempts to bring about its demise.

Lest one gets the impression that all important advances and de-
velopments in chemistry are the result of serendipity, we must not
forget that the key is that the researcher must retain at all times a
sensitive curiosity which is stimulated to examine these unexpected
results.

Wonderful serendipity had previously reared its beautiful head in
the synthesis of tetrafluoroethylene-the monomer so necessary for the
production of Teflon. Starting out on a program based on a hypoth.
esis which later proved to be incorrect, I first began to study the
pyrolysis of various fluorinated compounds. Availability of the start.
ing materials determined the order in which the various compounds
were to be subjected to this study. Only the first four compounds
studied yielded economically desirable products, among them bcing
tetrafluoroethylene, a product which we were not looking for. This
method, first carried out in 1939, is still in use as the major process
for the synthesis of tetrafluoroethylene-anothcr windfall and un-
looked for "spin-off." This one product gave organic fluorine chem-
istry the biggest boost, not only in economics, but also by giving
greater impetus to fundamental research in fluorine chemistry.

This material has been the basis for the production of not only
Teflon but also for Viton-A, Poly HFP, Fluorel, Krytox, E-Fluid,
material of great economic importance, as well as of scientific interest.

Another accidental discovery was that of "squaric acid" in our
laboratories at the University of Colorado. I first passed up this most
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interesting material, chemically known as 1, 2-dihydroxy-3, 4-cyclobu-
tenedione, which one of my students, Dr. Cohen, had accidentally
prepared. Preliminary examination showed this compound to be
devoid of any fluorine atom. I told him to let it lie since we just
couldn't be caught synthesizing, even accidentally, a non-.uorine-
containing organic molecule. Eventually, however, we allowed this
material to see the light of, hemical day in order to justify Dr. Cohen's
doctoral dissertation. It may be ironical that if posterity is to reniem.
ber both Dr. Cohen and me for our chemical contributions, it may
well be ior our discovery of "squaric acid"-a non-fluorinated product
emanating from a laboratory devoted to fluorine chemistry. Such is
serendipity.

At this point, it may also be quite apropos to introduce the steps
leading to the filament formation of Nylon.4. Study of this new
polymer was being carried out by one of my students, Dr. Pavlow. All
attempts to draw filaments were unsuccessful. One day, a stirring rod
was accidentally left in the polymer dissol" cd in formic acid. Several
days later, in pulling out the stirring rod from the sticky mess, we
obtained filaments which could be oriented and therefore economic-
ally useful. This, we later found out, was how Dr. Julian Hill of the
du Pont Company first obtained a filament from Nylon.6 polymer
which made economically feasible the great new synthetic textile
field.

We first embarked on the syntheses of icactive monomers for poly.
merization studies on the basis of a seminal 5uggestion by Piofcur ,r
Paul Floiy, than an advisor for AFOSR. He suggested that a hetero-
atom in the fluorocarbon backbone should be of some help ii, pIc.
paring elastomers with desirable low and high temperature proper-
ties. Studies on this basis led researchers to the development of fluor.
inated nitroso rubbers. My group at the University of Colorado con-
tributed quite significantly to the synthesis of CF 3-N--O which
copolymerized with CF2 "CF 2 to lead to the elastomeric nitroso
product.

It is our belief that it is in this pregnant field of fluorine endeavor
that eventual solution of the sealant program for the supersonic
transport (SST) will be made.

With this historical treatme'it as the prologue, we will now con-
sider the various chemical facets relating to some recent advances in
organic fluorine chemistry under the following headings:

.9*

• ! -
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I.) The utilization of photochemical and thermal reactions leading
to new synthetic routes to unsaturated polycyclic compounds contain-
ing polyfunctional groupings in highly fluorinated compounds.

II.) Recent advances and progress in the reaction of polyfluoro.
cycloalkenes with various nucleophiles and the probable pathways
of the reaction..

The above methods lead to the syntheses of new compounds useful
,i as intermediates capable of undergoing further reaction, i.e., poly.

merization, tclomerization, etc.

A. Synthesis and Chemistry of Unsaturated Polycyclic
Fluorocarbons

The early work in this field is that of Park and Frankle,-,c.d covering
the chemistry of the bicyclobutyl derivatives of the following type:

i! r .. )-�(' r•o- where X=H or F. In this series of studies we

showed how the various compounds were synthesized by a process
involving co-dimerization under thermal conditions.

l-Chloro-1,2,2.trifluorethylene (F11 IS) adds to !,1,4,4.tetrafluoro-
butadicne (I) in good yield to form l-(/2,q-diPuoro)-viiuyl-2,3,3.4,4.
pentafluoro-2-chlorocyclobutane (11). No diadduct was obtained in
this reaction at 1600 or 2200 C.

iF,.cacF,

II

Similarly, ll-dichloro-2,2-difluoroethylene (FI12A) codimerizes
with I to afford 1-(p,O3-difluoro)vinyl-2,2-dichloro.3,3,4,4-tetrafluoro-
cyclobutane (IIl) in varying yields. The yield of III was 39% when

heat Ci
III
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the reaction was conducted at 2050 but rosv. to 93% at 220'. In addi-
tion to III anid I 12A direr a substantial high boiling fractioii (137.
160") is obtaincd in this cxperiniett. Thiec tonponcnts we' c isolated
from this fraction whose stn nictuic cannot be determined. 'I lie hoped
for diadduct of 11 12A and I was not prcsent in the mixture.

Dehydrohalogenation of the vinyl cycliibntanes, 11 and III, has
been the subject of extensive iiivcstigation. As reported previously,

"oi 19 1, 4_

T a r
5 H C

both compounds react with KOH in mineral oil but yields arc unner.

tain with considerable polymerizatimi, or decomposition -ad loss of
both HF and HCI occurs to give a mixture of products (IV, V, VI).

The reaction of 11 with KOH in ethanol gives a very complex mix-
ture of the three possible dienes (IV, V, VI1 (HIF and HCI elimina-
tion) (-35%) and at least ten ethers (-65%). Although a ('omplete
analysis of this complex mixture was impossible. some components
were identificd. An interesting major product (1 was asigned
the structure VII on the basis of its IR aid mass spectra. It might
arise from F- attack on 11 or addition of HF to IV. The major ether

Itca

Vii Vill

product (-17%7) has tentatively been assigned structure VIII. This is
based largely on the IR spectrum as a molecular ion is absent in the
mass speztrum. Most of the products are highly reactive diene ethers
and are unsuitable for analysis.

Reaction of III with KOH and ethanol similarly gives a mixtur,-
of products. Two unsaturated ethers and one saturated ethei were
isolated in addition to the diene, V. Data collected on these ethers
has not yet allowed structure assignments.

Several other dehydrohalogenittion mediums were investigated in
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hopes of obtaining exclusive dehydrochlorination in good yield. Tri-
cthylamnine reat~s violently with III even if highly diluted and at
-76°'G. Pyridine and anilinc react less violently but with appreciable
dis oloration or polymci itation. Aniline night teat t suitably in cold
(dilute solutions. Dilute aqueous KOH again gave HF and HCI elim-
ination in a slow reaction. Hydrolysis for degradation caused rapid
base depletion anti a poor recovere of fluorocarbons. Silver oxide in

SDMF and diglymc gave mixtures of products in low conversion.
Silver oxide in ethanol is the best solvent yet discovered for the de-

hydhohalogennation of Ill. The reaction is complete under mild con-
ditions and affords the diene, V, in 55,7, y-cld aid l-(3,fl-difluro-fi.
ethoxy).ethane)l-2-chloroei'ralluorocyclobutene (IX) and I-(#-fluoro-

To, IF

Sf-ethoxyl-vinyl-2-clloi,,tetrafluororyclobutcne (X) in 25 and 20%

yields respectively. X has been shown to be the trans (H-F) isomer by
proton NMR. No cis isomer is produced, Since IX is not stable with
respect to X under the rcaction conditiuons it must be concluded that
X results front nucleophilic attack on the diene, V. This is confirmed
quantitatively by monitoring the ratio of the two products as the
reaction plogresses. The reason for such an atitack giving rise to tran.
X exclusively is unclear.

Investigations on the hydrolysis of the ethers IX and X were con-
ducted, Treatment of either compomnd with conceotratid siilfoa it
acid rti:its in a rapid and quantitative conversion to 1-carboxy-
methyi-.2-chloro-3, ., 4, 4tetrafluorocyclobutene (XI).

P'. - 01 •,l• L/--XHsc .{I

A codinierization of the mixed dienes obtained from dehydrohalo-
genation of !! with Gcnetron 1113 lcd to a comnpilcx mixture as antici-
pared. A substantial portion of the diencs was recovered unreacted
and no cyclobutencyiyclobutanes were observed. Two bicyclobu-

I .
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tencs were ill the product utixture resultihg from titeinial dehydro-
fluorination of the missing adduts., Othor ite ot ts may be pnuseit
and futthlcr invVstigAdi0oS aMe ill pi ogleS. The lowrst boililg addtlutt
has been assigned st1 LiUtile VI.

T

Lill LIV

This is supported by the nia$s specrtrum (m/c = 302 with one Ci),
partial analysis and an IR •i'lctrizti shoiwin g a sthorigly conjugated
unsymiictri(al daicac systcm. '1Th see old adduit CuoletCWd has Ibcn
assigned a structure, It is 2,2'-dithlh)oocialluorobi(y4lobutene, A
third isomeric component has been isolated. Its IR spectruni and
melting point distinguish it from the preceding compound. Con.
sideration of possible products leads to Ole conclusion that he. 44-011.

potand has strutt;ie XillI oi XIV. Fluorine NAMR will serve to dis.

tingitish between these possibilities.
A codinieriyation between Genetron I112A and the diem', It!, was

also carried out but has not yct beeni wOlkcd up. (Conisideliablc kll-
reac ted diene was recovered.

A significant advance in the synthesis of thie title compounds has
been accomldished by S. K, Choi of this L.aboratory in a rea(tion ill
which l-ixlo-2-chlorotetrafluorocydhbutenc has b[eti toul)lcd on
pabsing over hot copper. Studies have inddkated the nieed fo' a long
c0ntact time and a trace of DNIF- as a catalyst. Yields are ncaily

C,,M XTv•t to

Cl

quantitative with complete conversion with stificient contact time
over copper 1sowdci. The 2,2'-dichl(roo("ctahlrior-obi(ytul)utenic (XV)
obtained has been the subjet t of nunlewouas additional studies.

This was matade possible by our discovery of a new inethiil of pre.
paring vinylic iodo compounds prepared by the following sequence of

L.
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C-Cl ma.C-Pr

*C-c I C-Cl, C-Pr

CI
reactions. In addition to the thermial icaction of ~J ,the ultra.

viot umdiaio of[flxover mercury Yielded F~---~ Sim-

ilar couplinmg results wcei olitainud [tcon the c iresponding diiodo
1}vrluoro(yrloltexeinc.

These vinlylic Iimoiioiodo and diiodo coinpotinid gave tis an rt
* ~to comlxpunds, licietofore unknown and inaccessible, through the

isolation of the cor responding vinylic rnono-lithio atid dilithio or-
g~illmi( (1Cl iAi 'C.it

T'he preparationl of the cyclic vinylithiuink reageunts was at'coni-
pl ishec by treat ing eithcr I .iodio-2-liaIojwa-fltiu~rx ycl''.lkemits with
Jllt tliyl Iili tilli ill (CLIICI at - 78'. Silwq)(.Itien tiicatimle ut withI either
dry iuc or. more preckrably. with gascous carbon dioxidr yieldlctl after
hydrolysis, the coricsponud log carhiuxy derivatives,

Not sutprjiri~igly, lithiutik halogeit exthlaulge wcrc (onfincid cxdlu.
sively co the vimmylic iodo and brumnv suhatituents. Indeed, the chemrical
literature is Ibercft of any references to fluoro or chioro substituments

entering into halogen metal intcrchamuges except in highly specialized
instances. Trreatment of thc 1,26d iiodocycloole fins with two equiv.
alents of niethyllitliium ill ether at -...78" afforded, interestingly, the
dilithio specie-characterized by their conversion to the cogrespond.
ing diacide derivatives. In contrast, treatment of 1, 2-d ibr,5inote tra-

I *Qt5 L - (C'r V. 1

fluorocyclobutene- I with excess ethymynagnesimnl bromlide in ether
reportedlly yields nonc of the analogous di.Griguuard rcageml. In the
following chart is given a schematic flow diagram of some of the
reactions.



C- C-CH,0

1. N' 2.

ý-Oc~tC-Ct

(Cr.j

I (tI~ ~.
C-Cl r,-.Gcl C- 01C

*Jhc lit Iii' de~rivatim~ have ;list) hceri titil imic to predtc otherr or-
gammuictuallic comimmu~idi. -1 fie fol lowing ilIetht(d of ~in ejmmi .1lll for

LI~ 4jis typical, #I UtCl,

In W~e Manner, e tt. have c t-iil pi ep'arcd

CCl

The mi~~tiofls of (w., r- 1 with odho. nIIvdcophikes have alsu
-- C -Cl

L1ccii illetIg~telgdcl andI 111C i(SII!tS fouii id I litt'i Vtin I K.1lld wotthy, of
fuiller studies. Ochei .sucdcophiics ize beinig studicd.

I hms cycloalkciie dfijodides aliso utidctgo thermtal icactimlls ill file
presence of coppcr tu y-ield hterctolove uwiAvailiable fused aromatic
(lei avatuves colitainling lluorane.

1 Cm

heat
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The chemistry of these compounds is now under study. Due to the
large cluster of fluorine atoms in the fused ring system, the aroma-
ticity of the benzene nucleus should be lessened and also it should
be possible to prepare the radicalanion of compounds of this type.

Utilization of similar cyc!oalkencs with pendant functional groups
should lead to the synthesis of compounds of the following type:

This or similar compounds should have interesting polymeric prop.
erties.
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A major portion of the work described above was carried out by Messrs, Bruce
Nakata, H. E. Romine, S. K. Choi and Clarence Bertino. To them and to my other
students should go most of the credit.

B. The Reaction Of Halogenated Cycloalkenes with
Nucleophiles

Although the reaction of aiicyclic polyhalogenated olefins with
nucleophiles has been studied since the late nineteen-forties, a Co-
hesive explanation of the experimental data was not available until
recently. E. W. Cook'a and J. R. Dickib rationalized the products of
alkoxide displacement on polyhalogenated cyclobutenes in terms of
the stabilization of a discrete carbanion intermediate. The inter-
mediacy of carbanions in these and similar reactions has been as-
sumed by all subsequent workers in this laboratory, even though
attempts to trap these carbanions have failed thus far.

INTRODUCTION

The reactions of halogenated alicyclic olefins with nucleophiles
have received considerable zttention in the !ast decade.2 Enough
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work has now been carried out to warrant a review and to attempt
to encompass the available data within a general mechanistic inter-
pretation. This review is concerned chiefly with the most extensively
studied class of nucleophiles, the alkoxide ion, although several other
nucleophilic species will be examined briefly in the concluding
section.

GENERAL MECHANISTIC CONSIDERATIONS

The generally accepted mechanistic interpretation of nucleophilic
substitution reactions of fluoroolefins involves a bimolecular, rate.
determining carbanion formation, a concept first advanced by Miller"
in rationalizing the base-catalyzed addition of alcohols to chlorotri-
fluoroethylene. The following mechanism has been proposed as a
compromise between a concerted displacement of vinylic halide and
an addition-elemination of hydrogen halide, the differentiation be-
tween which cannot be made on the basis of available data.

e-P

c-Xx C-t

a -
-

1cc- I .

ELECTRONIC DIRECTIVE EFFECTS

Although the consequences of electronic control of nucleophilic
attack on halogenated cycloalkenes arc well documented, the mechan.
ism of this electronic control is somewhat more subtle. A useful
criterion for predicting the course of alkoxide attack on halocyclo.
alkenes has evolved from the reaction scheme illustrated above, Com-
parison of the relative stability of carbanions arising from nucleo-
ph'lic attack on an asymmetrically substituted olefin indicates that
products are generally derived from the more stable intermediate,
e.g., formation of the more stable carbanionic intermediate deter-
mines the direction if attack, Implicit to this conclusion is the as-
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sumption that the transition state leading to the carbanionic inter.
mediate closely resembles the charged species in question.0

There is, however, an increasing bulk of evidence which has ac-
cumulated indicating that this piemise must be modified to rational-
ize the behavior of vinyclic fluorine. The susceptibility of a fluorine-
carrying carbon toward attack by nucleophiles has been attributed
to a mesomeric drift of electron density to the pi-system; the inability
of an a-fluorine to stabilize the negative charge of a carbanionic inter-
mediate; and attack at the more elcctropositive (fluorine-carrying)
carbon. Although the intramolecular comrpetitions discussed in this
review cannot distinguish between these possibilities, there is strong
evidence that the reactivity of fluorine reflects a special activation of
vinylic F and not a deactivation of the alternate site of attack.

When a mixture of chloroheptafluorocyclopentene and 1,2-di-
chlorohexafluorocyclopentene were allowed to compete for an in-
sufficient amount of alkoxide ion, 1-chloroheptafluorocyclpentene
was found to react to the near exclusion of the latter.5a Since the rela.
tive stabilization by substituetnts 3 to the negative charge ("p-effects")
actually favor the carbanion not involved" and the a-stabilization
("ac-ffects") are identical, the results support the concept or ground
state activation. The speed and exothermic nature of these reactions

4."
Il

PS c
fit the Hammond conditions for a transition states more closely re-

Although a discrete carbanion may not actually be involved in thes reactions,
the transition state leading to a concerted displacement of halide would presum.
ably possess considerable bond formation between the attacking alkoxide and
relatively slight bond cleavage between the carbon and the leaving halogen, a
conclusion in agreement with the generally accepted concept of transition states
for other reactions at unsaturated centers of low electron densky such as carbonyl"
and phosphoryl.b

"* It has been demonstrated that a p-chlorine is superior to a p-fluorine in
stabilization of a carbanionic intermediate. For a more detailed examination of
p-substituent effects on product distribution, see page 226.
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sembling the cycloalkene than the products or intermediates. The
first step is, thus, rapid and independent of the relative stability of
the carbanion being formed. The reversibility of this first step; e.g.,
the possibility of the anion proceeding to product through the slow
step, cannot be excluded at present.

It should also be noted that in many of the examples cited in this
review, attack at the more electron deficient carbon, presumably the
carbon bearing the more electronegativc halogen, would lead to an
order of reactivity similar to that predicted by relative carbanion
stability.

A spectra of examples falling between the two extremes may well
exist where both factors contribute to the observed result and where
relatively minor changes in structure of the reactants may have a
marked effect on the course of the reaction.

STERIC DIRECTIVE EFFECTS

In contrast to the wealth o! data proving electronic differences
between halogen substituents vital in halide displacements, only
limited evidence is available concerning the possible role of steric
factors.

Park and Coatessb have investigated the reaction of various alk-
oxides with l-bromo.2-chlorotetrafluorocyclobutene and found no
significant differences in ether-product distribution. These results sug-

Dr OR fir

0 1. RH C1 CRq

OR = OMe, OEt, n-PrO, n-BuO, I.PrO, piperidine, phenoxy, t-BuO.

geit steric differences of the halides to be of minimal importance in
halocyclobutene-alkoxide reactions but do not necessarily exclude
steric interactions at the a-carbon if the assumption is made that the
effective bulk of the two halogens is similar; e.g., unequal solvation
of the two halogens and/or the interatom C-X distance increases at a
rate equal to, or faster titan, the increase in Van der Waals radius
of X."

In a similar fluorocarbon system, Millt " and co-workers observed

A similar argument has been advanced by Brown and Klimi.ch' in the
rationale of E-2 elimination reactions.
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the reactivity of l-alkoxy-2-chlorohexafluorocyclopcntene toward at.
tack by a 20 amine to be in the order Me >EtO'>>iPrO,0 and

.. C#, -a4ol

concluded that this order must be associated with steric hindrance
at the double bond. Caution must be exercised in equating these re-
suits with those of Coates as this displacment of halide with rearrange-
nicnt could conceivably arise from a concerted pathway differing
from that of vinylic displacement of halogen.

Coates and Parkib also investigated the reaction of 1,2-dichloro-3,
3-dialkoxydifluorocyclobutene with alkoxide and found that the
ratio of 2,3,3-triether relative to 1,3,3-triether increased from 0.89
to 3.5 when methoxide was employed in place of ethoxide,' a result

AF,,le'

consistent with a steric effect.
Unfortunately, similar data are not available concerning attack

on compounds possessing dissimilar f-halogens.
Conclusions based on this evidence are tenuous but do suggest that

stereochemical factors may influcncc the reaction, particulaIly whnrn
electronic effects are of the same magnitude.

SUBSEQUENT COURSE OF THE REACf'ON

If a discrete intermediate is involved ;n these reactions, the sub-
sequent course of the reaction should be dependent only on the nature
of the substituents in the fl-positions. Results obtained with cyclo-
butenes and cyclopentenes substantiate this view that the more elec-
tronically favorable loss of halide occurs; the order of leaving group
ability being: I>Br>CI>F.6
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In cases where the halide is the same at both f-positions relative
to the carbanion, there is often a close competition depending on
the other substituent.'

Tatlow and co-workers9 have found, however, that additional fac-
tors must be considered with the cyclohexenes where both "inward"
(vinylic displacement) and "outward" (displacement with rearrange-
ment) loss of fluoride occurs from methoxide ion attack on nonaflu-
orocyclohexenes. They concluded that the data could best be ex-
plained un the basis of a trans addition of nucicophile with retention
of configuration of the carbanion formed during the short lifetime.
Product distribution results from the competition between electron-
ically favored "inwards" elimination of F from >C(F)OR and stereo-
chemically favored trans-"outward" elimination of F from >C(k)F.

5 'A
- 35•v. Ge..

Since stereochemical opposition to cis-coplanar eliminations ("in-
ward" eliminations in these examples) has been shown to be much
less in fluorocyclopentenes and butenes than in cyclohexernes, one
wou~d expect this criterion to become important only with cyclo-
hexenes.

Alternatively. vinylic displacement and displacement with rear-
rangement may not proceed through a common intermediate, the
conformational requirements for a SN2 ' being improved in the more
flexible ring system.

SYNTHESIS OF MONOETHERS
X=F

Park, Sharrah and Lacher'O0 were the first to react a cyclobutene

II
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with alkoxidc ion as chey found that methoxide, ethoxide, n-propox-
ide and kl.butoxide ion displaced (stepwise) both vinylic fluorine& in

perfluorocyclobutene.

Stockel, Beachem and Megson 1' reported similar results with the
perfluorocyclopentene system. However, a recent reinvestigation of

this work by Tatlow indicates that 4% of 3-methoxyheptafluorocyclo-
pentene is formed in addition to the previously reported"1 I-methoxy
isomer. Similarly, a trace of a compound believed to be 3-methoxy.
pentafluorocyclobutene was detected in the analogous cyclobutene

4 reaction. In the cyclohexenyl system, formation of the 3-methoxy
* ether appears to compete favorably with that of the 1-methoxy ether.

The first chloroether was synthesized by Park, Snow and Lacher's
from 1,2-dichlorotetrafluorocyclobutene. A similar result in the cydo-

A, -€

pentyl system was reported by Latif11 and Shepard.lab

K DIssIMILAR VINiYLIC HALOGEN

r The reactions of chloropentafluorocyclobutene and 1-chlorohepta-

I7
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fluorocyclopentene have been studied by Lorcnzi' 4 and Edelson,'5
respectively, with exclusive displacement of fluoride ion observed in
both cases. Bromononafluorocyclohexene yields a mixture of mono-

"3 (15)

ethers resulting from "inward" and "outward" F elimination follow-
ing attack at the fluorine bearing trigonal carbon.16

The reaction of perhalocycloalkenes with viiylic halogens other
than fluorine present one of the strongest arguments for a common
mechanistic interpretation of these reactions." The relative amounts
of monocthers isolated is in agreement with a-substituent effects on
carbanion formation observed in other studies.

(e4)C -if - Olt&4 _
it -PC' I + C;L

n X, X2 %II II/I
2 C Br 75 25 3
2 Br 1 90 10 9
2 Cl 1 97.5 2.5 59
3 Cl Br 77 25 3.5
3 Br I 89 11 8.1
3 Cl 1 97 5 32

A similar ratio of mono vinylic ethers was observed with 1-bromo-
2-chloroos-tafluorocyclohexene although this reaction is complicated
by the foimation of several fractions of longer g.l.c. retention time,
presumably arising from initial "outward" expulsion of fluoride fol-
lowed by rapid subsequent displacement of fluoride to yield the 1, 3-
diethoxy ethers. 15

VINYLIC SUBSTITUENTS OTHER THAN HALOGEN.
FORMATION OF MONO-, DI.- AND TRIETHERS.

The reactions of i-alkoxy ,Krfluorocycloalkenes are noteworthy

E7i i i i
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in that of the over forty cycloalkenes studied, they are the only ones
to yield 1,2-dialkoxyethe. with excess alkoxide ion.*. 10, 11

, No VINYLic FLUORINES PRESENT

The reaction of l-chloro-2-alkoxypcrlluorocycloalkenes with addi-
tional alkoxidc leads to the formation of l,5,3-triethcrs, the first

top

Ai'

reported example being synthesized by Park, Snow and Lacher from
I .cthoxy-2-chlorotetrafluoro(-yclobutene.12

The analogous reaction with 1,2-dichlorohexafluorocyclopenteiie
was investigated by Shepard and co-workersllb who propolsd the 1,
3,3-triether structure in preference to the previously reported I-
chloro-2,3,.-trialkoxy ether.13

The reaction mecha•"-.sm was believed to have proceeded via an
SN2' displacement lather than A SN2 displacement of allylic fluorines
because of the isolation of the extremely reactive diether by McBee
and co-workers.1' A vinylic fluorine is highly reactive to alkoxide ion
and is seldom isolated under basic conditions.

Park, Dick and Lacher 20 . 21 positively eliminated the allylic dis-
placement mechanism by reacting 1.ethoxy-2-chlorotetrafluorocyclo-
butene with methoxide ion.

*Aft'

_ _ '1:X tl
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Drier, Duncan and MiSllA repeated the experiment iii the five
membered ring series and obtaimied thc same rcsulh. T'hey pointed out
that the data did not distiuguish between an StN' or a stcpwise for-
mation via a carbanion intermediate mechanism but professed their
belief in the latter.

Other 2-halo-l.3,3.triectlers that have been synthesized are the fol-
low ing.1 T C -K

n X
2 -Br
2 -1
5 -- Br

3 -1

VIN'IC HYvRoc..N, ALKNT, AND ARKL SUBSIM)rENIS

Ethoxide attack on l.hydro|pentafltorocycAo:uiucii r_'tults in dis.
placement of vinylic fluoride."2 When the vinylic halide is chlorine,

4[ '- D

however, attack occurs at the hydrogen bearing trigonal carbon."

Treatment of 1-chloto-2.phenyltetrafluorocyclobutene with meth-
oxide leads to displacement of vinylic chloride, a result consistent
with the stability of a-pphenyl stabilized carbanion.5

Although alkylhalofluoroolefins give rise to competing 1,4-elimi-
nation of HFI with vinylic halogen ether than fluoiine,8. so disolace-
mnent of vinylic fluoride does proceed smoothly with I-ethylhepta-
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hfluorovyclopenteties stu'gesting that the energy requirements for at-
tatk at the chlorine beari~ig carbon in I.chloro-2-ethylhexafluoro-
cyclopentene are so markedly higher that, 1,4.elimination can com-
pcte successfully with halide displat.vinient. CoitLcisly, one may

ad
Ceq

argue that the a-chlorine has lowered the energy of the transition
state for the 1,4-eliminition, Both explanations may well be related
to the observed results.

Analogous displacement of vinylic fluorine from i.hydro- and I.
iimcthyltiulafl~ol uu yt Iohcxcne wic iepoxted by Tatlow and co-work-

era' although, as with other displacements in cyclohexenes, considcr.
able amounts of products resulting from "outward" elimination of
fluoride ion were isolated along with the i-hydro-2-iiethoxy- and I-
methyl-2-niethoxyoctafluorocyclohexenes, respectively.

SIMILAR VINYLIC HALOOSNS AND DISSiMILAx ALLYLIC SUSTmir'uENTS

The direction of alkoxide attack on cyclobutenes with chlorines
in both vinylic positions has been shown to be influenced by the sub-
stituents i: dl-e allylic or fposition.8

4+

products products
7, %I1
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prodtcts priuLs s
R R% R I if

Ei c] -89 -1
Et EtO Cl 71 29
Et F C1 61 59
Et EtO EtO ýS 47
Mc MeO MeO 22 78
Et H 11 0 100

The above resusl were Interpreted as showing that #fsohstittients
stabilize the Iivcriediatc carballion iln the order CL>F>OCII.>JI,
A previously mentioned #-diethoxy group is large enough to taote
a steric hinthdanucr anid thus aJipcirs mote effective than| the dihnio-ro
group at (ontrolliig thc cthoxide ion attatk. Whethei the (irective
inlluence is ele.tionic or steric is nut yet clear as pointed out in the
e;.e of the different -.halogens on page. 219 and 22I.

Ethoxidc attack on 1,2,A,.-tetrafluorocyclobutene apparently yields
s single UiOnoethcr, l-ethoxy,2.%q,•.trifluoroxyclohiuencs."2 A simtilar

selectivity is exhibited in ethoxide attack on 1,2,3,3,4.tctrailuorocyclo.

butene.U These results have considerable significance since they
imply a profound effect by fi-substituents on the course of reaction
even in the case of vinylic fluorine.

DISSIMILAR VINYLIr ANn ALLYLIC SUr"T- UENTI

Whenever fluorine has been at one of the vinylic positions, alkox.

ide attack has occurred at that position regardless of the nature of
the ft-substituents.

R R, Ra X
ft-

Et H OEU CI
Et IH H H
Me H H -CH - CH 2 5
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! C/

rhe latter example is of interest as it shows the fluoride ion leaving

from only the 6g-CHF group and leaving the 8-CF(OEt) group intact.

In other cases with no vinylic fluorine, alkoxide attack is directed

by the a-substituents.
€1 .1

-~ 1T

el e -l

get IgloteCO
4r : re

FITI

CC

C1 
Cf I

cCI

4c]
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Ar ~ '% (A)i

The last two reactions are particularly noteworthy as they are the
only examples to date of th'2 limiting case where both , and 13-sub-
stituents contribute their influence on product distribution.

Of interest is the similar magnitude of the two effects.

NUCLEOPHILES OTHER THAN ALKOXIDE

The available experimental data are far more limited in these cases
but the results obtained have generally paralleled those obtained with
alkoxide. The most interesting deviations occur when complex metal
hydrides and organometallic reagents are employed although these
may be a reflection on the metal ion present rather than the nucleo-
philic species.

The following examples are not intended to constitute an exhaus-
tive review of the subject but do demonstrate the generality and
limitations of the alkoxide data when applied to other nucleophilic
species.

SULFUR CONTAINING NUCLFOPHILES

Addition of n-butylmercaptan to perfluorocyclobutene yields sat-

urated products in addition to products resulting from displacement
of vinylic halogen, products which can best be accounted for on the
basis of successive addition-elimination sequences.2 5

t
yi

F

dj
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Sulfur attack occurs exclusively in the base-catalyzed reaction of
2-mercaptoethanol with hexafluorocyclobutene. 25

L ~ F Na VIS~+ ~IjCWjCAjOA.
ri

* NITROGEN CONTAINING NUCLEOPHiLES

The reaction of hexafluorocyclobutene with dialkylamines yields
stable tertiary perfluorocyclobutenylamines. 26' Arylamines failed to
add under similar, uncatalyzed conditions.

The reactions of perhalocycloalkenes with ammonia and primary
cumines, however, yield derivatives of 1-amino-2-halo-3-iminoperflu-

i, orocycloalkenes.

n X ref.

3 CI 27
4 F 28

*Although a rigorous structure proof was not undertaken, the 1.2-iminoamine,
R&M, mVv]-.-•r, , was suggested in reference 26.

Two competitive reaction paths are available in this reaction: 1,4-
climination of HF ur additional attack by amine. The isolation of
the 1,3-iminoamine from the reaction of perfluorocycloalkenes sup-
ports the latter conclusion since all previous work in these systems
indicates that the remaining vinylic fluorine would be displaced
preferentially.

-Ki.- C = ,=,..e

__C-X
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Analogous results have been reported by McBee30 concerning the
reaction of both 1.2-dichlorohexafluorocyclopentene and octafluoro-
cyclohexene with hydroxylamine. The isolation of the 1,3-imino-
hydroxyamine from octafluorocyclohexene was cited as supporting
the 1,4-elimination pathway.

X ' oe'.

The similarity of these reactions to the hydrolysis of perhaloolefins
with potassium hydroxide in polar aprotic solvents31 and the 1,4-
elimination of hydrogen fluoride from I-chloro-2-alkylperfluorocyclo-
alkcnes by alkoxide ion3 2 is apparent since a 1,4-elimination is ap.
parently the prepared pathway in each case.

Only in the reaction of l-chloro-2-chlorofcrmylhexafluorocyclo-
pentene with ammonia has the initial substitution product been iso-
lated with a primary amine or ammonia as the nucleophile,2 Hydro-

gen bonding -A ith the carboamide group may serve to retard sub-

sequent dehydrofluorination in this example. 29

McBee's report30 that the reaction of 1,2,3,3-tetrachloroterafluoro-
cyclopentene with hydroxylamine gave only 2,3-dichloroterafluo-ro-
cloptnt-2-eneone oxime is contrasted to Adams'"3 findings concern-
ing alkoxide attack on 1,2.3,3-tecrachlorodifluorocyclobtutene.

CARBON AS THE NUCLEOPHILE

The reactions of haloalicyclic olefins with organolithium and
Grignard reagents are characterized by competing halogen-metal
interchange reactions when vinylic bromine or iod-ne are present in
the molecule.

Treatment of l-bromo-2.chlorotetrafluorocyclobutene with ethyl.
magnesium bromide, for example, yields the cyclobutenyl Grignard
reagent.' 4 A similar exchar, gc followed by loss of magiieium halide
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may be involved in the rapid decomposition of l-bromopcrhalocyclo.
pentenes with ethylmagnesium bromide or magnesium turnings.6

&D I1

Metallation may also occur in preference to nucicophilic displace-
ment of halide ion as in the reaction of nonafluorocyclohexene with
methyl lithium.3 5

Only with chlorofluoro- and perfluoroalyicyclic olefins do the re-
suits obtained with organometallic reagents parallel those with alkox.

ide. Park and Fontanelli3 6 found that generally high yields of mono-
alkylated olefins were obtained with Grignard reagents and the per-

n-A

haloolefin and similar results have recently been demonstrated with
the analogous cyclopentenes.5 Substantially lower yields of mono-
and di-subititution products had previously been obtained with
organolithium reagents. 3 7

Preferential displacement of vinylic fluorine in l-chlorohepta.
fluorocyclopentene was obtained in the reaction with ethylmagnes-
ium bromide,38 a result in agreement with preferential displacement
of fluoride by alkoxide in this compound.

When l-alkyl-2-chloroperfluorocycloalkenes are treated with ad.
ditional Grignard reagent, displacement of vinylic chlorine occurs
along with the "expected" displacement with rearrangement. Both
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cyclobutenes and cyclopentenes yield mixtures of products although

n
2 82 18
3 60 40

the amount of rearranged alkene is greater with the cyclopentcens..8

The extent to which solvent effects, steric bulk and metal ion par-
ticipation affect these reactions is uncertain at present. These re-
actions, along with similar ones encountered with metal hydrides, may
well constitute examples where both ground state and intermediate
stabilities play an important role in directing the course of reaction.

METAL HYDRIDES AS NUCLEOPHILES

Facile displacement of halogen by metal hydrides occurs in a man-
ner generally consistent with alkoxide attack on similar compounds
although 3everal striking anomalies have recently been reported.

Lithium aluminum hydride and sodium borohydride displace
vinylic fluorine from perfluorocycloalkenes in the manner predicted
from alkoxide studies but there is substantially less product result-

!L 41 , C CF

n N % ref.
Nabh 4  f 4iF

2 LiAIHj mixtures 40,41
3 NaBH4  100 - 40
3 LiA1H 4  mixtures 40,41
4 LiAIH 4  mixtures 40

ing from "outward" elimination of fluoride ion.
Subsequent attack on the I-H compounds takes place almost ex-

.4 I

"•- I
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clusively at the 2-carbon to give chiefly the i,2-dihydropcrfluorocyclo-

alkenc.c 0

Initial substitution on 1,2.dichloroperfluorocycloalkenes results in
displacement of vinylic chlorine but subsequent reaction of the chlo-

roalkene with additional hydride leads to a mixture of productsI arising from attack at both the hydrogen and chlorine bearing car-
bons in a manner similar to that of Grignard reagents. Burton4" has
suggested several factors which may contribute to this behaviour: a

simple steric -ffcct with the larger nucleophile, a solvent effect, or an
active participation of the metal atom (B, Al) in the displacement
reaction.

Perhaps even more striking is the preferential displacement of
chlorine from both l-chloro-5,.5dihydropentafluorocyclopentene and
l-chloro.6.6-dihydroheptafluorocyclohexene by lithium aluminum
hydride.' 0 Exclusive displacement of fluorine occurs in the reaction
l.chloro-2,3,3-trifluorocyclobutene and ethoxidc ion.

The reaction of l-chloroheptafluorocyclopentene with lithium

tl

aluminum hydride, however, does lead to the same result as alkoxide
attack: displacement of vinylic fluorine,"

C/ F - to
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X. Muonium
VERNON W. IIUGHEs

I UNDERSTAND THAT TUI. central theme of The Thirteenth AFOSR
Science Seminar is tie interdisciplinary nature of mtudl of modern
science. Muonium is an excellent example of a topic with inter-
disciplinary aspects, Rcscardt ott inuonium started about eleven
years ago when parity nonconscrvation wa, discovered and it is still
active.

MNuonium is the atom consisting of a positive muon and an elec-
tion and hence call be considered as anl isotope of hydrogen, Muon-

ium is of great interest in sevetal subfields of physics and chem-
istiy. including elementary partice physics, atomic physics, and
chemical physics. First, it is the simplest syttern involving the muon
and tile electron and hence is the best one for studying with precision
the interaction of these two elememtary particles, The muon is a
particula,'ly mysterious iarticl because it appears to behave in all
respects like a heavy elctron and hence there appeais to be no inter-
action which cou!d account for the large value of the muon ,,.i
relative to the electron mass. It thus occupies an anomalous role in
the spectrum of the elementary particles. We have been abe to study
the electromagnetic interaction of the electron and the muon through
a precise measurement of the hyperfine structure interval in the
ground state of muonium.Secovnd, since inuonium i. a light isotop,,e AA
hydrogen in which the positive muon replaces the proton, muoniuni
has a rich chemistry and its interactions with other atoms and mole-

VERNON IV. HUGHES is Professor of Physmzi at Yatle University and
from 1961 to 1967 was Chairman of the Physics Deparlment. His present
researches are in elementary particle physics and in atomic physics. Eight
years ago, he arid three associates discovered the rnuonium atom--in
extraordiriary new atom-in an experiment performed at the Nevis Lab-
oratorirs of Columbia University, lie has been a consultant to the Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, the OdA Ridge National laboratory, the
NASA4 Institute for Space Studies and for industry. In addition to Yale,
he has served on the farulties of Columbia University and the University
of Pcnnsyluania.
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cuties have elen studicd. Third, muonihim provides a useful system
for sttitlyitg certain aslwcts of the weak interaction of the muton and

the ch'(tion, in piaititular a possiblc weak initera.tion cOUplinig
Sni uonitill to an liltin ititil, whi is the atorn (onsisting of a nega-
tivC muton and a positron,

Mama: i - (ý.o6.767 ± 0.003) me

Sparite + 11

fl pln: l - 1/2

Magnetio Momenti -- - 3.18338 ± 0.0004

* Oyroeagnetio Ratio: g - 2(1.001162 2 0.000005)

Li'etime (mean): " (2.2000 1 0.00154) ±0e

FiGuhE I. Propertite of Positive Muon.

Figure I lists the properties of the positive muon. Its mass is well
known and is about 207 times the electron mass. The dUarge of the
jiasiti'C union is tihe Satlle as the position dcarge. Ilhe spin is ý12 and
the magnetic moment is sonmewhat more than 3 times the pltumn
magnetic moment. Thc g-value is grcater tian 2 by the antomalous
nagnelic iont"Ient factor, ;tiad thi excelllent agleiement betiWell the

expeiiimental and theoretical valtcs of the anomalous magnetic
moment factor provides then most critical proo! that the muon is a
heavy Dirac particle with the usual coupling to the electromagnetic
field. The niean lifetime of tile inoon is 2.'2 wscc.

T'he tool for studying nmnoniurn is provided by parity nonconser-

vation in the weak interactions involved in the production and decay

of the muon. (See Fig. 2) The positive pi meson decays into a positive
muon and a niuon.type neutrino. In the rest frame of the pion the
itimon spin angular momentum, indicated by the double line arrow,
is in tht, direction oplposite to its linear ,omnentum, indicated by the
single line arrow. This correlation of spin direction and velocity
direction is a consctqitcrcc ol parity nonconscrvation and provides
us with polarized mnuons. The positive muon decays into a positron
and two eutettrinos with a .ontintiouis iositlon enci gy spectrum ex-
tending ill) to 52 MeV. "lh .sigUlal d ibuibit ion of the positions With

lesp~ct. to the us1ot:t1 spin dictctioum, 1,. (0), ih asyitnnctliic (tite to
parity noncomnservation. TIhe quantity 0 is the angle between the
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T+ J + + IV/

+ +

+ . ++

Io+(O)a I+A coo G
Fi'unrE 2. X)ct a)s of plion and of inumn.

muon spin direction and the direction of emission of the positron
and A is approxnimately *4-1,1. so Positrons are emitted Prefelentially
along clte muon spin dic ctiom. This chai. acto tistic of the muon decay
provides thc means for detecting the muon spin direction.

FORMATION

The gross energy levels of muonium as given by the Schrocdinger
equation arc the same as those of hydrogen except for a slightly dif-
feient redumed mass factor in dieh Rydherg constant. Figure 3 shows
the energy level diagram for the hypenfine stiuctuie levels in the
ground I IS" state of muonium. Energy in units of the hyperfine
structure (hfs) interval is plotted as a function of a dimensionless
parameter x, which is proportional to Iagnetic field. At zero rn.g-
netic field there arc two levels-the upper triplet state with total
angular momentiton qilantunk number F _ I and the lower singlet
state with F 0 0. The ncergy separation is the hfs interual which is
due to the magnetic interaction between the spin magnetic monoent.s
of the electron and the muon. In the prcsence of an external mag-
netic field 11 the Itiiplet state splits into its three magnetic substates
d'sigiuattd by the magnetic quantunt tkumnber MN witl the values

-I1,0 and -1. At btiog Inagnctic fields, where the magnlctic inter-
action of the electron and muon magnetic momtents with the external
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field is large compared to !hc hM3 interval (x > > 1), the energy levels

are as shown and the good quantuni nurnbcis are M j, the magnetic

quantLum number for the electron spin, and M,. thc magnetic quan-
tum number for muon spin. The statN are numbered from I through

4 for convenience.
Mluonium is foinmed when positive muons arc stopped in a gas. It

is formed directly in its ground state by the capture of an electron
from an atom by a positive muon. Argon has bccn used in most of

our experiments:

,+ + Ar -- ;+e" + Ar*

This capture reaction has a maximum cross-section for a muon
kinetic energy of about 200 eV. Because the muons are polarized and
the charge capture reaction is prinmatily due to the Coulomb inter-
action, which does not alter the muon spin direction, polarized muon-

* ium is formed. Thus, if we have a strong magnetic field opposite to
the direction of the muon beamn and hence in the direction of the

muon spins so that M1, -. I,., then only the two states (Mj,MN,) =

(+1/,+1/2) and (I/2,+ý/.,) are formed. One-half of the muonium

atoms formed will be in each of these states. In a weak magnetic field
polarized mt.onium is also formed. However, in weak magnetic fields

M. is not a gGod quantum number and the hfs interaction will par-

A .. 4463 MC/ieC (MJ,U•j)

3-
( / /2)

2 (I/2 -I/2

22

I F.ft,, .)I.)..- -

m0 field._

"-z -(1"2." 112)

-3 (-1/21/2 I/

S 2 * 3 4

FIGURE 3. Energy level diagram of the muoniurn ground I 2S1 2 state in a
magnetic field.
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tially depolarize the muons, so the distribution in the low field (F,MF,)

The original search for nuiunium involved the attempt to observe
its characteristic Larmor precession freqcqiccy in a wcak external
magnetic field. The Latmor preubssiun frequency f, of a magnetic
moment iA associated with an aisgular momentum FEi in an external
magnetic field H perpendicular to j, is given by:

fL = f

In weak field the only muonium state formed that has a magnetic
moment is the triplet state (F,Mrf ) =-(1,+~ 1). Since the magnetic
moment is approximately the electron spin magnetic moment and

fL .s- H l .40H M~c/sec

Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the experiment. All our

Dean%

0onit0

Scale~H In ine S haelt I

04 0

41,*
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experiments have been done at the Columbia University Nevis syn-
chrocyclotron. TIhe 880 MeV proton beam strikes an internal target
forming ,. inesons which decay to positive muons, and an external
meson beanm is fornied with a momentum of about 140 McV/c. The
meson beam has ,r-1 and A&+ mesons. Tahe pions arc stopped in an ab-
sorber and mutons with energies upj to several NMeV enter an argon
gas target with a prcssure of somc 50 atm. The munon loses energy by

4 ionization and excitation of Ar atoms and forms muonium, stably
with kinetic energies in the keV range. The mutoniumn is then r-apidly
thernialized. The slowing dawn process occurs in less thaik 10- sec.
It was neccesiary to purify the argon by rccirculating it over titanium

XI

heated to about 700' C. The numbc,-cd black lines indicate scintilla-
tion counters, and the stopping of a muton in the gas target is indi-
cated by a coincident 12 but anticoincident 3 count. Helmholtz coils
are indicated which provide a magnetic field of about 4G perpendic-

Unpo *'ised A's 4.50 gout@

Pooie ps.,4.50 gouts

Poo,, od lo T's39 gouts,

V I

10 - I

40. 54 * 7

f (Mc /see)

FicuRE 5. Frequency analysis for rnioniumn precession experiment. The

of line breadth.

I
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ular to the plane of the diagram. The decay positrons are observed by
the 45 counter telescope as coincident -15 Counts and the tnime delay
of the positron counit with respect to the time of the arrival of the
muon is measured. 1f polarized muonium. is formed, the triplet
Afr = ±1 state should precess in the external magnetic field. Since
the decay positron is emitted p~referentially in (he direction of the
muon spin, this prccession should be observed from the measurement
oi the time distribution of tlic decay positrons as a modulation of the
muon lifetime decay cinrve with the characteristic Larmor precession
frequency.

Figure 5 shows the analysis of the data in which the amplitude of
the frequency component is p~lotted versus the frequency. For case
Hithe solid curve is the result of a least squares Fourier-type analysis
of the experimiental data and the typical error bar corresponds to
one standard deviation. The (lashed curve is a theoretical line shape
centered at the muonium precession frequency corresponding to
ihe measured value of ihe magnetic field. With a field of 4.5 G a
resonance is clearly seen at 'lie predicted frequency. Similarly for

/case III for a different field of 3.9 G the resonance is seen. As ex-
pected, no resonance is seen in case I when pions are stopped in the
target and hence unpolarized muons are obtained. These results
prove that polarized muonium is formed in argon. The data indi-
cate that the fraction of muons which form muoniumn is between 1/2

and 1.
The existence of muoniumn with its characteristic Larmor preces-

sion frequency set yes as a proof that the spin of the muon is A6/2,I since thf: approximate expression for the Larmor precession fre-
quency depends on the muon only through its spin value.

II

HIYPERFINE STRUCTURE INTERVAL

In view of the results on muonium formation we were encouraged
to plan a precision magnetic resonance experiment to measure the
hfs interval av. As was mentioned, the interval1 av arises from the

* magnetic interaction between the spin magnetic moments of the
electron and the muon, which is different for the triplet state in
% vhich the two spinis are parallel than for the singlet state in which
the two spins are antiparallel. The interval AP in muonium is analo-
gous to the well known lIfs interval of 1420 Mc/sec in hydrogen, and
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would be expected to be ,bout 4460 Mc/sec since the muon magnetic
moment is 3.18 times larger than the proton magnetic moment.

The detailed theoretical formula foi ay of muonium is indicated in
Figure 12 and is based on tiie assumption that the muon is a hea .y
electron. The leading bracketed term is the Fermi formula in which
a is the fine structure constant, c = velocity of light, R, = Rydberg
constant, and / = ratio of muon magnetic moment to the elec-
tron Bohr magneton. The remaining terms include reduced mass,
relativistic and virtual radiative corrections. Use of known values
of the fundamental constanto gives the value:

ay = 4463.16 t 0.10 Mc/sec(-*-22 ppm)

in which the error arises primarily from uncertainty in a. The value
of a used is that given from the deuterium fine structure measure.
ment of Lamb et al.

The principle of the experiment is simple. Suppose we have a
strong external static magnetic field H, along the direction of the
spins of the incident muons; muonium will be formed only in states
I and 4 that have Mi, == [. If nothing is done to perturb this dis-
tribution of muonium states, the decay positrons will be emitted
preferentially in the direction of H. However, suppose a microwave
magnetic field is introduced with the proper Bohr frequency so it
can induce a resonance transition of muonium from one hfs state to
another-e.g., from state I to state 2. In state 2 the muon spin points in
the opposite direction, having M,, i-- -'2, nd the decay positrons
from the state are emitted preferentially in the direction opposite to
the direction of the static field H. Hence an induced transition can
be detected through the change in angular distribution of the decay

positrons.
Transitions have been studied both at strong magnetic field and at

weak magnetic field. Figure 6 gives the energy levels and transition
frequencies. The Hamiltonian includes the hfs interaction, the inter-
action of the electron spin magnetic moment with the external mag-
netic field H, and the interaction of the muon spin magnetic moment
with H. The energy levels are given by the Breit-Rabi formula whose
solution was shown in Fig. 3 of the hfs energy levels. We take the
viewpoint that the electron magnetic moment (or gj-value) and the
muon magnetic moment (or g,) are determined in other experiments,
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. &W +. W

Aw

N!11 (IF. M,) 0.111 (0.0)].a

VcunE 6. Energy Levels and Transition Frequencies.

so that the measurement of a single resonance tiansition determines
the hs interaction constant a, which is the only unk nown. The tran-
sition obrerved at strong field is between states I and 2 with

(Mj,M•) =(.',/) and (/2,, '/,). The approximate frequency for
this transition is the hfs interval divided by 2 plus the frequency
associated with muon spin flip. At weak field the transitions (F,Mr) =
(],±l)•-.(0,0) have been observed. The resonance frequency is ap-

4M01.*, Cool*w6,1119.4.0

Lo- A "', SR

FIGuitb 7. Experimental arrangement for measurement of Av in an experi-
ment whiich employs a strong static magnetic field and in%,olvecs an induced
r..icrowave transition. The scintillation counters are numbered.
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proximately the constant a, plus a term associated with the electron
spin flip.

Figure 7 shows the experimental setup. The muons are stopped in
the high pressure argon gas target and indicated by coincident 12
but anticoincident 3 counts, A split solenoid provides a strong mag-
nctic field along the direction of the spins of the incident muons.
Microwave power can be fed into a high Q microwave cavity con-
iaii. within the pressure vessel. Decay positrons are observed in
the counter telescope $4 during a time interval following the arrival
cf the muon. Observations are made as the field H is varied with the
rmicrowave frequency fixed, The signal will be the ratio

341
S 1- , ON _. 1, which is positive on resonance.

123 1 OFF

Figure 8 shows a typical resonance curve for signal versus static
magnetic field, Bars indicating one standard deviation error are

t4 (qouGS)solo slo so

4.0

Forword

II.0

-2.0 

" 
Sod 

wo,,

21.62 21.66 21.7 2 1.74

S~H (protonl Mc/lot)

FwuIRt_ 8. Typical resonance curves for the transition (Mj.MuA) C,/,)
i ('A---,). The backward signal is obtained by the observation of positrons
emitted toward counter 2.
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shown at the cxperimental points. The solid curve is a least squares
fit of the theoretical Lorentzian line shape to the experimental points.

The amplitude of the signal is about 4% and agrees with the ex-
pected amplitude under the assumption that all muons form muon-
Sum. The width of the curve is about 15 G which is due to the muon
decay rate and to microwave power broadening. From such a curve
we obtain corresponding resonance values of microwave frequency
and magnetic field. From these resonance values we can compute
Av by use of the Breit-Rabi formula.

I MUONIUM HYPZRFINE STRUCTURE

13 I . C1R1APOLA1D VA"UI

A.- 441 iIr ot 0 M 0 ill

4 4 4 3 O� 0  J1

/
4

o L 0 to 50 00
ARGO#$ OhIITY @941

FIGURE 9. Experimental values of Ay versus the argon gas density. The solid
line is the least squares linear fit which was used for extrapolation to zero
pressure.

Figure 9 shows the results of such Av measurcments as a function
of argon pressure. There is clearly a substantial dependence of &Y'
on pressure. This dependence is the so-called hfs pressure shift and is
due to distortion of thc muonium wave function in the many col-

iii
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lisions muonium make,. with argon aoms during its lifetime. The

solid curve is a straight line fit to the experimental data. The linear

fit assumes that only two-body collisions and not collisions involving
tm, o argon atoms arc important. Theoretical estimates of three.body
* coilislns as well as a quadratic fit to the data support this view, The
procedure of fitting the data with a straight line is also justified by
the agreement within experimental error of the hfs pressure shifts
for muomimn and hydrogen in argon. The value of AP extrapoJated
"to zero pressure is taken as av for free muonium:

ar = -4463.15 :t 0,06 Mc/sec,

in which the error of one standard deviation is due to counting
statistics and to magnetic field errors.

Within the past two years extensive measurements have ben com.
pleted of transitions at weak magnetic field with AF =::i 1. Thir
measurement provides the most direct determination of %" The
principal technical pioblcnis with this experiment were, first, the
requirement of a homogeneous, stable low static magnetic field near
the large synchrocyclotron nragnct. Second, the signal intensity i-

1101rnp efftfl og Loy"ot I (Low Field)

11OL'- \\ /OLY F9°MAI11 0YSHELLS

F-IELO COMPICY14 AGM aicra

C 
WAVWGU I"

IC~dILATON CAVITY -O AI dGNIOCT&II(
COOJNT(IR --

SCALE IN P19T

FiGuim 10: Experimental arrangement for uneasurenernt of 4V in an experi-
ment which employs a weak magnetic field and involves an induced micro-
wave transition,
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nsmaller than that for the strong field ttansition due to the relative
populations of muoniium his states and the small change in muon
polarization accompanying the transition. Figure 10 shows the magnet
arrangement. There arc three moly permialloy shicids. Inside these
there is a solenoid and coriet ion coils. This system provides ant axial

mnagnetic ficld of about ý G with ltonrgoncity and stability to butter
than 10 maG. Figure II shows an obhsrved rcsonantce curve for the
tiansition (F,NMr)- (I, - 1).*-(0,0) obscirved at a field of ?.8 C fitted
with the theoritical line shape. Low field data were taken Jlso for

unresolvd &F - ± I transitions with both argon and ksypton as
the stopping gases.

Figure 12 summarizes the results of the muonium hf.- measure-

,51' (MC/66C 1 4463,19 1 0.06 4443.3S I2 0.24 44 614 . t 0,0 4 1104 d Gi

0. [,to i1

3.103IS . 0.000095 t1! 3OppM., 51% ce*0ld* .Ct I'm ft
$9

' ', d*C Sil~rtvl 9 • I 6 3 I•I.0 -,360 ! .Q0025 • ! I,•,•O, 95% c.I.'CIIfI

FImG, 12i Muonium Hyperfine Structure.

Ci
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mriets. lThe, %alties obtained from dire high Field alid lowv Wihld 'Ilea-
&U c~li~lcits ~ale ill saII imlatot agieiCleiiC t alldi give a olikbiiicd reult
of

44fi5.26 _L 0.04 INIc /scc

in which a one standard deviation ci ioi is gi'c-n, This value agrcc5

xvit Oil, ti heot ctical val tic given carl imr
'I Iris agiecnrlent conrfirmns the basis of the(. thecory, Which was that the

muon is a Lecavy Dirat particle or heavy cekttromr Since I,, (ex 1) is
known withi about the sainte accuracy as Arm(thrcoi, whiich is limited
pra-iicijaliy by our katowlt ,ge of a. we~ call tie ajn(Irxpt to determnine
art alternative value of tile fine sit i ct'ire conistant. 'The theoretical
farnuli foi ap is given inl Figmei 121. Aftci, t, the least %ull kniown

constant appe~aring is thie moonvi iiagiictic iiiomieli or- actuailly the
ratio of che muni~ to proton magnetic mroments. Thisi a tio is b
tamied fioin the nieasircd ratio of the prcessioni frequency of muons

* stopped in water to the proton resonance frequency in water. Since
the ( henristiay of inuons ili sa tei may bt, diii kcin f tromt Own clic'lilislit

of pr otonis ill water (fie pli ipiijal ly it) the( difllcrct vib~rational

energies, thc magrietic shielding of tile proton and the imion may be
different. The value showni is micalit to be a limiit )f emor to take ac.
count of this amnbiguity as well as two standard deviations inl thle cx-
perinsental errors. Ileicec we obtain the value of n shown wvith a uintit
of error of IS ppmn. Other determinations of au are given iii Figinre 13.

ofi I9 1.6t , 95 % C.1114-4~ LI-111

- ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 -@..,,, ).0516 1 0,009191 .19 0 -1

1 ,,-~*93.O- - --- - -- ---. --- - - ---

I,,,,171551 1 03OI 0.00441461.1

--- -- -- -- -- -- ---- --- - -- ---- _

S |I . N 0.001 (iOP.; III d

F, ISun1h. Vailues of tile hic structure COisanit f.
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Except for the carly expeilncult oll detneutinl hine stiticure all the
ialues of o ac in good agicenicltt,

MUONIUM CHEMISTRY

ill)hilmitl will behave as a light isotlope of hydiogen with regal(
to its ato31ic intelaclions alitl rhchmhal Irat'litlis sitIuC thd nioll
Mass is 207 fitics the clection mass and since the tiow its mca life.
timn ol 2.2 ,sct- is long (ompamid to tile' mCI lion aomic orbital fillies.
In the hisioiy of the dis(ovei 14 )1 iliioitlli, thicinisliy playcd ;III im.
portai ntcgative role and many post-paiity cxpiv illttnts hviich
scualhtd for the dIhaim-tetllistic moii(mlii ni lp ti'essioll frfitielri' hailed,
due to thes sbsequenii iit iiit.iil ieactions (1 istit~li ilti with mioleculres.

As I mentioned, it was nctcssaly to jiurify the argon gas in order to
observe the ninitnim precession and thilelhfs tranisitions,

Figure 14 shows data on cxplicit studies of the interactions of
muutinum, The amplitude of the icsonan(e signli fmm a strontg fiehl
iiai•bitioii is showin as a ftuntioin of the contentiation of various
molecules introduced in small fiactiouial amounts as imiprities in
the argon. Note that the resonance signal is dccreased by the additiom
of 01 and NO, and with less cffectiveness by C$lI (ethylene); H1

4 0t

*NOz .. ...._
oo

I 10 100

Isnpwrl C~I¢AtrlallemI IA I0 1l4oilgWl1 #IlCO

FiGUviE 1. Rcionance signal for the transition (Mj,M•)
('A.-i) at 5200 G versus irssputity tonccliiaitiin, •Tlc solid curvc are
fitted theoretical curves which inolve thi signal quclitling cros section
as a parameter.
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does not affect the signal. Decrease of the resonance signal implies
collisions which remove muonium from the resonant states. In the
theory of tme line shape the collision rate can be added to the muon
decay rate and the data can be analyzed to yield a cross-section for
signal quenching.

For thermal mi onium the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is
valid as it is [or hydrogen. As to the nature of the reactions, NO and
02 are paramagnetic with free electron spins and we expect that
electron spin exchange will dominate. This reaction is determined
by the Coulomb interaction and the Pauli exclusion principle. The

*: exchange of the muonium electron with an argon electron can result
"* .in the transference of muonium from one hfs state to another. C2 H4

is an uii.:dturatcd hydrocarbon and in a collision with muonium we
believe that a muonium-containing molecule is formed. For H2 there
is no reaction. Pag is not parainagnetic so electron spin exchange
.'eactions are not possible. Furthermore, a reaction such as M + H2
-M + I-H is energetically forbidden for thermal muonium be-
cause of the high zero point vibrational energy of MH.

A simpler methed of studying tne :noecuiar interactions of muon.
ium involves the measurement of the polarization of the muons as a

~.k

z .4[ 0

0 ~Nilric OoI~o (NO)

3 0 .0 2.0 3.0 4.0 1_0
T i n. ($pwsc)

FIGURE 15. Depolarization factor. I - C2,versus time for NO where X12 is
ihe fitted depolaanzztion rate, tinder the ass~umption that tie muon depolar-
izationl Varies3 as= P~j ,t

1° ° I
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function of time and of impurity concentration by use of a precision
digital time analyzer following the scintillation counters. The method

is, of cours,:, based on the fact that a change in muon polarization
implies a change in positron angular distribution. Figure 15 shows
such data for NO. Dcpolarization is plotted as a function of time dur-

ing a period of several muon mean lives for two different NO con-
centrations; for the lower curve the pressure of NO was 0.13 mmHg
and for the upper curve, 0.37 mmHg. Typical statistical errors are
shown. The solid carves are simple exponential functions. If the re-
action mechanism is electron spin exchange, the theoretical curve is
an exponential and the coefficient in the exponent is proportional to
the electron spin exchange cross-section.

A more detailed study of the nature of the depolarizing collisions

can be made by observation of the depolarization rate as a function
of the static magnetic field. At strong field an electron spin exchange

collision will ieave the muor, spin direction unchanged and hence
the effective depolarizing cross-section will be zero. At weak field, on

the other hand, the coupling of the electron and muon spins by the
hfs interactioun results in a change of muon spin direction when an
electron spin excl'ange occurs. The variation of depolarizing cross-
section as a function of magnetic field depends only on the spin
cigenfauctions and is simply predicted. Figure 15 shows data for NO,
which has a single free electron spin- 2 ,, itatc -as a function of H.
The experimental points are in good agi :nt with the theoretical

NO Molecule

N, t

', 00 2G00 3000 4000C 5000 bOC,
Vnql •,-.# I- d . iqe d ý I ,V S

Fftw,: 16. Depolbnizatiu ia te pcr impurity molecule versus magnetic field.
Thc solid (u_ ' c isa fitted ihcortiLal curne.
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solid curve and henic the spiin exchange nature of the collision is
b confirmed. Similar confirmation has been established for O0.

Figure 17 summarizes the data on muonitiiui-tinolecuic cross-sections
obtaincd thuts far. FIor NO., we have a lower limit of 23 x 10-16 cm 2

Muonium- Molecule Cross Sections In Io016 m,

Added PofuIloaqd O"R from Signal OTll., from Depol.
Goa Interoction Quenching Dote 11ait. at Severol

at _2t 0 0. Field&

NOt *-M--I0OM 23(•,.) -

O0 Spin ELChoige 5.4 t A.X 5.9 it .6

NO Spin E.Chonige 3.2 2 1.5 7.1 It 1.0

C&A4 *M--C7H4M .29 * .16

HN1 .N 8 SF* - .0I ',7) -1

FIGuRE 17.

from the resonance signal quenching data and we believe the reacrt;n
* is NO 2 + M --* NO + OM. For 02 and NO the reaction mechanism

"is an electron spin exchange reaction and the cross-sections are 5.9
and 7.1 x 10-a cm2 for NO and 02. Corresponding spin cxchange
cross-sections for H with NO and O.,, measured with the use of the
hydrogen maser, are about 3 or 4 times larger than for muonium. We
believe this difference is due to the fact that far a given kinetic energy

INM and 1H have "Ilcrcit momenta and hence dierent numbers of
partial waves contribute to the reaction. For C 2H 4 the cross-section is
0.29 x 10-16 cm,2 and we believe that a muonium-containing molecule

is formed. No reaction was observed for H2 , N2 , and SFG. The absence
of a -eaction for H, was disc-issed and similar remarks apply to N_.

Our work on imuonium chemistry is in an early stage and a rich
variety of reactions could be studied and compared with those of
hydiogen. Indeed, in some ways, muonium chemistry is easier to

study than H atom chemistry because the behavior of a single muon.
ium atom can be detected through its energetic positron decay by
the methods of particle physics.

MUONIUM-ANTIMUONIUM CONVERSION

Muonium provides an interesting system for study of the weak

interactions, or of the nature, of the muon quantum number (Figure
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18). The conversion of muonium to antimuonium (A,'e+) would vio-
late the usual additive law of muon number conservation but would
be allowed by a multiplicative law of muon number conservation,

Muenium - Anlimuoniem Convotsloit

VIGI.IGG AGGI~nG LG. oE hSwOn Co'IG.|nIon

AIIw.04 by l.,lII-,C011,G L .w Gf MSon CGStletGhiG

t, 490

a1 t b lt1 -I 0, 6e .0)

9( -. * •u S trOd .j *uo AxOl~~

$. Goa*--) (nVcw .. A~
PIM). 9 IS)IK(I '} 2• Gi 0'~ t*., j~,O

An -r- )t . *g)'

• FIGURE ;8.

which would be consistent with present knowledge about the weak
interactions. A Hamiltonian term which couples M and T1 is shown,
and the value of the matrix element is shown for the case in which
the coupling constant is taken as the universal Fermi constant C,.

NMuoniiumn and antimuonium are degenerate as regards their electro-
magnetic interaction. If initially M is formed, then due to the coup-
ling, a component of M is formed in the wave-function. Hence there
is a prob ability that muon decay will occur in the M mode with the
emission of an eniergetic electron. This probability P(M"•) is 2.6 x 10-"
for wiuonium in vacuum. In the presence of a gas the degeneracy of
M anti KI is r1moved due to the different electromagnetic interactions
of M and M with atoms-e.g., argon. Hence the development of the
AT component .= inhibited, and P(,q) is reduced by the factor I/N,
tlhe numier ot collisions of the M-M system with Ar atoms during its
lifetime. The collisions of the antiatom T1 with Ar are dominated
by an inelastic rearrangement collision in which the muonic argon
atom is foriicd. Hence the argon gas will change the mode of N-
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decay, since x,- nucleus capiure will predominate over w decay. We
have done an expeziment to search for the characteristic muonic Ar

X-rays as a sensitivc test for the M - Y conversion, and have estab-

lished that GQm is less than several thousand times the universal
Fermi coupling constant Gv.

FUTURE
As to future work on muonium let me just remark that all our

work has been done with only about 1010 muonium atoms; work on
the hydrogen atom, on the other hand, has available hydrogen atom
beam intensities of 10" atoms/sec. Research on muonium is now
severely limited by the number of muonium atoms available or by
muon beam intensities. When higher intensity accelerators-so-called
meson factories-get built, great improvements and extensions of
studies of muonium will be possibie.
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